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The Development of the Intelsat Global 
Satellite Communication System
Part 2—Current Earth-Station Practice and Future Systems

R. E. G. BACK, c.eng., m.i.e.e., and D. J. WITHERS, c.eng., m.i.e.eT

U.D.C. 621.396.946.001.6: 629.783

Parr 1 of this article dealt with the growth of the Intelsat satellite communication system and described the 
satellites in current use. Part 2 concentrates upon the changes in earth-station equipment required for 
operation to the new satellites and reviews developments in earth-station layout. In conclusion, a brief 
assessment is made of future systems and equipment developments.

EARTH-STATION DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
The equipment provided at Goonhilly radio station for opera
tion to the Telsiar and Relay nxperimental satellites has 
alreadybeendescribedin detail. This article will deal only with 
the 'changes in equipment performance and station layout 
that have taken place since that time at typical earth stations 
for operation to INTELSAT HI satellites. The Goonhilly 
No. 1 and No. 22 installations will be used as examplies where 
appropriate. Changes in equipment characteristics and layout 
were inevitable to operate to the new series of satellites, but 
throughout this article it may be seen that other influences 
have also had their part to play in dictating changes to the 
original concept of an earth station, e.g. the need for much 
higher reliability for a station carrying commercial traffic.

It is worthy of note that the aerials currently being provided 
for the global satellitn system are essentiafly similar to the 
first rerial constructed at Goonhilly (Fig. 11 in that they have 
no protective radome and have a parabolic primary reflector. 
Goonhilly No. 1 was the only aerial of this type taking part in 
the early eatelliin communncation experiments. Experience 
has shown that the water film which develops on radomes in 
moderate to heavy rainfall can cause a loss in received energy 
of up to 4dB3; additionally, the absorption and scattering 
effects of the film of water increase the effective noise tem- 
pnrrturn of the aerial, and itsfigureof merit(G/T)*is  seriously 
degraded. Service has been lost at all radome-type stations 
from this cause. At Goonhiily, until February 196*9,  the 
maximum eignal loss observed was 2 dB and there had been 
no loss of service due to adverse weather conditions. In 
February, however exceptionaUy heavy falls of snow accu
mulated in the bowl of Aerial No. 2 whilst it was operating to 
an INTELSAT Ill iatelliin, causing attenuation of approxi- 
mateey 4 dB to transmitted and received carriers. In areas of 
the world where heavy snowfalls are common, eleccric heating 
elements are installed to prevent the build-up of snow deposits 
in the reflector bowl.

Mechanical and Structural Aspects of Aerials
The aerials provided and incourse of provision throughout 

the world for operation to INTELSAT Ill satellites have not 
taken full advantage of the characteristics of the spacecraft 
orbit. Some aerials, e.g. Goonhilly No. 2, have been provided 
with a limited range of steeeabiiity in elevation and azimuth,

T Space Communications Systems Branch, Telecommunications 
Development Department, Telecommunications Headquarters. 

thereby taking advantage of the limited field of view which is 
sufficient for seising all possible satellite positions in equatorial 
orbits. A few others have utilized a modification of the 
astronomical polar-mount telescope to provide aerials with 
only one main bearing. In general, however, administrations 
have been reluctant to accept the possible limitations to 
future service imposed by aerial mounts designed for opera
tion to a single geo-stationary satehite, and the most common 
configuration is the fully steerable elevation/tzimuih mount 
as for Goonhilly Aerial No. 1, although driving speeds have 
been reduced substantially to meet the requirements of 
tracking geo-ssationary satellites.

Fig. l —Goonhilly Aerial No. 1. Built in 1961, modified in 1965 to 
give improved profile accuracy

* For explanation, see part 1.
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Fig 2—Goonhilly Aerial No. 2, built in 1(968. The ground-level 
azimuth track and two drive bogies can be observed.

Fig. 3—Aerial at Hong Kong, built in 1969. The high-level azimuth 
track at the top of the concrete tower can be seen clearly.

Structurally, two main types of aerial have been designed 
for operation to an INTeLsAT III satellite. The differences 
are typified by the second aerial at Goonhilly (Fig. 2), which 
has a ground-level azimuth bearing consisting of a central 
pivot and two bogies running on a railway-type track, and the 
aeriat at Hong Kong (Fig. 3) which has a relatively small dia
meter azimuth track at high levee on the top of a concrete 
tower.

Aerial-Feed Systems
Operation to an INTELSAT Ill satellite imposes three 

main requirements upon the aerial-feed dessgner; wide band
width capabillty (500 MHz) in the transmit and receive modes, 
the achievement of a receive figure of merit (G/T) of 40-7 dB, 
and the ability to derive trackiin? information from the 
beacon signal emitted by the saleHhe. In addition, operating 
authorities have urged designers to improve the reliability 
and maintainability of the feed systems and the associated 
low-noise amplifiers and tracking systems. A great; deal of 
work has been put into the achievement of these objectives, 
but to date no universally accepted solution has evolved. 
Designers have clearly concluded that a 40-7 dB G/T is less 
eassiy achieved with the long waveguide runs inherent in a 
front-fed parabofic configuration as used for Goonhilly 
Aerial No. 1. Two main, approaches can now be discerned; one 
based directly on Cassegram optic! telescopes, and the other 
a variant of these principles and employing an additional 
(third) reflecting surface. The short waveguide system achiev
able can be seen in Fig. 4. It is probable that either of these 
latter systems can meet the performance requirements when 
aisol:iated with a main reflector of 90-100 ft diameter and 
give acceptable reliability and maintenance space.

For operation to a geo-ssationary satellite the range of 
aerial movement required is small, but because the beam
width of the aerial is approximately 6 minutes of arc between 
the 3 dB points, the aerial must be pointed directly at the 
sateHite at all times if service is to be maintained. A fixed 
aeriat will not suffice because the saleHhe is not truly geo-
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stationary, i.e. it tends to move relative to the earth, and also 
because wind forces on the anal tend to deflect its electrical 
axis. To control the movement of the aerial it is usual to 
incorporate a servo system in association with the drive 
motors. The servo system obtains information on the point
ing error of the aerial from a beacon sign! emitted by the 
sateHite and uses the error sign! to drive the aerial so as to 
minimize the error.

To derive tracking information from the satehite-borne 
beacon for use in an auto-track system, the aerial-feed system 
must include components which, in conjunction with a 
receiver, give an output signal proportional to the tracking 
error. In one system, known as conical-scan, the main beam 
of the aerial is caused to rotate off-centre and thus, whenever 
there is a tracking error, the received beacon signal is ampli
tude modulated with the amplitude of the modulation pro - 
portional to the magnitude of the pointing error and its phase 
a function of direction. The conical-scan system has dis
advantages in that careful design is required to ensure that the 
scannmg action which produces the amplitude modulation 
in the received beacon signal does not similarly modulate the 
transmitted carriers and thereby, by a crosstalk mechanism 
in the satieHite, modulate the beacon and all carriers trans
mitted from the satellite. Additionally, the rotary scanning 
action normally requires the feed unit or the sub-refiector to 
be rotated mechanically, and this introduces a reliability 
problem at a critical and relatively inaccessible point in the 
system. Tracking systems having no moving parts have been 
developed, e.g. the mono-pulse system,4 but these generally 
affect the efficiency of the main communication system be
cause there must be a compromise between, aerial efficiency 
and tracking sensstivity. For the conical-scan system, the feed 
unit can be designed for optimum aerial efficiency. Static 
systems are now finding greater favour, but their lower aerial 
efficiency, coupled with the use of longer waveguides to 
provide easser access to low-noise amplifiers, has led to the 
size of aerials increasing from the “standard” 85 ft diameter 
to 90-100 ft.



Fig. 4—Illustrating the principle of (a) Cassegrain, and (b) Horn-Fed Casseigain, Aerials
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Fig. 5—Simplified block schematic diagram of receive equipment

THE RECEIVE SYSTEM OF THE EARTH 
STATION

A simplified block-schematic diagram of the receive side 
of a typical earth station is shown in Fig. 5 and the main 
components will be briefly described.

Low-Noise Amplifiers
The need to receive carriers anywhere within a 500 MHz 

bandwidth precludes the use of the inherently narrow-band 
maser amplifiers which were provided at earth stations for 
use with earlier satellites. Nevertheless, the received signal 
level from an INTELSAT III sateellte (of the order of 10~n 
watts) is such that a low-noise receiver is esssntiah To meet 
the bandwidth and noise temperature requirements, cooled 
paramedic rmplifinrs5>6 have been developed giving 500 MHz 
bandwidth at an effective noise temperature of 15-20° Kelvin 

when cooled to a physical temperature of approximately 16° 
Kelvin. The gain of the cooled section is approximately 30 dB, 
and this is usually followed by a tunnel-diode amplifier giving 
a further 10dB of gain. Cooling by batch-filling with liquid 
helium as has been the practice in the past is costly in skilled 
manpower and involves amplifiers being taken out of service 
at approximately daily intervals for re-filling. Continuously- 
operating cryogenic cooling devices using gaseous helium as a 
coolant have now been developed, and these require routine 
maintenance attention at intervals of 2,000-3,000 hours.

Down Converters and Inter-site Connexions
Recafiing that each earth station will need to receive a 

carrier from each country with which it wishes to communi
cate, it will be seen that at all earth stations it will be necessary 
to separate relatively narrow-band individual carriers from 
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the 500 MHz output from the low-noise amplifiers. In 
addition to the basic problem of carrier separation, the 
equipment provided should be capable of coping readily 
with the changes of carrier frequency and capacity which the 
developing system will undoubtedly require. A satisfactory 
arrangement;, combining economy of equipment space and 
flexibility in operation, is shown in Fig. 6.

RACK I RACK 2

Fig. 6—Receiver branching network

■In laying out their sites, most earth-station owners have 
assumed that evennuafly more than one reriai will be required; 
they have therefore opted for a cent;rai building with separate 
sites for a number of aerials each some 300 yards away. This 
is a convenient arrangement because it brings together the 
communication equipment, the control and monitoring 
equipment, and the baseband equipment which are common 
to all systems and thereby centralizes a large proportion of the 
equipment which has to be maintained.

The carrier separation equipment may be located at the 
aeciat or in the central building. If the mdividuai carriers are 
derived at the aerial site, they are extended to the cental 
buildings by coaxial cables operating at intermediate fre
quency (70 MHz), but if the carrier separation takes place at 
the cental building, the 500 MHz receiver bandwidth is 
extended from the aeriai at s.h.f., using waveguide. The wave
guide used is of the flexible, elliptical type. At Goonhilly both 
systems are in use for inter-site connexion.

Intermediate-Frequency Equipmentand Demodulators
The intermediate-frequency equipment (70 MHz) provided 

at an earth station is of conventional design and similar to 
that used in line-of-sight microwave links. Within this section 
of the equipment the group-delay occurring within the earth 
Nation is equalized and mop-up for that in the sateflite is 
included.

Planning for the INTELSAT Ill system is based upon the 
assumption that demodulators giving threshold extension are 
used to provide a margin of protection against degradation 
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of received carrier-to-noise ratio. Currently, demodulators of 
the frcqucncy-.modulati.on.-widl-R:cdbrck (f.m.f.b.)7 type or 
phase-lock loop type are in use at earth stations. An interest
ing development is a demodulator using a narrow-band 
tracking filter, the centre frequency of which is made to follow 
the frequency variations of the incoming, frequency-modu
lated sign!. Demodulators of this type as well as f.m.f.b. 
demodulators have been installed at Goonhilly.

The threshold extension required for the global system can 
be achieved (although with little margin) by currently 
available equipment, and immediate development is con
centrated upon equipment which is less complex and easier to 
maintain.

Baseband Assembly
To improve sateHite power and frequency spectrum 

utilization, all telephony basebands have a lower frequency of 
12 kHz. The telephone channel capacities of carriers over the 
satellite system are standardized at 24 (12-108 kHz), 60 (12— 
252 kHz) and 132 (12~552kHz) channels. Speccal interface 
equipment may be required to interconnect standard terres- 
iirl systems and the special channel assemblies used over 
satellite systems.

The sub-baseband frequencies from 0-12 kHz are utilized 
for energy dispersal (0-4 kHz) and service circuits (4-8 kHz 
and 8-12 kHz). The need for energy dispersal was outlined in 
Part 1 of this article. Briefly, it is incorporated in the trtellite 
system to ensure that at all times energy is spread across the 
available spectrum and high-energy peaks at periods of light 
traffic loading are eliminated. In the global system it is 
obtained by applying a low-frequency (20-150 Hz) sym
metrical triangular waveform in the 0-4 kHz channel of the 
baseband. The amplitude of the energy dispersal waveform 
is adjusted, either continuously or in steps, so that regardless 
of the traffic loading, the maximum equivalent isotropically- 
radiated power (e.i.r.p.) per 4 kHz of transmitted bandwidth 
does not exceed the e.i.r.p. per 4 kHz of a fully-loaded carrier 
by more than 2 dB.

Two engincecmg-secvice-circuit channels are provided in 
the 4-12kHz portion of the baseband. In addition to the 
speech channel, which has in-band signalling, each service 
circuit can carry up to five telegraph channels in the range 
2,640-3,240 Hz. A.t present, the engineering circuits for speech 
and telegraphy are terminated on switchboards at the earth 
stations and extended as required. Ultimately an automatic 
system is planned using a 3-digit code.

THE TRANSMIT SYSTEM OF THE EARTH 
STATION

Fig. 7 shows a simplified block schematic diagram of the 
transmit equipment at a typical earth station.

Modulation and lntermediate-Frequency Equipment
The baseband, modulation and intermediate-frequency 

equipment provided at earth stations for each transmitted 
telephony carrier is timilar to that provided for line-of-sight 
microwave links. Equipment is included to equalize the 
group-delay occurring within the transmitting equipment at 
the earth station plus some pre-equallzation for group-delay 
occurring in the satenite.

lntersite Connexions
As mentioned in Part 1 of this article, multi-destination 

carriers are used to reduce the number of emissions from earth 
stations; consequentiy, at most earth stations the number of 
transmitted carriers is much lower than the number received, 
and coaxial links at i.f. are competitive with waveguides for 
intersite connexions. There are advantages for maintenance 
testing in retaining symmetry, however, if a wideband link has 
been adopted on the receive side; furthermore, the use of
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Fig. 7—Simplified block schematic diagram of transmit equipment.
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wide-band interconnexions in both transmit and receive 
directions facilitates the provision of flexibility between 
aerials, should this be required.

The Transmitters
The e.i.r.p. per carrier required for operation to an 

INTELSAT III satehite is dependent upon the geographical 
position of the communicating earth stations and the gain of 
the saadlite transponder. Table 1 quotes the values of e.i.r.p. 
miernationaUy agreed and promulgated as a guide to earth 
station owners.

Transmitted E.i.R.P. to INTELSAT III Satellites
TABLE 1

Carrier Size e.i.r.p.
(dBW)

Transmitter Output Power 
(Watts) for 59 dB Net Aerial 

Gain

24 Channel 74'8 38
60 Channel 78-8 95

132 Channel 82-2 210
Video 86 510

Taking into account the gain of the aerial at 6 GHz and 
the loss of the transmit waveguide, the power required from 
the transmitter varies from 38 watts for a 24-channel carrier 
to 210 watts for a 132-channel telephony carrier, whilst a 
television video-carrier requires an output of 510 watts. The 
television carrier is radiated at a fixed frequency, but the tele
phony carriers may be required to radiate at any nominated 
frequency in the 500 MHz of available bandwidth. Two main 
methods of meeting the requirements are available using 
either narrow-band transmitters based upon the klystron 
(3(0-50 MHz bond-widiLlh) or wideband transmitters based 
upon the travelling-wave-tube (500 MHz bandwidth).

Using klystrons, each carrier to be transmitted is amplified 
to the appropriate output levee in a separate transmitter and 
the outputs of the transmitters combined before connexion to 
the aerial feed. Complications arise from the narrow-band 
characteristics of the transmitter tube and the requirement for 
standby equipment to provide adequate reliability of service. 

Re-tuning of klystron transmitters is a relatively lengthy 
process and it is usual to provide one standby for each work
ing transmitter. Clearly, this arrangement becomes less 
attractive as the number of carriers to be transmitted in - 
creases.

For the travelling-wave-tube system, the carriers to be trans
mitted are combined at low power and then amplified by the 
wide-band transmitter prior to connexion to the aerial. The 
travelling-wave-tube amplifier is inherently a non-linear 
device and thus, when a number of carriers are amplified by 
the same tube, there are intermodulation products present at 
the output. Third-order intermodulation products may fall 
within the 500 MHz transmitted bandwidth and could cause 
interference to the carriers of other earth stations. To limit 
this type of interference to an acceptable levd, a limit of 
+-23 dBW e.i.r.p. has been set to the level of intermodulation 
products occurring in any 4 kHz band of an earth station’s 
emissions over the 500 MHz transmitting bandwidth. To 
reduce the level of the intermodulation products occurring 
within an amplifier, it is necessary to reduce the levd of the 
emitted carriers wdl below the levd which would be expected 
from consideration of the single-carrier saturation power of 
the device and the number of carriers involved. Travelling
wave-tubes having 500 MHz bandwidth and 8-10 kW single
carrier saturated-output-powers are available, but the 
restriction of the levd of intermodulation products may limit 
the number of 132-channel telephony carriers through any 
amplifier to three. The actual e.i.r.p. to be transmitted per 
carrier may be lower than standard due to a number of 
factors associated with the actual performance of the satellite 
and the geographical location of the earth station, and in 
practice the number of carriers per transmitter can be 
increased.

TELEVISION
For clarity, the description of equipment chains given pre

viously in this article concentrated upon the telephony 
aspects. However, satellite communication has opened up a 
new field of intercontinental television transmissions. Such 
programs have now become almost routine and a brief 
description of the equipment provided and facilities available 
at the earth station for these transmissions may be of interest.

Television service in the INTELSAT III system will be 
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improved in two ways compared with the Early Bird trans
missions. Firstly, 40 MHz of the available bandwidth is 
permanently allocated for television and it will therefore be 
possible to carry programs when required without interruption 
of the telephony services. Secondly, the power and bandwidth 
allocated to television are such that superior performance can 
be obtained, particularly for colour television, when over
deviation techniques are employed. The performance achieved 
falls little short of the quality recommended by C.C.I.R.*  for 
intercontinental transmisSon.

The reception of video transmissions from the satellite 
involves the provision of a receive chain of equipment with a 
nominal 25 MHz bandwidth. No special problems are in - 
volved and the received carrier level is sufficiently far above 
the threshold value for conventional wide-band demodulators 
to be used. Most earth stations are equipped to receive 
television programs.

It is a matter of choice whether the expense involved in 
transmitting television material is worthwhile, and some 
countries do not provide this facclity. The equipment required 
for video transmission is similar to that needed for telephony 
carriers, although a wide-band modulator is required to 
provide the necessary linearity. The e.i.r.p. required for a 
video carrier is 86 dBW, i.e. some 510 watts at the transmitter 
output, and if a carrier of this size were passed through a 
common output tube with the telephony carriers, the inter
modulation resulting would normally be unacceptable. It is 
geneeaHy concluded that the cost of a separate transmitter for 
television is not justified by the occasional nature of the 
traffic, and use is therefore made of the standby telephony
transmitter. The arrangement is outlined in Fig. 8 and it will 
be noted that in the event of failure of the main transmitter 
during a telcvision transmission, the telephony traffic is 
switched to the standby and the televison is interrupted.

Associated with the video carrier are two 24-channel 
carriers, one for each direction of transmission. The 24- 
channel carrier transmitted by the earth station transmitting 
the video signal carries an llkHz program channel plus 
multi-lingual commennaay channels when required, cue 
circuits and engineering order-wire circuits. The carrier in the 
return direction carries cue and order-wire circuits only. 
Earth stations which transmit and receive television programs 
must be equipped to alter the frequency of their 24-channel 
carriers depending on whether they are transmitting or 
receivmg. This facility is normally provided by switching local 
oscillators rather than by the provision of additional equip
ment.

RELLAB1LITY OF EARTH STATION
The importance of the international traffic carried by 

sateHite circuits is such that ^a^^th-starion owners insist upon 
very high reliabiilty, and a service avaiilaLblity of 99-9 per cent 
is often required, i.e. not more than 8 hours out-of-service 
time per year.

Service of this order can only be obtained by using equip
ment of proven reliability and by providing reserve equipment 
which is automatically switched into circuit in the event of 
failure of the man equipment. Even with this scale of equip
ment provision it is essentiai to provide a centrat monitoring 
console from which the operation of the whole station can be 
observed and directed. Furthermore it is essential to have 
competent snalf' available at all times to deal with faults and 
to maintain the equipment.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Satellites

The INTELSAT system traffic in the Atlantic Ocean zone 
in 1970 is more than one INTELSAT Ill sateHite can carry,

* C.C.IiR.—International Radio ConsuUtative Committee.
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Fig. 8—Television transmission via standby high-power amplifier

and the Pacific Ocean zone satellite will be fully loaded by 
1971. More powerful satellites are needed, able to carry all 
the traffic of these zones for some years to come. A contract 
for the development of the next generation of satellites, 
INTELSAT IV, was placed in October 1968, and the first of a 
batch of four spacecraft should be ready for launching early 
in 1971. These will have twelve transponder's, each with a 
bandwidth of 36 MHz. Each satenite is expected to provide a 
high-quality television link and 4,000 to 5,000 two-way tele
phony circuits, which should be enough for the Atlantic zone 
for several years.

Transmission Systems
Frequency-modulated carriers with f.d.m. basebands will 

be used initially with INTELSAT IV ertelliice, as with current 
types of eateilite, but other methods of modulation, permitting 
more intensive use of the satenite medium, are being studied. 
Some systems, using pulse-code-modulation (p.c.m.) and very 
high-speed time-division multiplex, would combine large num
bers of telephone channels transmitted from several earth 
stations into a single stream, fully loading one satenite trans
ponder. Another p.c.m. devdopm^nt, expected to have con
siderable value in increasing the usefulness of the satenite 
medium to small-scale users, employs a separate r.f. carrier for 
each telephony channel, a large number of carriers in fre
quency-division-multiplex being allocated to each transponder.

Echo Suppression
Tire Early Bird tests of customer reaction to long-delay 

telephone circuits did not indicate unqualified approval for 
telephone circuits routed via one stationary satellite. It has 
been generally accepted that it would be bad practice to route 
circuits through two such satellites in tandem. Some of the 
studies indicated clearly that more customers had difficulty 
with satenite circuits than with cable circuits, but the actual 
causes of difficulty were not positively identified. The two 
most likely causes are:

(a) the interposition of a transmission delay of 270 milli- 
ecconds or more between speakers may be a subjective 
impediment to conversation, regardlces of the other technical 
characteristics of the link, and

(b) the best available echo suppressors may inhibit con
versation, by mutilating speech or blocking the speech path 
in one direction or the other when it is wanted.

Laboratory studies now in progress and others planned will 
show whether difficulty arses when no echo is possible (i.e. 
if the circuit is 4-wire throughout and free from crosstalk) 
and no echo suppressor is present. If the results indicate that 
the problem is not purely subjective, it may be feasible to 
develop echo suppressors which interfere less with the flow of 
conversation. Apart from the further refinement of types 
already in use, several new principles of operation have been 



suggested in recent years, and one of these might solve the 
problem. Perhaps the most promising new method being 
considered uses adaptive networks in parallel with the echo 
path to cancel out the echo,8 leaving both directions of the 
circuit; open for conversation all the time.

Earth Stations
Equipment for earth stations is already changing rapidly. 

No country can have a large home market for this type of 
equipment:, and intense international compétition is leading to 
great efforts to introduce new layouts and new equipment to 
improve station reliability and miaintainabiiity as well as to 
reduce costs. In addition, it is inevitable that the introduction 
of a new generation of sitcllites and digit! transmission 
methods will bring about changes in earth-station practice.

The narrow-band transponders (36 MHz) to be used in 
INTELSAT IV coupled with the requirement for greater earth 
station e.î.r.p. for a given carrier size mean that the case for 
klystrons as compared with travelling-wave-tubes for the earth 
station transmitters has to be reviewed. The higher received 
carrier levels, however, may well lead to the elimination of 
threshold extmtion devices unless, by their retention, a 
significant reduction in the guard bands between carriers can 
be obtained.

REGIONAL SYSTEMS
Any review of future developments in sateHite communica

tion systems, however brief, would be incomplete without a 
reference to region! systems for telephony and television 
distribution. Schemes of this type are under active considera
tion in many parts of the world, and some are expected to be 
in service, perhaps on an expérimenta basis, by 1972-73. The 
use of s!etlitrs for this purpose has clear advantages in large, 
thinly-populated areas or countries where communication 
by more convention! methods is prohibitively expensive. 

Even in more populous areas such as Europe, there may be 
economic advantages in using satellites for the longer tele
phony circuits and television distribution to national centres. 
Such systems! will utilize geo-stationary satellites with highly 
directional beams which provide sufficient gain to permit the 
use of relatively sm!l aerials at the earth stations. Some earth 
stations of high capacity could use aerials of about 60 ft 
diameter, but those required to receive television and only a 
few telephony circuits will need aerials of 20-30 ft diameter. 
The satellites for these regional systems may be provided by 
or in conjunction with INTELSAT, but irrespective of the 
method of provision, since all will make demands on the 
limited space in the geo-ssattonary orbit, close co-operation 
will be required to avoid interference between systems.
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Book Reviews
“Problems in Electrical Engineering (Power Engineering and 

Electronics) with Answers”. N. Parker Smith, B.Sc., 
F.I.E.E. Constable & Co. Ltd. xvi+ 336 pp. 355.

The introduction for this book deals with units, and con
tains a table of phytic! constants and also typical curves of 
magnetization, hysteresis, thermionic valve and transistor 
characteristics etc., for use in working out the answers to the 
questions. The rest of the book consists entirely of some 
1,782 electric! engineering problems and the answers to 
them. Virtually the whole field of electrical engineering is 
covered, the subjects of the questions ranging, on the power 
tide, from simple electro-mechanic! conversions through 
a.c. and d.c. circuits to the design of machines and of trans
mission and distribution systems and, on the light current 
side, from tuned circuits and filters through valve and tran- 
titiorized amplifiers to radio propagation and aerials.

Unlike the questions and answers published in the regular 
supplement to the Poss Office Electricat Engineer's Journaa, 
the working to arrive at the answers is not included in this 
book and this undoubtedly detracts from its usefulness to 
students.

The preface to this new ediiiion states that the book is 
written entirely in metric units but, despite this, the very first 
question asks for the horse-power of an engine to be calculated.

M. H. J.

“Electrical Variable Speed Drives.” E.E.V.A. Handbook No 
29. Constable andCo. Ltd. viii +- 213 pp. 13 ill. 225. 6d.

Produced by the Engineering Equipment Users Association, 
this handbook aims to give guidance on the selection of 
electrical variable-speed drives.

Compressed into a mere 23 pages is a considerable amount 
of information on the commonly-used types of variable 
speed drive, prefaced by a page of definitions and followed by 
four tables which tabulate some 25 characteristics of 13 
types of drives in each of the ranges 1—10 H.P., 11-100 H.P., 
lOl-1,000 H.P. and over 1,000 H.P.

The tables are in very small print and would be well worth 
reproducing to a larger scale. The information in some 
respects, e.g. size of machines available, will date fairly 
rapidly and ought to be revised from time to time.

The handbook is designed for rapid reference and does 
not take the place of normal textbook studies. It does not 
provide detailed design information but points quickly to the 
types of drive likely to be suitable, and available for any 
particular purpose. lit can be recommended.

R. W. H.
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A Highly Reliable Time-Pulse for Television 
Switching
A. C. LANDER and G. E. V. HOLLANDT

U.D.C. 621.373.44: 621.397.743.06

New sound and vision switching ^zupme/zt installed in the television-network switching centres, requires 
a continuous feed of accurate time-pulses. A new time-pulse generatting equipment, synchz-onized to the 
speaking clock (123) service, has been designed and constructed. Four equipments have been installed so 
far and aregivinggood service.

INTRODUCTION
Four television switching centres to date, have been equipped 
with elecCro-mechanicat televbion-network switching equip
ment1 of new design and increased capacity. This equipment 
enables a pattern of sound and vision program intercon
nexions to be pre-set and switched automatically at the dessred 
time. The 24-hour clock unit in the switching equipment 
requires an uninterrupted supply of driving pulses, at repeti
tion rates of both 1 pulse per second and 1 pulse every 10 
seconds. The agreed time-standard is that of the nationally- 
distributed 123 (TIM) service and all clock-driving pulses are 
heli in synchronism with these signals. The reliability and 
accuracy of the time-pulse generator is fundamental to the 
satisfactory operation of the main switching equipments. Each 
set of switching equipment must be synchronized to within 
±0-05 seconds, as they may all be required to switch at the 
same instant. The new time-pulse generator replaces an exist
ing eleccronic program clock for televison network switching2 
which was installed in the London switching centre early in 
1959. The program clock had a very low fault rate, and in the 
last four years of service there were only three failures that 
resulted in loss of program time, one of these being an 
engineer’s working fault. Great care has been taken to ensure 
that this high standard of service is maintained.

EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
The time-pulse generaaor comprises four plug-in units 

(see Fig. 1), each unit housing printed-circuit boards and

T Line and Radio Systems Brandi, Telecommunications Develop
ment Department, Telecommunications Headquarters. 

solid-state devices. Two units, clock unit A and clock unit B. 
identical eleccrically, supply 1-second and 10-second pubes 
derived from tuning-fork-controlled master oscUlators. The 
third unit monitors the outputs from both clock units and 
provides the necessary control and alarm facilities. The fourth 
unit, the regulator, provides three separate 15-volt regulated 
supplies from the station 24-voh d.c. supply.

Fig. 2 is a simplified block diagram of the time-pulse 
generator. In clock unit A, the output from a 500 Hz tuning
fork-controlled osccilator is divided by 5,000 in two stages, 
-Z- 500 and + 10, to provide a continuous train of 1-second 
and 10-second pusses. The reset-pulse generator takes its input 
from the local 123 supply and brings the divider chain into 
synchronism with the pips once every 10 seconds. The 
1-second and 10-second pulses are gated from the divider 
chain and occur 200 milhseconds in advance of true time, 
due allowance is thus made for the operating delay of the 
electro-mechanical devices within the main switching equip
ment. The monitor unit consists mainly of two identical 
sub-units, one processing the 1-second pulses, the other 
processing the 10-second pulses. Each sub-unit serves to 
compare the pulses from the two clock units and provides a 
synchronizing-failure alarm should the pulses from the two 
sources be either out-of-step or of unequal duration. Either 
source may be used to drive the main switching unit and, if 
the working source fails, an automatic changeover takes 
place. This unit also converts the electronic pusses from 
the working clock-unit, to loop pulses by means of mercury- 
wetted-contact relays, one for the 1-second pulses and one 
for the 10-second pulses. These relays are very reliable, but 
nevertheless a comparison is made in the main switching unit 
which gives an alarm if a 10-second pulse does not occur in

Fig. l —hyysical design of time-pulse generator
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Note 1: Divider chain using three binary pairs with feed-back to divide by five and 
one binary pairto divide by two.

Fig. 2—Block schematic diagram of pulse generator

synchronism with every tenth l-second pulse. The monitor 
unit also provides the necessary control and supervisory 
facilities, and monitors the incoming 123 signal level with 
the appropriate 123 fail alarm.

Clock Units
Although the two clock units are synchronized to 123, 

it is esssetial that loss of the 123 signal has only a minimi 
effect on the pulse timing. Intrinsic accuracy is therefore built- 
in by means of two transistor-maintained tuning-fork 
osciilators of frequency 500 Hz 1 1 part in 105

The output of each 500 Hz osdllator is converted to a 
rectangular waveform by means of a trigger circuit and 
serves to drive the divider chain. The overall division ratio 
5,000 : 1 is achieved using seven divider stages. Binary pairs 
of the steering diode type, having a built-in noise immunity of 
1 volt on the input line are used at each stage.

The l-second and 10-seeond pulses are each of 100 milli
seconds duration and 200 milliseconds in advance of true 
time; both are obtained by means of and gates connected 

to different stages in the main divider chain. The pulse 
outputs are transferred to the monitor unit via Schmitt 
trigger circuits and the complete divider chain is synchro
nized by the first 123 pip once every ten seconds. The first 
pip was chosen for the synchronizing reference because of 
the greater complexity of a circuit able to select the third pip.

During the first 123 pip, a pulse from the reset pulse 
generator sets each binary stage such that the state of the 
divider chain as a whole corresponds to a clock time of 
8-06 seconds (0'06 seconds is allowed for generation of the 
reset pulse). The division process continues under control of 
the 500 Hz osdUator and, afteel ‘74 seconds, a 10-second pulse 
is generated. After an interval of ten seconds between reset 
pulses, the divider chain state should once again correspond 
to 8'06 seconds, but if some other spurious state exists, the 
reset pulse causes the divider to assume immediately the 
8'06 second state. In between 10-second pulses ten l-second 
pulses are generated by a two-way and gate. Their exact 
period, however, depends on the accuracy of the 500 Hz 
oscHlator as synchronism is effected only once every ten 
seconds.
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To derive reset-pulses, the 123 signal is passed through a 
simple limiter to prevent the peaks of the waveform during the 
announcement period exceeding the peaks of the 123 pips. 
The pips are then amplified and detected, speech immunity 
being obtained by means of a 1,000 Hz tuned circuit in the 
amplifier and an RC time-constant in the detector. The 
detector output, after some 50complete cycles of the 1,000 Hz 
first 123 pip, is of sufficient magnitude to operate a mono
stable-pair, and the step function produced by this transition 
is differentiated and used to reset the clock divider-chain. The 
unstable state lasts for 7 • 0 seconds, and during this hold-over 
period the detector output is effectively isolated from the 
reset line, preventing the 2nd and 3rd pips, and the major 
part of the announcement period, from causing false resets. 
The 7-0 second hold-over time ensures that correct syn
chronization is resumed after a maximum interval of 20 
seconds even if the clock fails to synchronize on the first 
pip, but does so on the second or third.

The clock-unit circuits are arranged so that no spcctai 
setting-up procedures are required, and, provided that the 123 
signal is present at the correct levek synchronization is 
effected automaltcally. Should the 123 supply fail, the clock 
units will continue to function and run-free under contro of 
the 500-Hz tuning-fork otri^atort. Time errors after a 
period of up to 24 hours should be less than 1 second. 
Restoration of 123 will automatically reset: the clock units 
to true time provided that the accumulated error is not greater 
than 1 second. If the interruption of the 123 feed has been 
long enough for a much greater error to accumulaie—a most 
unlikely occurrence and one which would certainly warrant 
spectai attention—synchronization may occur on the wrong 
“‘pip’” when 123 is restored, but:, this will be corrected during 
the next two ten-second periods. The main switching equip- 
menn, howeverr will display the error and will need to be reset.

Monitor Umit
The circuits used for continuous monitoring of the 1- 

second and 10-second pulses are identic!—with the exception 
of the pulte-stretchcr time-constants.

The 10-seeond pulses from both clocks are fed into the 
pulse-comparator stage. Each pulse train is amplitude 
limited and split into two paths each having opposite polarity. 
The four outputs are cross-connected in opposite polarity 
pairs (Fig. 3), and the outputs are connected via an or gate 
to an integrator having a time-constant of 20 milhseconds. 
Ifthe pulses bring compared are in step and of equal duration 
the identical positive and negative polarity pulses will cancel, 
and no stgnai will be present at the OR gate output. ShouM 
the pulses, howeverr be out of step by more than 20 milli
seconds, a negative-going pulse will be generated during the 
non-overlap period and give rise to a sync fail alarm. 
Similarly, if a pulse from either clock is absent a sync 
fail alarm is given.

To provide automatic changeover in the event of a pulse 
failure from either clock, the pulse outputs from the limiters 
are also connected via emitter followers to the auto-change
over section of the monitor unit. This section contains the 
pulse stretchers and a bistable switch. The pulse-stretcher 
circuit is basicaUy a caparitor charged via a low resistance 
(the forward characteristic of a diode) and discharged into a 
high resistance The output-pulse length is therefore mainly 

dependent on the discharge time-constant and is longer than, 
and largely independent of, the duration of the input pulse. 
The pulse stretcher thus maintains the previous pulse ampli
tude above a predetermined levd for an interval .just longer 
than 10 seconds. The output voltage, therefore, never falls 
below this level if the input pubes arrive regularly at 10- 
second intervals. If, however, the pulse input is interrupted, the 
pulse-stretcher output will fall below the datum within 20 
seconds. The outputs from the pulse stretchers are connected 
via diodes to the two inputs of a bistable switch; this switch 
directs the pulses from either the A or B clock unit via a 
gate to the circuit of a mercury-wetted-contact relay. The

electronic control of the bistable switch can be overridden 
by means of self-locking push-button switches lock on a 
or lock on b on the front panel. Under normal 
conditions with both clock units working, the mercury relay 
should be controlled by the A clock unit. If the pulses from 
the A clock unit should fail, the output from the A pulse
stretcher will fall below the datum and the pusses from the 
B clock will be switched to the mercury relay. Indicator lamps 
on the front panri show the state of the bistable switch. The 
local 123 supply is also monitored using an untuned audio 
amplifier and detector, to provide a 123 fail alarm should 
the 123 signal levri fall by more than 10 dB.

CONCLUSION
Four time-pulse generators have been installed since 

January 1968 in Network Switching Centres throughout the 
countiy. Initially, some difficulty was observed with the 123 
synchronizing circuit, giving rise to false sync fail 
alarms. The original circuits have been modified and all four 
units are now giving satisfactory service.
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Improving Underground Maintenance
Part 2— Proving a New Organization

C. C. THAINand D. R. WELLST

U.O.C. 624.194.004.5

The first part of this article discussed the investigation stage of a work study of local underground main
tenance. This part describes the field trial conducted to see if the theoretical savings in costs and improvement 
in service can be achieved in practice.

INTRODUCTION
The invesSigationi stage of a work study of local underground 
maintenance showed that out-of-service time and costs of 
underground plant: failures could be reduced if the Repair 
Service Control (R.S.C.) assumed responsibiiity for all 
underground faults that can be cleared by a solo fauitsman 
working alone, or with occasiona assìstance. Whilst it was 
theoretically posssble for one man to deal with simple sub
scribers’ apparatus, overhead, and underground faults, it was 
considered more practical to divide the faulting work between 
two types of faultsmen who had overlapping duties. For the 
purposes of the field trial these faultsmen were called primary 
faultsmen and externat faultsmen. A field trial of the practicaf 
sooution began in the Bristoo Telephone Area in February 
1967.

AIMS OF THE FIELD TRIAL
The objectives of the field trial were to :
(a) reduce underground maintenance costs by employing 

solo faultsmen instead of two-man maintenance jointer 
parties, wherever practicable,

(b) reduce out-of-service time of circuits affected by under
ground plant failures, by reducing the number of men handling 
a fault before service is restored,

(c) ^^sccrtain what work can be done by an external 
faultsman,

(d) essabbish standard faulting techniques for external 
faultsmen,

(e) standardize the vehicle, tools, and stores used by external 
faultsmen.

ORGANIZATION OF THE FIELD TRIAL
The two new types of faultsmen were introduced, working 
dire^tlly to a Report Controo Officer (R.C.O.). The existing 
maintenance territories controlled by a supervising officer, 
were retained and staffed with sufficient primary and externa a 
faultsmen to cope with the average number of common 
faults occurring. Staffing details for these territories when the 
trial had been fully introduced are shown in Fig 1. Before the 
trial was set up, each subscribers’ apparatus and line main
tenance man was responssble for clearing faults in a particular 
geographicaa area. This arrangement was retained as far 
as posssble and these men took over rrsponsSbillty for faults 
in cabinets and pillars, becoming primary faultsmen. The 
extemaa faultsmen were also given territorial responsSbilities, 
but dealt with faults in nearby areas as the number of faults

1 Major Projects Division, Management Services Department, 
Telecommunications Headquarters
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Fig. l —.Area map showing maintenance territories in the 
Bristol R.S.C. Aiea, and the faultsmen employed in them 

during the field trial
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fluctuated. The differences in the work loads of the two types 
of faultsman resulted in each external faultsman’s territory 
covering the territories of more than one primary faultsman.

Each R.C.O. also had a territorial responsibility and 
controlled a number of primary and external faultsmen, 
Whom he could direct in accordance with the needs of the 
work.

Primary faultsmen were used as first choice by the R.O.O. 
for all fault clearance that he diagnosed as being within their 
range of duties, leaving the external faultsmen to deal with 
faults diagnosed as cable faults. This arrangement clearly calls 
for an accurate diagnosis by the R.C.O. if faults are to be 
given to the man who is most likely to be able to restore 
service. Failure to do this means faults being unnecessarily 
handled by more than one faultsman, resulting in an increase 
in the out-of-service time and the obvious inefficient use of 
staff.

Work beyond the capabilities of the external faultsmen was 
passed to maintenance jointer partes not controlled from the 
R.S.C. These parties normally comprise two men, having a 
bigger vehicle and who are better equipped to deal with, for 
example, cable renewals and manhole work.
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RESULTS
Progress during the trial was measured using standard area 

statistics, and a number of special returns designed to measure 
performance parameters not normally covered. The results 
were tabulated when the new organizaaion had been operating 
for a year. The predicted changes in work practices, and the 
consequential improvements in costs and service were 
achieved in most cases as is shown by the following:

(a) 57 per cent of underground faults had service restored 
on the first visit. (Table 1),

TABLE 1 
Underground Faults Handled and Cleared by Various 

Parties Before and During the Field Trial

Pre-Trial 
(Percentages)

FieldTfiial 
Penod 

(Percentages)

Handled Cleared Handled Cleared

Primary Faultsmen 100 nil 65 29
External Faultsmen — — 50 39
Maintenance Jointers 

(Note) .. .. 100 100 31 31
Other Parties .. — — 1 1

Total .. .. 200 100 147 100

Faults Handled Once — — 57 —

Faults Handled Twice 100 — 38 —

Faults Handled Three
Times .. .. — — 5 —

Note. Two man parties not controlled by the R.S.C.

(b) 68 per cent (i.e. 29 + 39) of all underground faults were 
cleared by primary and extemal. faultsmen either working 
alone or with occasional assistance (Table 1),

(c) the number of faultsmen was reduced by 9 per cent 
(Table 2) despite a 4 per cent growth in underground plant, 

(d) the overtime of maintenance jointers was reduced, 
(e) by using 15 cwt vehicles and by reducing the staff 

requiring vehicles, savings in vehicles costs were achieved,
(f) average out-of-service time due to underground plant 

defects was reduced from 47 hours to 32 hours. Fig. 2 shows

HOURS OUT-OF-SERVICE

Fig. 2—Percentages of underground faults out of service for 
given duration

THE EXTERNAL FAULTSMAN
A number of practical difficulties accompanied the intro

duction of external faultsmen. Among these were:
(a) disturbance to underground plant had to be minimized 

if its reliability was to be preserved. Therefore the practice of 
openingjoints and cables for no other reason than to test, had 
to be minimized,

(b) repairs had to be carried out in a manner that reduced 
the need for further visits,

(c) a faultsman working alone had to be able to carry out 
his duty independently of others, calling on supporting 
services only in difficult or unusual cases,

(d) means had to be found to permit one man to carry out 
tasks formerly performed by two men.

IMPROVED TESTING AIDS AND METHODS
Externaa faultsmen were equipped with a standard kit of 

tools and stores enabling them to deal with a range of common 
types of underground and overhead faults within the capa
bility of one man. The initial provision of test equipment 
(Fig. 3) was generous, both in order to encourage faultsmen to

TABLE 2

Staff Employed on External Maintenance Before and During the Field Trial

Solo Faultsmen
Two-man 

Maintenance 
Jointing 
Parties 

Local Cables only 
(Men)

Total 
(Men)

Saving 
(Percent

age)

Subscribers 
and Line 

Apparatus 
Maintenance 

Men

Pr imary 
Faultsmen

External
Faxltsman

Pre-trial 66 — — 30 96 —

Duringtrial — 59 12 16 87 9

how the restoration of service times are dist;ributed to give an 
earlier fault clearance.

The reduction in total fault handllng from 200 per cent to 
147 per cent shows that R.C.O.s were reasonably accurate in 
fa-uit diagnosis. This improvement in distributing faults was 
the main reason for the service improvement. 

locate faults by conclusive testing from access points rather 
than by the much practised “halving” method, and to find out 
which were the most suitable instruments for tthis type of 
work. In the event, all items were retained and the complete 
kit stowed eassly in a 15 cwt van.

The introduction of the Ohmmeter No. 18A,2 giving a
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Fig. 3—Test equipment carried by external faultsmen Fig. 5—The overground earth test using an experimental probe

direct reading of the resistance to a fault, has simplified the 
location of faults in local distribution cables. When used 
with a fault-locating slide rule,3 which converts resistance to 
yards for the common sizes of cables met in the distribution 
network, faults can be quickly and accurately located (Fig. 4).

A test formerly requiring two men is the overground tone 
test for locating earth faults in directly-buried polythene 
cables. Alocilly-made experimental probe (Fig. 5) allows the 
test to be carried out by one man.

Externaa faultsmen were encouraged during the trial to

Fig. 4—Using Ohmmeter No. 18A and fault-locating slide-rule

conffirm the result of one test by making another type of test 
where possible, to reduce the possiloility of plant being 
disturbed In error.

Prior to the field trial, maintenance jointers made frequent 
calls to the routing and records duty for information. By 
issuing external faultsmen with cabinet and pillar address 
records and by using an osciilator and amplifier, circuits can 
be traced through cables and flexibility points without a pre

knowledge of the routing. In this way, the faultsman is given 
a greater degree of independence, and telephone calls to the 
routing and records duty have been almost eliminated.

Standard work procedures were devised to enable one man 
to carry out work safely which, prior to the field trial, was 
done by two men (the changing of a block terminal and tail 
cable with minimum interruption to service is an example of 
this). However, there are occasions when it is necessary for a 
faultsman on site to receive assistance to clear a fault, or he 
may need to pass the fault to a maintenance jointing party. It 
was found difficult and undesirable to lay down precise limits, 
other than those of safety, for the work to be undertaken by 
one man, or when assistance should be given instead of pass
ing work to a two man maintenance jointing party. During 
the trial many of these decisions have been successfuffy left 
to the judgement of the faultsmen and R.C.O.s concerned.

If maintenance performance is to be improved, the fault 
rate, in terms of faults per circuit per annum, must be reduced. 
To this end, methods of repairs made by external faultsmen 
must not downgrade the standard of underground plant. A 
resín-filled joint was developed, for use on small diameter 
polythene cables, so that repairs to some obsoletejoints can be 
made that improve the standard of the plant.

CONCLUSION
The application of work study techniques to local under

ground maintenance has shown that considerable savings in 
costs can be made, and the customers service improved at the 
same time. Since the field trial at Bristol, the first stage of a 
new underground maintenance organization has been accepted 
for national adoption. Work is continuing on this project.
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The London Cable-Tube System*
W. H. LAMBT

U.D.C. 621.315.23

An extensive network of deep-levee tubes has been constructed under London solely to accommodate tele
communication cables. This article describes the methods of conssruction employed, some of the problems 
encountered and the equipment that has been devised to install a large cable network 100 ft below thegroiutd.

INTRODUCTION
In the inner London area, the sheer size and quantity of the 
pipes, cables, sewers, drains, subways and the like installed 
under the roads often make it impossible for the Post Oflice 
to conssruct main duct lines at anything like reasonable 
depths. In consequence, duct lines in London have become 
deeper and deepen and 40-way to 60-way lines 15—30 ft deep 
are now commonplace. Conssruction of these, and the subse
quent cabling and jointing work in the very deep manholes, 
inevitably obssruct traffic, and the diversions and delays result
ing are only too well known.

During the last wa', a deep-level cable tube approximately 
1 mile in length was constructed to protect certain essential 
cables. The experience gained showed that this type of con
struction could solve many of the external-plant engineer’s 
problems in large cities.

Extensive use is now made of deep-level cable tubes in 
London, both as planned routes for trunk and junction cables 
and as a means of negotiating large naturaa and man-made 
obstructions.

HISTORY
For many years the Post Office has installed cables on a 

rental basis in publicly-owned subways; notable examples are 
those under Kingsway and the Victoria Embankment A11 
contain the pipes and cables of gas, water and electiicity 
authorities, and, despite supporting, protection, maintenance 
and management problems, they are, on the whole, satis
factory.

The first tunnel or tube solely for Post Oflice cables was 
constructed in 1925 between Gresham Street and London 
Wall. It is 6 ft in diameter 630 yd in length with an average 
depph of 50 ft. No further tubes were consilructld until 1942, 
when Faraday Building and Holborn telephone exchange 
were connected with a 7 ft diameter tube, 1,690 yd in length, 
at an average depph of 100 ft. Since 1948 the network has been 
progressively extended and it now totals 12 miles, with a 
capacity of approximately 1,800 miles of cable, of which 
some 800 miles have been installed.

PLANNING
In London, cable tubes are considered as an alternative to 

ducts if the number of cables forecast for a route is 50 or more, 
if ducts would have to be laid under busy main roads at 
excessive depths, if large naturaa or man-made obstructions 
have to be negotiated or if road works would entaii large- 
scale diversion of Poss: Office plant.

1 London Telecommunications Region.
* A shortened and revised version of a Pape' read at the London 
and other Centres during the 1967-68 Sessson.

Surveys are made as for duct routes, but are of necesshy 
more detailed. The principal factors that have to be considered 
are the choice of route, connexions to buildings and surface 
ducts, the location of loading and other chambers, and the 
availability of working sites.

Tubes are constructed under the Telegraph Acts, and, un- 
Iiss private way-leaves can be obtained, despite their depth, 
they have to be constructed under public highways. This 
sometimes presents acute design problems, and, consequentiy, 
some indifferent layouts have had to be accepted. In the 
opinion of the writer there is a very good case for the Post 
Office to seek powers to construct cable tubes in more or less 
straight lines under both public and private property.

Once the route is chosen, sites for shafts to connect the 
tube with buildings or surface ducts are determined and the 
location of loading and other tube chambers decided.

Working sites of the order of 15,000-20,000ft2 are 
necessaay, and ideally these should be at the sites of shafts 
required for the project. If this is not possible, working shafts 
have to be sunk off the line of route and filled in when the 
project is completed.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Tubes are constructed at a nomin! depth of 100 ft through 

the main strata of London clay. Even at this depth, care is 
necessary to avoid other undertakers’ plant, notably London’s 
Underground railway.

Until 1969, consruction followed traditional civil engi
neering practice. Tubes were mined manually and lined with 
bolted casstiiron segments. Segment flanges were caulked, and 
the void between the segments and the clay was pressure- 
grouted. A concrete floor with drainage gullies and a grano
lithic wearing surface was then added.

During 1969 a new tube between Trafalgar Square and 
Waterloo was commenced, using the same type of con
struction as that employed by London Transport for its new 
Victoria Underground Line. This tube is being mined 
mechamcaUy. A circular hole is cut through the clay to a very 
close tolerance and then lined with precast concrete segments, 
which are jacked into position. This produces a smooth-bore 
tube and obviates the need for grouting. Experience so far is 
limited, but subssantial savings in both cost and construction 
time are expected. Fig. 1 shows a short length of this type 
of tube which has been constructed above ground for loading 
trials of fixing devices and cable bearers.

As far as possible, tubes are constructed in straight lines, but 
curves with a radius of 120 ft are satisfactory. Curves having 
a smaller radius can and have been constructed, but these 
handicap and delay cabling work. Norm! gradients are of 
the order of 1 in 100. Steeper gradients can be accepted for 
distances up to about 100 yd but, as with curves, steep 
gradients for long distances delay cabling work.
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Fig. 1—Concrete tube constructed above ground for loading trials

Fig. 2—Typical 7 ft diameter cable tube approximately half-filled

TUBE STRUCTURE
The 7 ft diameter tube is the accepted standard (Fig. 2). 

It will accept 176 full-size cables but, to allow for variations 
in cable layouts, a capachy of 150 is used for planning pur - 
poses. This capadty is adequate for most routes and excessive 
for some, but 7 ft is the smallest diameter tube in which a 
6 ft 6 in X 2 ft 3 in clear walkway for the movement of staff 
and materials can be provided. Tubes of a larger diameter are 
provided for ancillary structures.

Loading Chambers
Chambers to accommodate orthodox-type loading pots are 

19 ft 6 in in diameter and are constructed in line with the 7 ft 
diameter cable tubes (Fig. 3). Pots are installed along the 
centre, two rows on, and two below, a steel floor. The siting 
of loading chambers is critical. The absence of a common 
point; in the tube network from which loading distances can 
be measured is a serious disadvantage. On a duct line, loading 

spacing determines the position of loading manholes and 
these can usualy be built within the specified tolerance. In a 
cable-tube network the position of the loading chamber 
determines the loading spacing. In consequence many loaded 
cables have to be provided with capacctor as well as loading 
pots. This complicates cable jointing, but the chambers are 
designed to accommodate both loading and capacitor pots as 
well as the additional joints.

Flexibility Chambers
To provide a degree of flexibility in the junction network, 

some cables are terminated on distribution frames under
ground and circuits cross-connected by jumpering. The 
chambers consist of 19 ft 6 in diameter tubes 50 ft long with a 
floor on a horizontal axis.

Two dwarf frames with a total terminating capacity of 
80,000 pairs are mounted on the upper floor, terminating 
joints being mounted on the lower floor.
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Fig 3—Section through 19 ft 6 in diameter loading-coil chamber

Connecting Tubes to Buildings
Tubes are connected to buildings by vertical shafts that 

accommodate telecommunications cables, water and sewage 
pipes, electric power cables, access ladders and lifts. Ideally, 
4-ton lifts that can accept a 7 ft 6 in drum should be provided 
at %mile to 1-mile intervals. If the number of cables terminat
ing in a building is of the order of 50, cables and lift are 
installed in one 15 ft diameter shaft:. For larger numbers of 
cables a separate shaft for the lift is desiirable. Cable shafts 
should, if possible, terminate in the building, but lift shafts can 
terminate inside or outside buildings as convenient. All shafts 

entering buildings are isolated with a brick or concrete wall, 
which is fitted with pipes and gas-tight glands for cables, and 
a gas-tight door for access.

Connecting Tubes to Duct Lines
When it is necessary to connect a cable tube to a duct line, 

a large 2-room manhole is constructed at the surface. Duct 
lines enter one room and a vertical shaft connecting with the 
cable tube enters the second. Each room is provided with an 
orthodox manhole frame and cover and they are separated 
by an 18in concrete wall fitted with a gas-tight door for 
access and pipes with gas-tight glands for cables.

As these manholes and shafts are constructed under high
ways, the shafts are not equipped with lifts (Fig. 4).

CABLE SUPPORTS
A good cable-supporting structure is probably the most 

important single factor affecting the efficient use of a cable
tube system. All cable supports have to be fixed to the tube 
structure, and 1 mile of 7 ft diameter cass-iron tube, with its 
associated shafts and chambers, requires cable supports 
weighing approximately 360 tons and some 25,000 separate 
fixings.

In the early tubes, cable supports were fixed to segment 
flanges with long bolts (Fig. 5), but this method has been 
abandoned as it wastes space.

Tubes are now constructed with segments having cut-away 
horizontal flanges that enable cable supports to be fitted into 
the belly of tube segments in space which would otherwise be 
unusable (Fig. 6).

Cable supports consist of two mild-steel flats rolled to the 
same radius as the tube segments and fixed together with 
round pins that also support the cantilevers. These are also 
mild-steel flats, which are simply pushed-in between two pins. 
Mountings are adjustable to correct “‘roll” in the tube and to 
produce a 2° tilt on the cantilevers.

A large measure of standardization has been effected, and 
standard cable-bearer units are available for tubes of all 
diameters.

MANHOLE covsns

CABLES

DUCT LINE

IO FT DIAMETER SHAFT
8 0 0 FT DEEP

7 FT DIAMETER CABLE TUBE

TUBE 
55FT

CHAMBER 
X I5FT DIAMETER

Fig. 4—Method of connecting tube to duct line.

CONCRETE ’WALL WITH 
WATERTIGHT DOOR AN 

CABLE GLANDS

Z-ROOM MANHOLE
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Fig. 5—Old-type cable bearers: capacity 134 cables

Fig. 6—New-type cable bearers: capacity 176 cables

In shafts, cables are sti]3]ported on conventional lead- 
served mild-steel tacking bars at Sin horizontal and 5 ft 
vertical spacing. Cable supports, platforms, ladders, lift 
guides, etc., required in shafts are designed as a whole and 
fixed to the shaft structure with long bolts through the 
segment flanges.

Supports in shafts were originally designed to accept lead- 
sheathed cables which are fixed with simple lead tacks. The 
same structure accepts polythene-sheathed cables, which are 
fixed with epoxy-resin putty tacks.

Finish
Cable-supporting steeework in the first tubes constructed 

was either painted or galvanized, and extensive rusting 
occurred. The cost of derusting and repainting cable 

supports in tubes is prohibitive, and the finish now specified 
is asfollows:

(a) shot blasting, degreasing, water washing, drying,
(b) hot-dip galvanizing to a minimum thickness of 0-003 in,
(c) etching with a chromate primer to provide a key for paint, 

and
(d) two coats of synthetic air-drying enamel.
Nuts, bolts,washers,studs, etc., arezincplated to a thc:lni<sss 

of 0-001 in with one coat of enamel, brushed on after fixing. 
This finish has proved excellent. Initially it increased the cost 
of stedwork by 12—15 per cent, but as experience was gained 
this increase largely disappeared. The current (1970) overall 
cost of installing steel-work in cable tubes is £10 per cwt.

CABLING
Installing cables in tubes is somewhat more complicated 

than drawing them into ducts. Cable lengths have to be 
lowered 80-120 ft, either on or off drums, and then pulled up 
to % mile along the tube to where they are required.

If no lift is available, cables are lowered through 6 in 
diameter cabling pipes installed in shafts by means of a 
splcially-designed cable-lowering machine. When a lift is 
installed cables are lowered on drums.

Pulling cable lengths along tubes presents problems all of 
which have not been completely solved. Cable may have to be 
pulled % mile along straight tubes having a gradient of 1 in 
100, around curves with a radius of 120 ft, through tube 
chambers and, sometimes, around right-angle tube junctions.

Initially, this was done manually by mounting the cable on 
small 2-whee1ed trolleys and towing with a gang of to-12 men. 
Electrically-powered winches and capstans using 3 mile of 
sUee-wire rope were then used. This latter method, although 
reasonably successsul, was extremely dangerous and, after 
several near misses, was abandoned. Finally, a small battery- 
powered electric tractor was developed, and this has proved 
most successful. These smdl machines tow cable lengths 
weighing 3 tons at a speed of up to 3miles/hr along the tube 
floor.

The tractors are used in conjunction with 2-whnled cable 
troUeys which are placed on the cable at about 6 ft intervals. 
Trolleys are fitted with small guide-wheels which ride on the 
floor benching, thus allowing the tractor to pull cables around 
bends.

Cables are drawn around right-angle bends by means of 
quadrant roller-guides which are bolted to sockets in the tube 
floor.

JOINTING
Cable jointing is carried out by 2-man partes using 

orthodox methods. A special tube joint (Fig. 7), 5-6 ft long 
and with a diameter approximately 7 in larger than the cable, 
has been devised to save space. This is suitable for all types of 
lead and polythene cable in service and enables one additional 
cable to be placed on every bearer.

TU BE SERVICES

Lighting
Supplies are taken from the public mains and transformed 

down to 50 volts. General lighting is provided by 12 40-watt 
lanterns per 100 yd section, each section being separately 
switched. Socket-outlets for local lighting are provided at 
24 yd intervals. No alternative or standby supply is provided.

Drainage
In general, the tubes are dry, but, despite caulking and 

grouting, minor leaks do occur in places. Water from these is 
drained by the floor gullies to sumps in tube chambers and 
pumped to the surface by automatic submersible pumps.
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Fig. 7—Special joint used in cable tubes

Ventilation
Forced-draught ventilation is used throughout. Air is 

taken from the surface, passed through the tubes and ex
hausted to the surface. Fans with an output of 2,500 ft3/min 
are installed at the top of selected shafts and these are supple
mented when necessary by boosters installed in bulkheads and 
tube chambers. The average air flow is 1-5 ft3/s, and 
temperature is fairly constant at 58° F.

Communications
Fm' simplicity and reliabiilty, communications are based on 

straightforward direct exchange lines. These are provided on a 
generous scale, at the top and base of all shafts, in lift cars 
and in all tube chambers. As far as possible, adjacent tele
phones are connected to different exchanges. Direct lines are 
provided where necessary for specca! purposes. In addition, 
two 2001bbmile bare-copper wires mounted on bobbin in
sulators are installed in all main tubes to provide a local
speaker circuit for jointers and testers. Cables for tube tele
phones, alarm and miscellaneous circuits are clipped to a 
suspense wire mounted well above the man cable bearers.

Marking and Signposting
As nrtural landmarks do not exist, artificia a ones have been 

created. These consist of smtaU enameHed-steel plates mounted 
every 1010 yd on the tube fabric. By reference to these any 
location, e.g. the location of a cable joint, can be accurately 
described. Direction signs are installed at all tube junctions and 
other locations as necessary.

MECHANICAL AIDS
A number of mrchanical aids have been produced to 

facilitate work, mainly cabling operations.

Cable-Lowering Machine
The cable--owering machine consists of a series of cam- 

operated spring-loaded clamps that grip the cable as it enters 
the machine and release it as it leaves. It is operated manually 
by two men and enables cables to be lowered under complete 
control, without damage and with no intermediate support. 
It is used when no lift is available.

Cabling Tractors
Cabling tractors are 4-whrrlrd, battery-powered, itre■rblr 

tractors (Fig. 8) with a draw-bar pull of 1,0001b. Their over
all width is 18 in, and their speed is variable from 0-250 ft/min 
(3 mile/hr). The battery is 36 volts 256 Ah, which gives a range 
of operation under average conditions of approximately 8 
hours. Batteries are recharged from rectifiers mounted in 
strategic tube chambers.

Cabling Trolleys
A whole family of trolleys or skates has been devised. The 

latest (Fig. 9) consists of a 9 in V-section mounted on two 5 in 
diameter wheels surrounded by a spring-steel bumper on 
which are mounted four guide-wheels.

Fto. 8—Cabling tractor

Fig. 9—Cabling trolley
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Quadrant Guides
Quadrant guides consist of grooved wooden rollers 

mounted on a steel frame to guide cables around quadrants of 
5 ft radius. One is provided in each tube junction chamber and 
fixed, when required, to flush sockets in the chamber floor.

MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT
Maintenance effort is applied principally to installations 

and tube services; the structures themselves require little 
maintenance, although a few leaks have proved difficult to 
remedy. Cables similarly require little or no maintenance, and 
cable breakdowns are unknown. Strict control of cable 
routing is essential, and the position of all cables andjonts is 
specified in detail before they are installed.

All tubes are patrolled daily and inspected periodically.

EXTENSIONS AND RE-ARRANGEMENTS
ExtensSon of existing tubes on the same general line is 

comparatively straightforward, and little re-arrangement of 
cables is usuafly necnseery. Adding a new tube which joins 
an existing tube at right-angles is, however, a lengthy and 
expensive operation. The new tube is first mined up to the old 
tube and then a large chamber is constimcted around the old 
tube. Cables are then suspended from the new chamber, the 
old tube smashed out, and the cables diverted to the new 
chamber.

SAFETY
Cable tubes are not dangerous; in fact, work in them is far 

safer than in more orthodox underground structures. There 
is, however a risk of fire and explosion arising from the need 
to use naked-flame appliances and flammable liquids, and in 
one short section of tube the air can become foul. A strict 
safety code is rigidly enforced, and safety equipment is 
provided on a generous scale.

Fire points consSsting of a smafl CO2 gas fire-extinguisher, 
sand trays and asbestos blankets are provided every 100 yd in 
the 7 ft diameter tubes, and these are supplemented by larger 
extinguishers and sand buckets in all tube chambers.

All members of working parties carry individual first-aid 
outfits, and cabinets containing emergency tools and equip
ment are installed at about §-mi1e intervals. The long distances 
and narrow walkways present a rescue problem, and, to meet: 
this, air-sea rescue type stretchers mounted on light-wheeled 
trolleys are provided near the base of each lift shaft. Com
munication with the emergency services relies entirely on the 
“999” procedure. Close liaison is maintained with the 
London Fire Brigade and the London Ambulance Service, and 
their officers make regular visits to ensure that they are 
familiar with methods of access and routes. In addition, joint 
exercises with the London Fire Brigade are held annually to 
test the emergency procedure.

Foul Air
An intractable foul-air problem exists in one short section 

of tube. Despite caulking and grouting, the tubes are by no 
means air-tight, and at times the air in this particular section 
can be deficient of oxygen.

The tubes generally pass through the main bed of London 
clay but the composition of this varies. The accepted theory 
is that some parts of this bed consist of porous sand containing 
a large reservoir of gas, rich in nitrogen and carbon dioxide, 
but with little oxygen. When there is a pressure differential 
between the air in the tube and the gas outside, air is sucked 
out or gas is blown in. Observations and tests partially con
firm this theory; air passing out or gas coming in, is audible 
and the flow can be measured. These conditions are related to 
barometric pressure and, with normal ventilation the critical 
pressure is between 1,010 and 1,020 millibars. So far it has 
not been found practical to make the tube airtight, and an 
elaborate safety organization has been devised to safeguard 
staff.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
If the Londonjunction cable network were to continue to be 

based on large audio cables there would be little doubt that 
cable tubes could be justified on an increased scale. The 
introduction of p.c.m. and, possibly, of other forms of 
multiplex working, however-, make this doubtful. In general, 
it seems reasonable to assume that both the size and number 
of cables required for the junction network will decrease. If 
this is so, existing duct lines with some modest extensions may 
well suffice.

The physical and traffic dislocation problems of constructing 
and altering large duct lines under the busy roads of a large 
city remain. In the opinion of the writer there will, in the 
future, be an increasing need to construct isolated sections of 
deep-level cable tube, particularly in conjunction with road 
works, as the only practical means of routing cables past large 
complex obstructions. They may also be the only practical 
method of providing cable entry to large buildings. Multi - 
unit buildings present numerous duct-entry problems, and 
short deep-level tubes radiating from them and connected by 
shafts to surface duct routes may well be a solution.
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Measurements on Goonhilly 851ft Diameter Aortas
Part 2—Profile Adjustment and Electrical Performance

B. A. LOWE, c.eng., m.i.e.e., and H. E. PEARSON, b.sc.(eng.), c.eng., m.i.mech.e.T

U.D.C. 621.396.(57:621.3.017.8

Part 1 of this article described the mechamcal methods used to assess the profile accuracy of the 
ae-ial paraboloid. Pari 2 describes a method by which the rltctrical performance of the aeial may be 
dete-mined usmg radio stars as reference sources, and the application oof this method to improve the profile 
accuracy (and hence the electrical performance) by adjustment of the screw-jacks supporting the petals 
forming the paraboloidaa surface.

INTRODUCTION
The overall transmission performance of a satellite communi
cation system is largely determined by that of the saleilite 
to earth-station path. The carrier-power radiated by a 
communication saletlitr is only a few watts and the free-space 
pair loss between a geo-ssationary satellite and an earth 
staUon some 200 dB at 4 GHz. The resulting flux-density at 
the surface of the earth is about 10-16 watts per square metre. 
Even with an aeriaa presenting a frontal area of 500 m2 (i.e. 
about 25 m diameter), the received carrier-power, between 
10~ 1 and D-13 watt, is less than the thermal agitation noise 
power that could be derived from a reststor at room tem
perature feeding a device having a bandwidth of about 
25 MHz.

Therefore, to achieve an adequate clmrr-to-noisr ratio, 
large-aperture, low-noise aerials and extremely low-noise, 
first stage, amplifiers are required.

AERIAL “‘FIGURE OF MERIT"
In a microwave radio relay system handling frequency- 

modulated (f.m.) frequency-division multiplex (f.d.m.) multi- 
channee telephony signals, the stgnal-to-noisr ratio (s/n) in a 
voice channee is directly proportionaa to the carrier-to-noise 
ratio (C/N) of the sigma presented to the f.m. drmodulator 
(provided that the carrier-to-noise ratio in the intermediate 
frequency (i.f.) bandwidth preceding the limiter is greater than 
about 10 dB). Thus in any voice channel in the baseband:

s C B- = 7 >7 Xn N b
/ df2
(/7 ( 1

Where - = ratio of test-tone power to noise power in the 
n voice channel,
C = levisi of received carrier power in watts,
N = level of total noise power in watts measured at 

the same point in the system as C,
B = bandwidthprecedinglimiterin demodulator (Hz), 
b = bandwidth of voice channel (Hz),

df = r.m.s. test tone deviation (Hz), 
and f = baseband carrier frequency of the channel under 

consideration (Hz).
Since, howeveer N = kTB where k is Boltzmann’s constant 

= 1-38 X 10-23 Joules per degree Kelvin and T is the 

1 Mr. Lowe is in the Space Communications Systems Branch,
and Mr. Pearson the Powe- and Ancillary Systems Development 
Branch, Telecommunications Development Department, Tele
communications Headquarters. Mr. Pearson was formerly in the 
Space Communications Systems Branch.
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effective noise-temperature of the receiving system in degrees 
Kelvin (K) and B has the meaning already ascribed to it, 
equation (1) can be arranged as follows:

j _ C 1 
n ~ T X kb V)

It will be seen from this, that the worst signal-to-noise ratio 
will occur in the voice channel that occupies the highest 
portion of the baseband frequency-spectrum, and for this 
reason pre-emphasis is usually applied to enhance the devia
tion of the voice channels in the upper part of the baseband. 
At the same time, the deviations of voice channels in the 
lower frequency portion of the baseband are reduced below 
nominaa so that the maximum deviation of the carrier, 
occurring during busy-hour traffic loading, is the same with 
or without pre-emphasis. Since in equation (2), df; f and b 
are normally fixed, the parameter C/T has an important 
bearing on system performance. The received carrier power, 
C, varies directly as the aerial gain, G, while T also depends 
on the design of the aerial. Thus, the attainment of the 
required voice channel signal-to-noise ratio in a given system 
is directly dependent on the aerial-gain to system noise
temperature ratio (G/T). This ratio is known as the receiving 
system figure-of-merit.

Therefore, the gain of an aerial can be increased or decreased 
without affecting the performance of the system provided 
that T is increased or decreased correspondingly.

NOISE TEMPERATURE
The value of T for conventional receiving systems has 

generally been very close to the ambient temperature existing 
at the receiver—typically 290° K—but with the development 
of amplifiers* such as the maser, which can only operate at 
temperatures close to absolute zero (typically about 3° K) and' 
parametric amplifiers which, though capable of operating at 
normal temperatures, can be operated with advantage at very 
low temperatures, the situation has changed.

However, though the first stage of the receiver may be 
operating at these very low temperatures, various other 
factors result in an effective temperature which can be much 
higher than the physical operating temperature. The effective 
noise temperature of the receiving system of the No. 1 aerial 
at Goonhilly, is about 65° K when the aerial is at an elevation 
of 30° to the horizontal. The main sources of the noise are 
losses in the primary feed at the focus of the paraboloid, the 
waveguide and waveguide components between the feed and 
the first-stage amplifier (35°-40° K), and the first-stage amplifier 



itself (10°-15° K). The remaining (10°-15° K) is made up 
of noise from that part of the sky at which the aeiral is 
pointing, noise from the ground picked up via the side lobes 
of the radiation patten of the aerial at 4 GHz, and spillover 
(Le. ground noise picked up directly by the feed outside the 
periphery of the dish).

Thus, the system noise-temperature is a measure of the 
goodness of the receiver and aer;;! system as a whole and sets 
the limit to the smallest signal which can be resolved; coupled 
with the gain of the aerial, the received power flux-density 
corresponding to the minimum resolvable sigma can be 
determined. System-noise temperature is similar to the 
noise-factor that denotes the limit of performance of a 
receiving system.

Though the figure-of-merit, rather than the aerial gain, is 
the more meaningful criterion by which the performance of a 
receli/ing system used for salelhte communication should be 
assessed, only changes in gain (derived from G/T measure
ments) as a means of measuring the improvement in derctrical 
performance resuhing from mechanical adjustments to the 
aerial profile were considered. The reasons for this are:

(a) Day-to-day changes of system noise-temperdLire 
amounting to 5° K to 7° K and longer term variations of 
10° K to 12° K have been experienced at Goonhilly. These 
variations couH mask the sort of improvement it was hoped 
to achieve.

(6) For a high gain aerial operated more than a few degrees 
above the horizon, those items already referred to as contri
buting to the system noite-temperalure would not be affected 
by adjustments to the dish profile. The only exception to this 
would be contributions from the ground-facing side lobes 
and since these are inherently smaU with such an aerial no 
significant change in system noise-temperature was to be 
expected from this cause.

AERIAL-GAIN MEASURING TECHNIQUES
For terrestrial line-of-sight microwave aerial measurements, 

use is made of a transmitter radiating a known power over 
an unobstructed path in the direction of the recelving aeriai 
to be measured, but the size of the aeriai systems used for 
satelliie communications renders a similar technique difficult.

The basis of any gain measurement lies in the use of a 
reference signal the level of which is known with a sufficient 
degree of accuracy thr oughout the period of the measurement. 
This requirement can be met by using the noise signal from 
a suitable radio star. When the aerial is pointing at a part of 
the sky containing a radio starr the system noise temperature 
will be greater than when looking at a part of the sky which 
does not contain such a star. The principle of the measurement 
is, that knowing the flux from the star which reaches the 
aerial—i.e. in effect the levd of input signaa to the device under 
tees—the increase in system noise temperature produced by 
this flux can be calculated if the gam of the aeI•ial is known. 
Converseey, the gain can be determined from a knowledge of 
the star flux and the increase in system noise temperature it 
produces. Hence, as the flux of certain radio stars is known 
with a high degree of accuracy, the gain measurement consists 
of measuring the increase in system noise tempeature when 
the aeriai is pointing at the starr The star thus acts as a sgnal 
geneealor.

The advantages of this are firstly that the elevation of the 
star as seen from the earth station varies, and so by the choice 
of a suitable radio stair the performance of the aerial can be 
assessed over a wide range of elevation angles, and secondly, 
it is potstble to choose a star which can be used by many 
earrh stations, thereby eliminating one of the main variables 
in compairing the performance of different earth stations. 
Proposals recommending a standardization of the techniques 
of measurement and the choice of radio stars are being 
studied by an international committee.

MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES
The procedure used at Goonhilly involves calculating2 the 

aerial-gain from two measured noise ratios. The first ratio, 
the system ratio, compares the level of noise received when 
the aerial is pointing at the sky with a reference noise 
source, a load at ambient temperature. The second 
ratio, the star ratio, compares the levd of sky noise with the 
noise received by the aerial when pointing at the star. These 
two ratios are measured at each elevation at which the 
aerial gain is to be determined. At Goonhilly, the star is 
tracked continuously for up to 12 hours during which the star 
elevation changes considerably. Throughout this period the 
two ratios are measured alternately; the time and elevation 
at which the measurements are made being noted so that a 
gain/elevation characteristic can be derived.

To obtain this characteristic, the track of the star is 
calculated by computer and a steering control tape produced 
which will enable the aerial to automatically track the star 
over the period concerned.3

Once tracking has commenced and the star located as 
precisely as possible, the aerial, while still tracking under 
tape control is moved away from the star, in azimuth only, 
by approximately one degree. The aerial is now following a 
course such that whilst its elevation is always that of the star, 
its azimuth always differs from that of the star by one degree 
(Fig. 1(D).
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Fig. 1—Method of making transits with corresponding chart record

The aerial is then made to transit the star by gradually 
removing the one degree offset so that the aerial looks directly 
at the star and sees the noise radiated by it. It is then moved 
away from the star in the opposite direction until it is once 
more tracking with an elevation equal to that of the star and 
with an azimuth offset of one degree but on the opposite side 
to that of the original offset. The transit is made smoothly and 
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at approximately constant speed. Hence, assuming the 
original location of the star by the aerial to have been suflfi- 
ciently precise, the sky noise picked up by the aerial before 
and throughout the transit will have been increased during 
the transit by the noise received from the stair. The maximum 
increase (in dB) is the required star ratio.

However- it cannot be assumed that during the transit, the 
main lobe of the aerat will have pointed at the star with 
sufficient accuracy and it is therefore necessary to carry out 
at least three transits (Figs. 1(1), 1(c) and 1(d)). The first 
transit is made with the aeriat offset from the nominat star- 
elevadon by one minute of arc, the second with the aerial at 
the nominat star-eeevatíon and the third with the elevation 
one minute of arc on the opposite side of the nominal star 
elevation from the first transit.

Frequentty, the transits, or cuts, one minute of arc away 
from the nominaa elevation will result in lower star ratios 
than the cut at the nominaa elevation, indicating that during 
this transit the aerial pointed accurately at the star. If, how- 
everr the third transit results in a higher star-ratio indicating 
that the nominaa elevation was not the correct one, then 
further cuts must be made untíi the ratio begins to decrease. 
The highest ratio measured during the three or more cuts is 
taken as the correct one.

The system ratio is obtained with the aerial one degree off 
the star by measuring the sky noise against an ambient load 
at a known temperature.

Thus the two ratios required for the calculation of aerat 
gain are obtained. In making the calculation, allowance may 
have to be made for the fact that if the angular size of the star 
is not smafl compared with the beam-width of the aetral, the 
star cannot be regarded as a point source, in which case not 
all the available flux will reach the aerat, and some of that 
which does reach the aeriaa will be on the Skirts of the man 
lobe. For example, the radio star Cassiopeia A subtends an 
angle of about four minutes of arc at the surface of the earth, 
and this cannot be regarded as smatl compared to the 
12 minutes of arc beam-width of the Goonhilly aerial. The 
correction for this can be up to 03 dB depending on the 
assumptions made. Converse^, Cygnus A consists of two 
point sources two minutes of arc apart requiring a correction 
of only 0-08 dB.

Allowance must also be made for atmospheric absorption 
particularly at low angles of elevation. The correction to be 
applied is proportionat to the cosecant of the angle of eleva
tion and at 4 GHz varies from 0-4 dB at an elevation of 5° 
to 0-05 dB at an elevation of 50°.

The signals picked up by the aeriaa whether from the sky, 
the star, or the ambient load are frequency changed to 
70 MHz by the norm! receive- chaiin and applied to a 
log/linear amplifier to drive a chart recorder. Preesíon 
attenuators in the chain enable the recorde- to be calibrated 
in 0-5 dB steps and by spreading two of these steps ove- the 
eight-inch width of the chart, the actuaa ratio can be evaluated 
by inte-polaaíon to an accuracy approaching +O-O1 dB. 
Fig. 1(e) illustrates the type of recording obtained and relates 
it to the star transits shown in other parts of the figure. The 
star ratio and system ratio are brought within the dynamic 
range of the chart recorder by the use of a second alternator.

The use of the chart recordei- in this way enables the ratios 
to be measured accuratdy and the transits to be easfly 
observed so that the correct one can be selected for evídrudion. 
Should the gaan of the system vary during a measurement 
that mcasiu•emcnt can be discarded, and another made.

These techniques were first applied within the Post Office 
to the original Goonhilly aerat in 1962 using the radio star 
Cassopea A.

The deesíon to provide transatlantic telephone and tele
vision channels via the iateilite EARLY BIRD on a com
mercial basis from the end of June 1965 necessíiated extensive 
modifications to the profile of the bowl and an evaauation by 
mechamcat and opticaa methods of the profile accuracy at 

various elevations as described in Part I of this article. 
Further deccrical measurements, again using the star Cassio
peia A, confirmed that changes in the shape of the bowl with 
changing elevaaion were having an adverse effect on the ae-ial 
gain. Fig. 2 shows the gain/devation characte-istic derived

ELEVATION ANGLE

Fig. 2—Gain/elevation characte-istic at 4-l6 GHz—May 1965 and 
Feb. 19666—Cassiopeia A

from measurements made during May 1965 and February 
1966; no significant changes in gain had occurred in the 
interval.

PROFILE IMPROVEMENTS
An examination of the mechanical measurements taken 

during the final six months of 1965 suggested that by jack 
adjustment alone it should be possible to optimize the shape 
of the bowl at the EARLY BIRD elevation (approximately 
30°) and so improve electrical performance at the working 
attitude. The first step was to adjust between six and ten of 
thejacks by about two-thirds of the amount thought necessary 
to correct fully for the departures from the true paraboloidal 
shape.

Since the improvement in electrical performance was 
expected to be only about 0-3 dB and thee was no ce-tainty 
that this would be fully realized, it was very desirable that 
complete sets of deccrical measurements should be obtained 
immediately before and after making the mechanícal adjust
ments. Itt was also very desirable that both the before and the 
after measurements should be repeated on two separate 
days to dete-mine whether or not lack of -epeatabíilty of 
measurement was likely to mask changes due to the profile 
adjustments.

Previous aerial measurements using cosmic sources had 
utilized the star Cassiopeia A because it is a strong radio 
source and has the advantage of being circumpolar (i.e. 
always above the horizon at the place of obse■vation) and 
therefore available for measurements at all times. This would 
not be the case with a star which set. The range of elevations 
over which Cassiopeia A can be seen from Goonhilly is 18° 
to 82°. Since aeíal performance at elevations below this were 
of interest on this occasion, it was decided to use the circum
polar star Cygnus A, which, though not such a strong radio 
source, has a minimum elevation from Goonhilly of less than 
0-5° and a maximum elevation of 82°. It had been tracked 
for short periods on several occasions to assess its suitability. 
Also, a limited number of measurements using Cassiopeia A 
were planned to permit comparison with previous results. A 
test program was therefore drawn up which allowed each of 
these stars to be tracked over a useful range of elevations 
within the period of one day. The range for Cygnus A was 
10° to 50° and for Cassiopeia A from 20° to 40°.

The program was followed on each of the two days 
before adjustment and on each of the two days after adjust- 
meit. In all, approximately 200 gain measurements using 
Cygnus A and approximately 70 using Cassiopeia A were 
made.
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The process of carrying out the mechanical adjustments 
went so smoothly that a total of 14 jacks was adjusted 
instead of 10 as originally intended.

The results from the before and after measurements are 
shown in Fig. 3 and indicate an improvement in gam of about
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Fig. 5—Gain/elevation characteristics at 4-16 GHz 24/25/26 
October 1966—Cygnus A

elevation angle

Fig. 3—Gain/elevation characteristic at 4-16 GHz before and after 
adjustment—Cygnus A

0’3 dB at the lower elevations and about 0-1 dB at 50°. The 
improvement at the EARLY BIRD elevation was about 
0-2dB. The Cassiopeia A measurements indicated an 
improvement of about 0-25 dB at the EARLY BIRD 
elevation.

Further measurements in October 1966 and March 1967 
using Cygnus A showed good agreement with those measured 
immediately after the adjustment of the 14 jacks. The upper 
curve of Fig. 4 shows measurements made in March 1967 using 
Casssopeia A and indicates that the measurements with the 
two stars are in reasonable agreement. The lower curve of 
Fig. 4 is a repeat of the curve shown in Fig. 2. The two

Fig. 4—Gain/elevation charaatceiitic—1965/66 and March 1967-— 
Casssopeia A

curves demonstrate the overaai improvement between 1965/66 
and March 1967.

RESULTS
The curve of gam versus elevation, Fig. 5, although a better 

shape after the adjustments than before, still shows greater 
gain at elevations above that of EARLY BIRD, indicating 
some remalmng di^tor:tio:n at this elevation.

The shape of the gain/elevation characteristic also suggests 
that the estimates of the amount of adjustment required to 
correct the distortion were more accurate than had been 
supposed when deciding to take up no more than two thirds 
of the adjustment required.

For future uses of the aerial, maximum gam will be required 
at low elevation angles and if the profile were adjusted to 

produce maximum gain at an elevation of 5°, up to 0'5 dB 
more gain could be obtained at the important low angles of 
elevation.

The improvement in aerial gain is smaH compared with the 
effort involved but this is acceptable for two reasons. Firstly, 
the performance of a iateilitr communication system is largely 
determined by the iateilite-to-earth path, and with present 
systems this is limited by the power transmitted from the 
satellite. Consequentiy, in order to obtain the maximum 
number of circuits from the system, that system is operated 
very close to threshold, and any deterioration in the system 
could take the system below threshold. For this reason, even 
a smaU increase in margin is worth having because it will 
produce an equal improvement in the channel signal-to-noise 
ratios if the system is above threshold, and a greater improve
ment if the system is below threshold.

Secondly, with a costly item such as an 85 ft diameter aerial, 
it is senssble to obtain the best performance possible, since 
otherwise a given system performance would require a larger 
aerial. For an 85 ft diameter aerial, an improvement in gain 
of 0-3 dB is equivalent to an increase in diameter of about 3 ft.

CONCLUSIONS
New techniques for the measurement of the electrical 

characteristics of the large steerable aerials used for satellite 
communications have been described and the results of the 
successsul application of these techniques to the No. 1. aerial 
at Goonhilly have been given.

In the process considerable experience in the use of the 
methods has been gained and improvements in technique 
made. This is well illustrated by the upper curve of Fig. 4 in 
which the scatter of the points is much less than on some of 
the earlier curves.

A list of references is given below as additional reading for 
those interested in the subject.
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The Long Lines Computer Project
B. CROSS, C.ENG., M.I.E.R.E., MB.C.S.f

U.D.C. 68131: 621.391
The history of the Long Lines Computer Project is mentioned briefly and is followed by more detail of the 
feasintity and implementation stages. The system aims for the project are outlined and then re-introduced 
as a careeully staged implementation program. The description of Stage 1, due to be introduced to users in 
1970, gives the facilities to be ojfered, discusses the record updating problems during the changeover to 
computer working and outlines the arrangements made to cover the possible failure of the computer. The 
article concludes that the project shotdd be implemented as soon as possible but stresses the need to proceed 
careeully to ensure success.

INTRODUCTION
Prior to 1959, proposals had been made to convert the 
information on MU-cable diagrams to a form suitable for 
transferring to punched cards. When the London Electronic 
Agency for Pay and Statistics (LEAPS) computers were first 
installed, they were only lightly loaded and their possible 
use for circuit-provison work was considered. Therefore, 
during the period 1960-62, a program was produced for 
providing, ceasmg and re-arranging public circuits on the 
LEAPS computers. The man lesson learn«! from this trial 
was that the sequentially-accessed LEAPS computer was not 
suitable for this type of work where fast access is needed to 
records in a random fashion.

Following the demontiratton of the LEAPS trial, work on 
circuit provision as a whole was suspended until 1965, 
although some work in this generaa area was carried, out on 
the Elliott; 803 computer? In April 196^4, a smaal Posit Office 
team visited four companies in the American Bel Telephone 
System. It was found that the Americans shared the Post 
Office view that direct-a«:ess storage was the logicaa medium 
for holding circuit-provision records and had made plans to 
use computers with such storage on magnetic discs. It became 
apparent from the visit that record conversion shoidd com - 
mence as soon as possible to ensure that records are available 
to the computer when the programs are ready for use. 
Conversion of circuit and plant records to a form suitable 
for computer input is a major task, the current estimate for 
the United Kingdom work being between 150 and 200 
man years.

A report, issued in December' ^96<4, identified 14 separate 
work processes in a Telephone Area to which computer 
techniques could be applied. One of these processes was line
plant planning and control and, in January 1965, three groups 
were set up at national headquarters under engineering control 
to assess the fra-ibility of using computers for the following 
applications:

(a) trunk and junction circuit planning, provision and 
utilization,

(b) trunk and junction circuit estimating,
(c) locaa line planning and provision.

The local line planning and provision study, although part 
of the overaal line-plant control system and due evennuaUy 
to form part of an integrated system together with the Long 
Lines Project, has developed separately and is not discussed 
in this article.

T Management Services Department, Telecommunications Head
quarters.
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The first two studies, which have proceeded through the 
feasiloility stage to implementation, now form the Long Lines 
Computer Project,

(a) being known as the Long Lines Utilization Project, and
(b) the Long Lines Forecasting Project.
The remainder of this article deals specifically with the 

progress and developments within the Long Lines Utilization 
Project.

SYSTEM AIMS
The main aim of the utilization project is to accept the 

Annual Schedules of Circuit Estimates (ASCE), together with 
random demands for private circuit facilites, and process 
these to produce an output consisting of circuit orders for 
distribution to the field, plus the maintenance of a complete 
up-to-date record within the computer. Additional outputs 
will show the broad utilization for several years ahead. A 
large range of statistics shoidd be available on demand and 
special programs can be added as required. Full information 
of line-plant usage, together with details of breakdowns and 
planned interruptions, should be held available for on-line 
display at Network Co-ordination Centres (NCC). The 
system should also be able to print out any necessary informa
tion in schedule form to assist these centres.

The input to the utilization project will mainly be provided 
by the output from the Forecasting Project (the ASCE). 
Initially, however, plans have been made to collect this 
information from manual records. Local-line information for 
private circuits will be obtained in the Area offices either by 
existing manual procedures or, later, from the Local Lines 
Computer Project. The request for junction, and possibly 
trunk, plant will be forwarded to the circuit provision controls 
(CPC) in the originating Aiea, who will obtain this informa
tion from the Long Lines Computer. EventuaHy, the Local 
Lines system will connect directly with Long Lines to avoid 
the need for intermediate manual handling. Many other 
projects are in the course of study, and integration with these 
may be required late'.

FEASIBILITY STUDY
The team to study “‘the feassbility of converting trunk and 

junction planning, provision and utilization to a computer 
system” was set up in January 1965 and the title was shortened 
to Long Lines Project some 12 to 18 months later. The basic 
organization of the team is set out in Fig. 1. A report was 
issued in March 1966 and, in April 1966, it was accepted from 
the technical viewpoint by both Headquarters branches and 
Regions at the Chief Regional Engineers’ Conference of that 



year. The report recommended implementaaion of the 
computer scheme because of the benefits this would bring 
io the Post Oflfice Telecommunications business. These 
benefits can be summarized as staff' savings, plant savings and 
operational benefits.

The largest staff savings will resiut from computerization 
of the record maintenance and routine circuit-provision work 
of CPCs. However, the complicated circuit-provision work 
will still have to be deah with manually for some time to 
come. It was estimated that 25 per cent of the staff in CPCs 

of total plant assets. This has encouraged the Post Office to 
think that the original estimates are reasonable.

The third area of benefits is extremely difficult to quantify. 
It arises from the ability to give information to maintenance 
organizations so that breakdowns can be catered for by the 
utilization of standby facilities or other measures more 
quickly, thus improving the public service and minimizing loss 
of revenue. It will also be easier to control the complicated 
arrangements needed when planned interruptions to the 
network are necessary.
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Fig. l —Basic organization of feasibility study team

couUd be saved when the project: was fully implemented. In 
addition, it was considered that the preparation of cable 
diagrams could be carried out by the computer using a digital 
plotting device, yielding a saving of 80 per cent: of all drawing 
oflice staff engaged on this work. The total potential staff
saving forecast for 1970 was about 220.

The team also believed that s_lbístillnial financial savings 
couUd be achieved from the ability of the computer to optimize 
plant utilization and plant planning. The originaa values given 
to these optimization savings were 5 and 3 per cent, respec
tively, although initially, there was no solid foundation for 
so exact a figure. Subsequenfiy to the report being issued, 
figures have been received from an American company in the 
Bell Telephone System which show that, in an analogous 
situation, the savings achieved had amounted to 3-7 per cent

The total savings give a project return on capital of 94 per 
cent. Potentially therefore, it is a very profitable project 
which should be implemented as soon as possible to ensure 
the maximum benefit to the business.

The problems of allocating plant to meet current demands 
and accurately planning the relief needed to meet estimates of 
future requirements grow as the network expands and it is 
foreseeable that mechanization might be the only way of 
effectively controlling the network. Since computerization of 
any area of work becomes more difficult as the size of the 
records involved and the number of processes carried out 
increase, it is sensible to carry out the changeover to computer 
techniques as soon as possible.

Calculations have been made to establish the minimum 
level of savings at which the project return on capital is 
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maintained at the required Telecommunications Business 
target of 8% per cent. It can be shown that, even if all savings 
only amount to one tenth of those estimated, it will still be 
profitable to continue with implementation.

Due to the need to make a careful assessment of Post 
Oflice resources for computer projects as a whole, to ensure 
that only projects of high priority are implemented in the first 
instance, coupled with the need to make further studies of 
the computer manufacturers’ abilities to produce equipment 
and operating software suitable for the project, it was not 
until March 1968 that final approvaa was given to proceed 
with the implementation of the Long Lines Computer 
Project. For this project, an Iniernationat Computers Ltd 
(ICL) System 4 Mode 70 computer will be purchased by the 
Nationaa Data Processing Service (NDPS) and then rented to 
Telecommunications Headquarters (THQ) complete with 
computer room staff. Large disc filies for direct-access storage 
and with full, communications facilites for on-line interroga
tion and updating of records using visual display units (VDU) 
will be provided. Management Services Department (MSD) 
will be responsible for the system design and programming 
and overall implsmentation of the project.

From March 1966 until March 1968, most of the team were 
engaged on producing programs to give interim assistance to 
Headquarters branches and Regions in the generaa area of the 
study and also to test various procedures that would event

Project and a third co-ordinates users’ requirements for the 
Forecasting Project. Two other committees have also been 
established; the Long Lines Computer Co-ordination 
Committee which co-ordinates action between the Tele
communications Business, ICL and NDPS, and the Long 
Lines Computer Equipment Working Party which brings 
together MSD and NDPS to determine operational require
ments for the computer centre.

Periodiicalliy, status reports are issued to give factual 
information on progress. So far, four status reports have 
been issued and the last one, published in March 1969, was 
distributed to Regions and Areas. In addition, personal 
contact has been maintained, and the project leader has 
visited every Region to give informal talks describing the 
computer facilites that will be available.

A documentation system has been set up for the Long Lines 
Computer Project and the circulation includes Regional 
representatives. One sectton of the documentation, the Users’ 
Manual, will be issued to all offices equipped with VDUs. 
The manual will give full information concerning the use of 
the VDU and the facilities it offers. Fig. 4 shows a VDU of 
the type to be used. In addition to the Users’ Manual, there 
will be administrative instructions issued by the oper
ational departments concerned to inform users of the way 
in which the computer system will be used for day-to-day 
work.

PROJECT MANAGER

PROJECT LEADER 
UTILIZATION

PROJECT LEADER 
FORECASTING
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Fig. 3—Basic organization of implementation team

ually be needed for the main project implementation, such as 
automatic routing procedures and cable diagram plotting by 
computer. Fig. 2 is an example of a cable diagram drawn by 
equipment attached to the ICL 503 computer at THQ.

IMPLEMENTATION
Although authorized from March 1968, the need to recruit 

and train personnel for the project teams delayed the 
establishment of the full implementation team until July of 
that year. Fig. 3 shows the orgamzation of the implementation 
team for the Long Lines Computee Utilization Project and 
also includes the Forecasting Project since, as may be seen 
from the diagram, certain functions in the groups are common 
to the two sections. As it was considered vital that a project 
of this type shodd go forward step-by-step in accordance with 
the users’ wishes and directions, they were all represented on 
the Long Lines Computer Technical Steering Group set up 
in 1967. To assist the technicaa steering group, technical work
ing parties have been established to carry out particular 
functions. For example, one studies the methods of data 
collection for all line and exchange-equipment records 
another co-ordinates users requirements for the Utilization

IMPLEMENTATION STAGES
The system aims are fairly simple and basic, but they cover 

a vast amount of processing, record handling and updating. 
Also needed are procedures for changing over from manual to 
computer systems. Although fully informed and consulted 
concerning the implementation of the project, staff in the 
Regions and Areas will be involved to a minimum in the 
early stages so that they are left free to continue with the 
current heavy commitments of day-to-day work.

A rapid changeover from a manual to a fully automated 
system can cause severe problems, since any project needs a 
considerable time for testing and parallel running to ensure 
the removal of errors. Even then, there will always remain 
the possíbiiity that occasíonal errors will cause failure. The 
system must, therefore, include procedures to repair the 
damage and to resume operations as soon as possible. 
Initially however, when the manual system is operated in 
parallel with the computer, it would be wasteful to provide 
the computer standby faciliteis that will eventually be 
necessary.

The project must be carefully staged to ensure that the 
steps taken in implementation are not too large and that 
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users never have to rely too heavily on the computer for their 
operations without adequate standby facilities. Stages 1 and 2 
cover the implementation of a record-keeping system. By the 
end of Stage 2, all records needed for the utilization and 
planning of trunk and junction plant; will be held on the Long 
Lines Computer and regularly updated in step with changes in 
the offices concerned. Stage 1 covers the whole of the line
plant allocation record and the records for terminal-exchange 
equipment at group switching centres and higher order 
centres. Also included are the outstanding circuit-order 
records and a current circuit-order file for all circuits provided 
during Stage 1 and beyond.

Stage 2 will extend the records created in Stage 1 and will 
build up a complete sett including all terminal-exchange 
equipment records, transmission-equipment records, circuit
order records for all current circuits and a traffic and 
engineering route record.

necessary to load these records from magnetic tape on to the 
large disc file coupled with those needed to print out these 
records from the disc. Also, and most important, programs 
will be written to copy a complete set of records from the 
disc to magnetic tape for security reasons, and reconstitute 
these records at any time.

The Stage 1(a) facilities will only be available to project 
staff except for the basic message switching system between 
VDUs which will be made available to all terminals as soon 
as they are fitted so that users can gain experience with them. 
The project team can then arrange the simultaneous working 
of all terminals to ascertain the handling capacity of the 
computer routine.

Stage 1(b)
Stage 1(b) consists of all the basic facilites needed by users 

to ensure that the records held on the computer may be

Fig. 4—The visual display unit used on the Long Lines Project

Stage 1 facilities shouUd be completely tested and available 
by the end of 1970 and Stage 2 Wil be implemented one year 
later. Stage 3 intended for implementation in 1972-73, will 
cover introduction of the full facilities described under system 
aims. During Stages 1 and 2, standby Wil be given by the 
manual system but, before Stage 3 is commenced, a dual 
processor type of instaUation will be provided. With this type 
of system, reversion to manual operation may still benecessary 
if there is a catassrophic failure of the computer equipment, 
but this is so unlikely that user departments will be able to 
assume complete reliability.

STAGE1 DETAILS
Stage 1 the only part of the project so far agreed with the 

user departments, has been split into three phases since it is 
necessary to arrange the work so that blocks of facilites and 
procedures can be completed and tested together.

Stage 1(a)
Stage 1(a) consists of the basic facilities required by the 

project team and it includes a real-time control-routine, 
capable of handling all the VDUs. This routine permits 
terminals to connect to, and disconnect from, the system, to 
interchange messages and also offers a smaal number of 
control facilities for project staff. The records which are to be 
placed on the large disc file will, in Stage Ka), be maintained 
in a reasonabby up-to-date condition on magnetic tape using 
well-tried procedures. Stage Ka) will also include the programs 

readily updated, on line, as transactions occur. One facility 
will be an inspection routine to enable users to inspect any 
part of the cable and high frequency supergroup and group 
records held on the computer. The major facility is given by 
the record-update system which enables circuit orders to be 
applied to the computer using a VDU. The computer will vet 
the order checking that authentic codes have been used to 
describe exchange and repeater stations, that plant listed on 
the order is correct and that it is controlled by the office using 
the VDU. It is important that the computer should prevent 
one Area’s records being amended by any other Area. Once 
a circuit order has been accepted as valid, the associated plant 
records will be updated to show the current status, and the 
order placed on the large disc in the appropriate file. Once or 
twice a day, this file will be scanned by the computer and 
circuit orders that have been placed on it will be printed on 
the lineprinter, which will be able to print a circuit order 
every one and a half seconds. This routine will also be able 
to accept earmarkings, these being tentative allocations of 
plant which cannot at present be booked against a circuit-order 
requirement. When the work on the circuit has been completed, 
a completion report will be fed back from the VDU at the 
controlling Area to the computer which checks that it is a 
valid outstanding circuit order. If so, the line-plant records 
will be updated with the final status, and the circuit order in 
the outstanding file will be tagged to show it is completed. 
During the twice-daily scan, such circuit orders will be 
removed from the outstanding file and, except for ceased 
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circuits, a condensed version placed on the current circuit
order file on magnetic tape. A circuit-completion advice will 
also be printed on the lineprinter for circulation to those 
concerned. These facilities will permit a basic record-keeping 
system to operate. Some additional features will be provided 
to meet: more complicated situations.

Stage 1(c)
Stage 1(c) is designed to complete the work left in 1(1). 

For example, the inspection routine will be extended to 
include the terminal-exchange equipment-record, a part of 
which will by then have been placed on the large disc. The 
routine will also be further modified to enable certain analyses 
of the information to be presented for the speealist require
ments of the NCC who will not want to inspect every pertinent 
record held on the machine simply to discern which routes and 
circuits are affected by a breakdown. The update procedure 
will be further extended to enable, in certain circumstances, 
circuit-orde inputs in multiples of two or more where all 
circuits are on the same traffic route and on identic! 
engineering routings. However the computer will always 
produce a single circuit order for each circuit whatever the 
input. The circuit-order form has been dessgned in coopera
tion with user departments to replace all existing circuit-order 
forms. Further detailed facilities will be introduced to enable 
an NCC to print schedules of affected circuits where plant is 
liable to interruption and also to assess the total effect of all 
planned and unplanned interruptions to the network. The 
cable-diagram drawing routine will be operation! in Stage 
1(c), together with a system to progress the line plant works 
program.

Stage Ka) has been operational, apart from the disc-loading 
procedures from August 1969 but it is not expected that 
Stage 1O will be completed until October 1970. A11 facilities 
for Stage 1 will be available by the end of 1970 with the 
completion of Stage 1(c).

THE CHANGEOVER TO COMPUTER WORKING
Data conversson presents a very large problem; on the 

cable-allocation record alone, there are some three million 
entries. At present the existing manuaa records cannot be 
read directly into the computer. jt i^ therefore, necessary to 
transcribe these records on to sped! conversson documents 
from which punched cards are produced. These will be readily 
accepted by the computer which checks the details for 
accuracy where posssble. For example, the engineering codes 
used and the physsc! dimensions of the record will be vetted 
together with a check that alphabeticai information is not 
recorded where there should be numeric! digits and vice 
versa. When the computer has read the data and stored them 
on magnetic tape, it will also produce a printed report listing 
the errors. This report is returned to the data conversion unit: 
for correction of the errors listed. These corrections, together 
with any changes that have occurred, are punched on to 
cards, read by the computer, cheeked and used to update the 
main master file. By this means, it is possible to obtain a 
correct record, on magnetic tape, of the ctb)e-!locttion 
records existing at a particular point in time. However with 
this scheme, the records will be sightly out of date because of 
the time lag in effeeting the changes. This is unlikely to be 
reduced below two weeks and it is necessary to use other 
means to obtain a more accurate record just before circuit
provision offices change over.

At presentt duplicates of all MU and CJ records are held 
on magnetic tape. A proportion of these records has passed 
through one update cycle and this will be continued until all 
the records are being maintained no more than a month or 
two out of date.

The conversson of circuit-provision work to computer 
processmg will be carried out one office at a time in the 
following mannerr From a date to be arranged with each 
office, almost certainly a Monday, the staff will set aside a 
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copy of all circuit orders produced from that day forward, 
together with details of any changes made to that office’s 
records not resulting from the issue of circuit orders. On the 
following Friday, the final update cycle of that office’s cable
allocation records, held on a magnetic tape, will be com
menced. As soon as this has been completed, the allocation 
records will be loaded on to the large disc file ready for 
on-line access. The VDU circuit-order input facility will be 
used by a data conversion team member to work gradually 
through the outstanding circuit orders and record changes 
until, the work is being dealt with as it is being issued. At 
this stage, the complete cable-allocation record will be 
printed by the computer and posted to the office. Thereafter, 
each week, the computer will print fresh copies of all cable 
records changed during the preceding week. From the circuit 
orders applied to the computer input, printed orders will be 
returned in a day or two thus enabling the office to decide 
whether the computer is accurately accepting and printing 
them. If the output is acceptable, the next stage will be for 
the office staff to take over operation of the VDU. They will 
put the circuit orders into the computer directly in draft form, 
and accept the printed copies returned for duplication and 
distribution. The data conversion team member can then be 
released to assist in the conversion of another office.

By this time, the office using the computer system will be 
deciding whether the computer is maintaining the plant
allocation records accurately by reference to the weekly 
printed copies. If it is, the original manual records may be 
scrapped and the computer-produced records used instead. 
Manuscript entries can be made on these copies for a few 
weeks if necessary, so that the office will be able to ensure that 
all changes have been incorporated and printed when they 
receive the weekly updated print-out. The office will now be 
tied fairly closely to the computer process but will be able, at 
any time, to revert to full manual processng should this 
be necessaay. Eventu!ly, offices may decide not to make 
manuscript entries on their computer-printed cable-records 
but accept that these can be up to a week out of date. Instead, 
they can, by means of the inspection facility via the VDU, 
refer to the computer-held records which will always be 
completely up to date. The terminabexchange equipment
records will also be held on the computer and may, by the 
end of Stage 1, be inspected and updated via the VDU.

The problems associated with the procedures necessary to 
recover from errors made by the computer are extremely 
complex and could eassly occupy an article of this length in 
themselves. Suffice it to say that facilities are being designed 
in conjunction with the users and will be provided before any 
office hra to rely on the computer system. When failures 
occur, the computer itself will be used, when possible, as a 
medium to notify users of the problem and advise when 
service will be resumed. To cover those cases when the 
computer has completely failed however, information about 
the breakdown will be provided by means of an answering 
machine connected to one of the fault-reporting lines at the 
computer centre. Any error which causes records to be over
written or otherwise incorrectly amended, will be traced 
before the system is allowed to become fully operation! 
again. The records held on the computer are copied daily and 
the copies held in safe locations. To reconstitute records, it 
will be necessary to reload one of these copiles on to the disc 
files at the appropriate time and then to run through the daily 
log of work transacted by the computer. This is also recorded 
on magnetic tape, to bring the records up to date with the 
transactions effected up to the time of the breakdown.

CONCLUSIONS
Already, sever! volumes of information have been pre

pared about the Long Lines Computer Project and any 
article covering the whole field of application can be no more 
than a summary. It is hoped that the general background of 



the project and the reasons for implementation have been 
made clear. It should be emphasised that the implementation 
program has been carefully designed to take account: of:

(a) the relative inexperience in the United Kingdom of 
this new field of computer operation, and

(b) the need to ensure that users are able to accept 
mechanization smoothly and nasily at a time when circuit
provision work is at its highest; level in the history of the Post 
Ofiice,
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Jointing Coaxial Cables for
Schools Closed-Circuit Television Networks
C. P. SELFT

U.D.C. 621.315.688.5: 621.315.212: 621.397.743

The introduction of a eoOid-dielectric type of coaxial cable for the transmission of television programs to 
schools required the deveeopmeni of a new jointing technique. This article describes the technique and the 
jointing eqiupment which has been developed.

INTRODUCTION
A coaxial cable that couH be installed in Post Office ducts 
alongside existing subscribers’ cables was needed for the 
schools-television network.1 A more robust cable than the 
standard 0-174 in or 0-375 in diameter coaxial cables was 
necessary, and a coaxi! cable with a solid-polythene dielec
tric and a polythene outer shtcaah was chosen. This presented 
new problems because the need to joint this type of cable 
had not previoussy occurred in the inland network.

The methods already in use for jointing trunk coaxial 
cables2 couH be applied to the conductors of the new cables, 
but a satisfactory method of restoring the sofid dielectric over 
the tentre-conductor joint was required. It is essential for the 
re-formed polythene to be visibly free of voids and to be 
bonded to the undisturbed lielectric in the cables on either 
tide of the joint, to prevent the entry of water even after the 
cable is subjected to bending during cabling operations. In 
order to use the available skills of cable jointers and the 
speccal tools already in their poeecesion, it was desirable for 
existing methods to be incorporated into the new technique 
wherever possible. A method based on submarine-cable 
practice was evolved, therefore, using a simple nlectrically- 
heated complession mould and polythene granules. The 

1 Mr. Stif is in the South Eastern Telecommunications Region,
but was formerly in the Civil and Mechanica Engineering Branch, 
Teletommunitrtions Development Department, Telecommunica
tions Headquarters.

power supply for the mould is taken from the 24-vo1t batteries 
used by jointers for lighting and brazing.

SCHOOLS-TELEVISION CABLES
Three siaes of cable are used for schools-television net

works. These cables have ouiel-tonluttor diameters of 
0-620in, 0-345 in, and 0-285 in respectively. The centre 
conductor is a solid-copper wire, and the solid-polythene 
dielectric is extruded over it. The outer conductor for each of 
the two larger cables is formed from a single copper tape 
shaped into a tube with longitudinally-welded seam. A 
polythene sheath is extruded over the outer conductor.

The 02285 in cable has an outer conductor formed from 
two layers of copper-wire mesh. This form of construction 
makes the cable more flexible and particularly suitable for 
lead-in tails to buried amplifiers.

COMPRESSION MOULD
The compression mould assembled across the jointing gap 

of a 0-620 in diameter coaxial cable, is shown in Fig. 1. 
It has a base of hnat-ineulating material on which the mould 
box, made from sohd brass, is mounted centrally. The mould 
box consists of two matching halves, each of which has a 
rectangular-shaped cavity and an electrical heating element 
intorpoi•ried in the metal wall. Various shaped inserts,
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Fig. 1 —Compression mould

JOINTING METHOD
The cable-ends are brought together and overlapped. The 

outer sheath and polythene dielectric are then removed to 
expose the centre conductors, which are then jointed by 
brazing, using electrically-heated tongs. The appropriate 
mould-box inserts are selected and fixed into position, and 
the compressson mould assembled over the cable to enclose 
the jointing gap. Polythene granules are poured into the 
compression mould, and the plunger associated with the 
inserts is placed in position. The power supply is connected

depending on the shape and size of the moulded dielectric 
required, can be placed in the rectangular cavities, and when 
the two halves of the mould box are screwed together the 
mould-shape is almost completely formed. The shape is 
completed by the lower end of a compression plunger, 
appropriate to the insert being used, which is inserted into the 
top of the mould box. Because the outer conductor of 
0-285 in cable is jointed by ferrules of 0-345 in internal dia
meter, the dielectric mouldings for this cable are the same as 
those for the 0-345 in cable, and so three sets of inserts and 
plungers are enough for joints between any combination of 
the three sizes of cable. Fig. 2 shows typicaljointsatthe mould
ing stage.

Fig. 2—Typica1 joints at the moulding stage

On each end of the mould box a metal projection is fixed, 
and these projections engage with the cross-piece extension 
on the plunger to prevent it turning during the moulding 
operation and thus producing a badly-shaped dielectric. A 
graduated scale is marked on the projection pieces to indi
cate the extent to which the plunger has been depressed. Met! 
clamping-pieces are fixed to each end of the base plate to hold 
the cables securely and to ensure that they enter the mould 
box at the required angle. The electrical heating elements are 
wired to plug-in connectors for easy connexion to the 
power sruppl/. A rotary thermometer is mounted in the body 
of the mould box for temperature-control.

Fig. 3—Polythene flash being removed from dielectric after 
moulding

and the mould box is heated until a temperature of 150°C is 
indicated on the thermometer. The power supply is then 
disconnected, and the cooling cycle is commenced. During 
this cycle, pressure is applied to the mass of molten polythene 
in the mould by depressing the plunger gradually with the 
aid of a screw-clamp. When the cooling cycle is complete, the 
mould box is removed from the cable and the polythene flash 
on the moulded shape is easily trimmed from the dielectric 
(Fig. 3). When one of the smaller-diameter cables is being 
jointed, the outer conductor is continued across the joint by a 
copper ferrule of suitable size and shape, but when the largest- 
size cable is jointed, a length of outer conductor that has been 
removed from a spare piece of cable is used.

The sheath closure is made using a polythene sleeve 
sealed to the cable with layers of plastic adhesive tape.

CONCLUSION
The moulding equipment described has been extensively 

used and is now a standard item. Although cheaper methods 
have been suggested, none has yet been found sufficiently 
promising to justify the cost of developing and proving it. The 
method developed appears at present to be the best means of 
meeting the very high standard of reliability required for the 
schools-television cable network.
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A Land-Rover-Mounted Winch
M. DOHERTYT

U.D.C. 629.114.7: 621.315.292

Unti recentiy, most external cabling work has been performed by a trailer-mounted capstan-winch pulling 
a separate cabbing rope. This requires at least two towing vehicles, one for the cable trailer and another for 
the winch. A Land-Rover station wagon with an integrally-mounted winch of new design has been developed 
to provide a truly mobile winch for cabling parties.

INTRODUCTION
Land-Rover station wagons have been used for several years 
by cabling parties as personnel carriers and towing vehicles. 
The need for a mobile cabbing winch, preferably with its 
own captive rope, led to the fitting of a centrally-mounted 
“bull” winch in the Land-Rove' station wagon Type 3. This 
unit, in conjunction with a cabbing vehicle carrying tools and 
equipment, and towing the cable-drum trailer, is expected to 
be used for the majority of cabling work, until more sophisti
cated plant becomes generahy available.

DESCRIPTION OF THE VEHICLE
The winch is mounted, with its take-up drum of rope, 

beside the driver in the centre of the vehicle and is driven by 
the vehicle engine through a power take-off (see Fig. 1). 
The cabling rope is fed under the vehicle through a pulley 
to the rear.

The winch controls, which are mounted at the rear near

side of the vehicle to give the winch operator a clear view of 
the cabling operations, consist of a clutch lever and a winch 
gear-change lever, that allows the cable to be pulled-in or 
paid-out. The clutch lever protudes beyond the rear door of 
the vehicle when in use (Fig. 2) and can be folded back when 
travelling. It is connected to the vehicle clutch hydraulically 
so that when raised the clutch is engaged and when pressed 
downwards the clutch is disengaged. The engine speed is also 
controlled by this lever. The clutch handle incorporates a 
safety button on its end which must be held depressed when 
the clutch is engaged. Release of this button whilst the clutch 
is engaged disconnects the engine ignition to stop the engine 
and winch. The clutch handle can be held in the disengaged 
position by means of a catch. In this position the emergency 
ignition cut-off button is inoperative so that the engine will 
continue to run.

The Land-Rover is also provided with a four-wheel brake
locking system, which locks all the wheels during cabling 
operations. Jacks (Fig. 3) are provided at the rear of the vehicle 
to relieve its springs from loads imposed by cabling operations. 
A rope or cable guiding attachment (Fig. 3) is provided for use 
in joint boxes and manholes. It consists of a pair of stout

T Civil and Mechamcal Engineering Branch, Telecommunications 
Development: Department.

Fig. l —Wmch and take-up drum beside the driving seat
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Fig. 2—Winch controls and cable guides stowed for travelling

Fig. 3—Rope or cable guiding attachment anchored to vehicle by 
means of extension tube

parallel tubes to which are attached one large and one 
small pulley. The upper ends of these tubes are anchored to the 
vehicle by a bolt passing through an extensson tube. When 
travelling, this tube is housed unde- the rear floor of the 
vehicle but: is extended and pinned in position at the rear of 
the vehicle for cabling work. The end of the cabling rope is 
normally stowed on a hook positioned under the rear of the 
vehicle, and the rope guide attachment is secured on top of 

the nearside seating position in the vehicle by fixing straps. 
(Fig. 2.)

WINCH DESIGN
The winch driving-mechanism consists of two “‘bull’” 

wheels of equal diameter, each having sevcral grooves round 
which the cabling rope passes (in the manner of a pair of 
multi-sheave pulleys) before being wound on the take-up 
drum. The two bull wheels are geared together and the 
mechanism works in a similar manner to a capstan winch 
except that the take-up drum applies the tension to the loose 
end of the rope. Since the rope runs in grooves on the bull 
wheels, there is no jumping of the turns as can occur on a 
capstan when the rope creeps towards the major diameter and 
suddenly slips back to the minor one. The bull winch operates 
smoothly under load and, because the rope is coiled auto- 
maticahy, requires only one man to operate it. It is also com
pact and self-contained and there is no need for separate 
reels of cabling rope.

The take-up drum is chain driven from the winch gearbox 
through a sprocket containing a slipping clutch which is 
preset to maintain a tension of 1001b on the cabling rope 
as it leaves the bull wheels. This take-up drum contains 500 yd 
of polypropylene-covered steel-rope, 1 in diameter, but may, 
if desu-cd, be fitted with 450 yd of 8 mm steel rope. The winch 
drive incorporates a safety over-load clutch which is adjust
able to the safe-working tension of the rope being used. 
For %n rope this is 2,5001b and for 8 mm rope 4,0001b. 
During cabling work the Land-Rover gearbox is engaged in 
second gear with the transfer gearbox in neutral. This gives 
a cable speed of approximately 120 ft/min with an engine 
speed of approximately 1,250 r.p.m.

CABLE PULLING
For normal cabling work, the rope or cable guiding 

attachment is first fitted to the rear of the vehicle and then 
lowered into the joint box or manhole. The cabling rope is 
then fed from the winch over the top pulley and under the 
lower one and attached to the drawrope in the duct. The 
other end of the drawrope is pulled out by a smaH self
winding winch normally carried by the cabling vehicle. 
During paying out of the cabling rope, the bull winch must 
be run in reverse so that the bull wheels can pull the rope 0ff 
the take-up drum. When the cabling rope has been drawn in 
by the drawrope, the cable is attached to it, the bull winch 
reversed, and the clutch lever raised to engage the clutch 
and pull in the cable. When the leading end of the cable 
reaches the winch position, it can be pulled round the large 
lower pulley to providejointing overlap. An operator standing 
at the nearside rear of the vehicle during cabling, with his 
left hand on the control handle, is clear of the line of pull and 
is able to see both down into the box and in the direction of 
the far end of the duct. Radio communication can be used 
when cabling is in progress.

CONCLUSIONS
The mobility of the vehicle and the ease of operation have 

been favourably commented on by users. The Land-Rover can 
also pull a loaded cable-drum trailer with a total weight of 
45 cwt.

Approximately 100 of the items have been pur-chased and 
are now being made available to the field.
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Stored-Program Character Storage for Automatic 
Error-Correcting Telegraph Systems
C. S HUNTT

U.D.C. 621377.6: 621.394.34: 621.394.18

Signal-storage devices are necessary to permit the use for telex of h.f. radio-telegraph links incorporating 
automatic error-correcting systems. The [atest type of buffer store, using stored-program shared ferrite 
cores, is described in this article.

INTRODUCTION
A recent; note1 gave a brief history of developments in telegraph 
bufer-store devices. Starting with the fully-automatic 
reperforator transmitter distributor (FRXD), an electro
mechanical device using punched paper tape, and progressing 
to magnetic-drum2 and magnetic-tape devices using transistor 
logic, it was mentioned that the ultimate aim was an equip
ment with no moving parts, thus reducing the need for 
maintenance attention to a minimum. The equipment des
cribed in the following paragraphs achieves this.

Fig. 1 illustrates in simplified form the interconnexions 
between the telex customer’s teleprinter, the automatic 
error-correcting (ARQ) equipment and its rsssoctatrd telex 
unit;, and the store. Under the combined comrol of the telex 
unit and the ARQ equipment, the store is required to act as 
a buffer so that the random arrival of traffic from the telex 
customer may be compatible with the synchronous operation 
of the ARQ equipment. Additionally, it provides storage 
of the traffic during the time that the ARQ syssem is cycling. 
Therefore, the store is required to,

(a) accept start-stop sequentiat characters arriving as 
traffic from the telex customer at intervals independent of the 
timing of the ARQ transmission path,

(b) store the characters in their 5-unit combination form, 
(c) under the control of character-read-out pulses from the 

ARQ equipment via the telex unit, transfer characters one 
at a time from the store to the ARQ channel input in 5-wire 
prrallel form,
1 Xr. Hunt is in the Datel, Telex and Telegraph Systems Planning 
and Provision Branch, Network Planning Department, Telecom
munications Headquarters.

(d) signal to the ARQ equipment via the telex unit whether 
there is traffic in the store or not, and

(e) signal to the telex unit when all the store capacity is in 
use (the telex cal is then released).

Buffer stores are designed to accept characters at the 
nominal teleprinter rate of 400 per minute, and to dispose of 
characters from the store at 411 chrrrctlrs/minetl. Thus, the 
stored characters are sent out at a faster rate than they are 
put in, and, although the store may contain a large number of 
characters, providing the radio circuit operates without 
further interruption, it eventually empties even though the 
input continues.

In the past, the store crpactty has been based on the radio
circuit efficiency being as low as 50 per cent, which would 
require 195 chrrrctlrs/minetl to be stored, and storage of a 
message of 20 minutes duration. This resulted in a store 
capacity of 4,000 characters per circuit being adopted.

In the future, however, the maximum storage capacity 
required is likely to be reduced, as a recent C.C.I.T.T.* 
recommendation is that telex calls over ARQ circuits shall 
be forcibly released if

(a) the efficiency of the circuit falls below 80 per cent for 
20 consecutive seconds, or

(b) a comparatively limited store capacity has been filed 
(700-800 characters is suggested).

The stored-program shared ferrite-core store about to be 
described shares a crprctty of approximately 24,000 characters

*C.C.I.T.T.—tntematonal Telegraph and Telephone Consultative 
Committee.

Fig. l—inlrto^nnlxion of telex station, ARQ equipment and buffer store
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between a maximum of 15 circuits, permitting storage of 
approximately 1500 characters per circuit if all 15 circuits 
demand it simultaneousSy. This is an unlikely event in practice, 
and if necessary the load can be spread by ajudicious selectton 
of routes with peak demands occurring at different times of 
the day. Each circuit is allocated a fixed minimum of 512 
characters, but, at the other extreme, if only one or two 
circuits are demanding storage above this figure, each can 
store up to 8,000 characters by drawing on the storage 
capacky common to all circuits.

The common store can also be supplied in capacities of 
8,000 or 12,000 characters, and it could well be that in the 
light of experience one of the smaalec capacities will be found 
to be sufficient.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BUFFER STORE
The equipment is basScaUy a real-time information pro - 

cessor programmed to carry out the required functions after 
a series of specciilly-prepared punched tapes containing 
instructions in an 8-umtmachine code have been read into its 
program store. The heart of the equipment is the control 
processor, a ferrite-core memory with an instruction counter 
for the continuous processing of the program, and information 
processing loops which are called in by the program. Input 
and output units provide an interface between the processor 
and the 15 traffic circuits external to the store; an addition^ 
circuit is provided for locaa connexion to a teleprinter, for 
printing-in operational instructions and receiving operational 
information from the equipment (Fig. 2). A separate input 
is provided for feeding-in the programs from a tape-reader

The rack (Fig. 3) is 86% in X 21% in X 103-8 in and houses 
al the units for 15 traffic circuits and one control circuit. 
There are seven shelves of plug-in book units; one shef 
contains the core store and assoccated amplifier units, and one 
sheH a pand for monitoring and equipment control. Three 
other shelves hold the mains-operated stabilized power units 
and a battery for eliminating the effect of Short breaks in the 
mains supply. Input and output circuit connexions are made 
on tag blocks at the top of the rack.

All semiconductors are silicon type, in both discrete and 
integrated circuit form, and fan cooling is provided. Mains 
powe" consumption is approximately 500 watts.

Fig. 3—Buffer-store rack

Core Store
The coincident-current core store is composed of a series 

of core planes, eachplanecomprising 64 X 64 = 4,096 cores.
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Fig. 2—General arrangement of buffer store
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Fig. 4—(Dore assembby and addressing system

There are 46 planes in the assembby, divided into two groups 
(Fig. 4). For storing program instructions an 8-bit code is 
used, and two zones each of eight; planes are required, giving 
a capacity of 8,192 8-bit words. In the sectton of the store 
catering for traffic information in S-iit code, six zones of 
five planes each provide a capac^y for 6 X 4,096 = 24,576 
words. This gives a tot! of 32,768 (or 215) word positions 
requiring addresses.Thus, a code containing 15 bits is necessary 
for addressing: six bits for the X axis, six bits for the Y axis 
and three bits for the Z (zone). These are incorporated in one 
8-bit and one 7-bit word as shown in Fig. 5.

IX ADDRESS

X AXISY AXIS

W ADDRESS56 ®5 “4 b5 82 8| 80

Y AXISZ AXIS

Fig. 5-Eight-bit and 7-bit address codes

To address the program memory only one bit is required, 
as there are only two zones.

The information store is divided into 96 blocks of 256 
5-unit traffic characters each, and each circuit is given a 
minimum storage capacity of two blocks, or 512 characters. 
Traffic information is stored consecutively in the first block, 
the second block serving as a standby. Once the first block 
is filled, traffic continues and is stored in the second block. 
At the same time a search is made to earmark a third block 
and this can continue, providing there are blocks unallocated, 
up to a maximum of 32 blocks. The stored characters are 
transmitted consecutively from the first block, and when 
tranemiesion from the second block commences, the first 
block is released into the common pool. Thus, from one to 
256 characters can be stored in each block and the maximum 
storage eapaccty one circuit can obtain is 7,937-8,192 charac

ters. All circuits can together store a total of between 20,49(5
24,576 characters.

PRINCIPLES OF THE SOFTWARE
The program store, once the various programs have been 
sent in, contains a series of instructions to the central processor 
in machine-oriented language. Each of the processing instruc
tions is designated by a binary number. A circuit block which 
delivers information is termed a source, and, as there are 
eight transfers of information required, three bits are sufficient 
to spectfy them, whereas those circuit blocks, termed sinks, 
which receive information, require five bits to specify them, 
as they are 28 in number. Thus, many combinations between 
sources and sinks can be effected by the 8-bitprogram word, 
of which the first three bits specify the source information, 
and the remaining five bits the sink information.

The program word-structure avoids the need for a long 
instruction catalogue, and the instruction decoder becomes 
correspondingly simpler. The transfer of instructions is 
effected on two 8-paralle1-wire highways; one is the collecting 
highway and connects all sources; the second is connected 
to all the sinks and distributes information from the sources 
to the sinks, hence it is termed the distributing highway. 
Normally, an instruction is executed in one memory cycle, 
approximately 6-5 ,us, although there are exceptions, such as 
the operation of writing and reading, which require two 
memory cycles, approximately 13 /is. The memory cycle is 
the sequence in which the memory accepts an address, reads 
out the corresponding cell and re-writes the old information 
or, if required, writes in new information. At the end of the 
cycle the address again becomes accessible.

The adoption of the 8-paralleFwire transfer of information 
speeds up the routing and transfer of information, while the 
comparatively simple system of software is accompanied by 
relatively simple hardware.

The programs of instructions are stored in the program 
zone of the core store in the form of a sequence of instructions 
having consecutive addresses, a succeeding instruction usually 
being located in the next higher memory address. All instruc
tions are given specific program-store addresses designated the 
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PX and PY addresses, and during each memory cycle the 
address is automatically advanced so that the succeeding 
cycle causes the extraction and execution of the next instruc
tion. To execute a specific program it is necessary only to set 
the program-store address of the first instruction for this 
program, and during normaa operation this is performed by 
the preceding program.

Jumps from one instruction sequence to another are 
included in programs, whereby the start address for the 
succeeding program sequence is read into the program-store 
address. The jump is unconditionaa when determined by 
program, but is termed conditional if it is initiated as a result 
of a combination of derision circuits.

A function which is also required by other programs can 
be programmed as a routine.

Since the equipment operates in reaa time, a series of 
functions is required to be related to the incoming traffic 
signals and to the calling-out pulses from the ARQ equipment. 
A fixed priority of programs related to these functions is 
therefore specified, rendering an interrupt system unnecessary 
and simplifying the equipment.

The incoming traffic-signal elements arrive at intervals of 
20 ms therefore the program pefiodicities are based on this 
time psriod, Individual programs have different priorities 
or frequency of use. Thus, that deafing with the reception or 
transmission of signals occurs every 20 ms, having first 
priority; that deafing with transfer of information on a 
character basis occurs every 140 ms; others occur at 980 ms, 
1-84 s and 61-92s intervals. Overall, a master program 
performs executive functions, in that it calls for a specilfisd 
program at the required time. Not all programs fill the time
slot available to them, and redundant; instructions are fed 
into program branches if necesssry.

Besides the reception and transmission program mentioned 
above, a storage program transfers characters from receive 
bufler stores to the information store, and from the informa
tion to the send buffer store as required.

The controi program allocates storage postions to each 
channel, remembers the allocated position and the number 
of characters stored, and responds to instructions received 
on the controi channel. Use is made of program (8-bit) 
storage not occupied by programs, as buffer stores, channel
information stores for partially-completed characters, block 
co-ordinating and block-covering stores for the allocation 
of storage space to each channee, etc.

An alarm program and a test program are also included.
The programs are punched on 8-track tape and are fed in 

from a tape-reader operating at 250 characters/second. To 
program an equipment completeey, including an initial load 
program, takes approximately 2% minutes. The information 
on the tape is in groups of four characters, as follows.

Group 1: synchronizing character (binary 27)
Group 2: Y address
Group 3: X address
Group 4: the required instruction to be inserted in the X 

or Y address.

PROCESSOR
The program repertoire contains the instructions necessary 

to execute all the logical functions. To do this, information 
is transferred between sources and sinks. The source outputs 
are normally closed, and the designated one is opened at the 
correct instant in the program cycle, releasing the source 
information on to the collecting highway. Likewise, the 
sink inputs are normally closed and the designated one opens 
3-5 /us after the source opens. For example, to transfer
information from register R1 (binary notation 010) to the 
memory SR (binary 10100), the 8-bit instruction will be in the 
form shown in Fig. 6.

In the program flow-charts a symbolic rspresentation is 
used, i.e. Rl - SR, and a repertoire sheet shows the eight

SOURCE 
DESIGNATION

SINK 
DESIGNATION

Fig. 6—Eight-bit instruction

sources with their binary and equivalent decimal notation. 
The 28 sinks and their notations are shown similarly. In 
addition, there are five additional instructions used for 
special functions not involving source-to-sink transfers.

The composition of the processor is outlined briefly 
below; for ease of description the processor can be divided 
into five sections (see Fig. 7).

DISTRIBUTING HIGHWAY

SECTION 4

SECTION 5

DISTRIBUTING HIGHWAY

Fig. 7—Central processor

Section 1 is composed of input-circuit; units with associated 
signal-regenerators, and the input matrix or address register 
for the selection of the desired channel input. It also incluidles 
the core memory, which is divided into two parts: the in
formation store, and the program store containing the control 
program.

An instruction decoder, with its associated buffer register, 
receives the instruction word from the source and puts it 
into the specífied sink. It also directs the sperial operations 
not involving a source-to-sink transfer, and, in fact, controls 
most of the processor operations. The clock-frequency source 
and pulse-division circuits also form part of Section 1.

Section 2 contains amplifiers and connecting circuits 
which act as interfaces between the collecting and distributing 
highways.

Section 3 consists of channee-output circuits, address 
register and address decoder for the selection of any channel 
output.

Section 4 may be compared with an address book inasmuch 
as it comprises address registers containing the addresses of 
program and information-store positions. The addresses 
are used to extract stored instructions, and to read information 
from core-memory locations assigned with their specific 
addresses. They are also used for writing instructions or 
information in the memory locations with the assigned 
addresses.

Five registers are used for addressing program-store 
locations, while two more are also used for addressing the 
whole of the core memory.

Section 5 contains units for specc! functions. Among these 
are an accumulator register, the contents of which can be 
added to a word during its transfer from a source to certain 
sinks and comparator circuits in which an 8-bit constant is 
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put in, and compared with an unknown 8-bit word. If the 
two are equaa a specified functional signal is given.

The section also contains a single-bit evaluating circuit, 
in which it is possible to shift the position of a spentied bit 
an arbitrary number of portions, thus influencing any 
deshed output.

Hardware
Most of the logic units utilize standard types of circuit 

elements composed of gates, inverters, bistable circuits and 
diode matrices. Only a very small number can be considered 
of special design. The use of nominal logic levels based on 0 
and +-6 volts for discrete semiconductor circuits and 0 and 
+5 volts for integrated semiconductor circuits, necessstates a 
signal-voltage-changer device to meet the Post Office 
speafication for interface circuits. This requires a nominal 
± 6 volts into a load of 1,000 ohms and is standard for ARQ 
rquipment and its assorted storage and m.c.v.f.t. equipment. 
It facilitates the necessary interconnexxon of units and equip
ments made by different manufacturers.

The incoming-line unit contains the signal-voltage-changer 
devices, and inspects the incoming line every 20 ms, 
i.e. for each traffic signal-element period. A regenerator 
corrects any signaa distortion which exists in the incoming 
signals. All the inputs are combined in an input matrix, 
consssting of semiconductor elements, through which passes 
all the incoming flow of information to the central processor. 
The 16 inputs are divided into two groups of eight, and the 
state of the inputs is read into the processor by a scanning 
instruction, each group being dea!t with in turn, but both 
within the 20 ms cycle.

Likewise, ati outputs from the equipment are combined in 
an output matrix, and are also deah with in two groups of 
eight alternate!;/. Each output is equipped with a flip-flop 
circuiit to maintain the tigna! state between changes of 
condition, and for signal output-voltage conversion. Signals, 
pulses, supervisory conditions, and control pulses for indicator 
lamps are all transmitted via the output matrix, the only 
exception being the monitor output.

CLOCK-PULSE SUPPLY
All pulses are derived from one 7 68 MHz oscfllator, with 

a frequency stabiiity not worse than 1 part in 104 giving 
suffleent accuracy for the purpose. A series of frequency
divider chains provide pulses of the various periodicities 
requured.

POWER SUPPLIES
A mains-operated power supply initially generates two 

27 volt supplies, + 27 and — 27 volts relative to a common 
zero potent.ial, with isolation from the mains supply. It is 
regulated to within 2 per cent, and a 20-ce11 nickel-cadmium 
battery is floated across each output, to provide continuity 
of operation during short breaks in the mains supppy.

From these two supplies, serirs-switching type regulators, 
which can operate on a range of input voltage 17—28 volts, 
provide + U’-'/ollt + 6-volt and + 5-volt supplies.

CONTROL FACILITIES
As has been mentioned, a channel is provided for the 

exchange of messages between engineer and equipment. 
Commands and questions can be initiated from the control 
teleprinter, to which printed confirmation or answers are 
given from the equipment. On the other hand, alarms, for 
instance, are initiated by the equipment, and some are arranged 
to take priority of printing over commands or requests being 
made by the engineer at the time. Some fault conditions 
cannot be printed out, e.g. failure of the crnt:rai processor 
which stops the operation of the equipment altogether or 

failure of a power supply. A fault of this nature operates a 
general equipment alarm.

The instructions listed in Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the sort 
of control facilities that can be provided by such an equipment. 
The facilities can be used for both maintenance records and 
statistical information. For instructions that disturb the 
operation of the equipment as a unit dealing with 15 circuits, 
the order is repeated back and a request for confirmation 
(conf) is made. If conf is not printed-in within 30 seconds 
the order is erased.

Instructions that Disturb the Operation of the Equipment
TABLE 1

Order Instruction

GECL Clear stored information from all channels. 
The equipment repeats the instruction and 
adds the equipment code, date and time, 
and requests conf. On receipt of confirm
ation, the operation is carried out. Each 
channel starts afresh when com7 received.

LOAD Prepare to load program.
PUNCH Prepare for program tape punching by activat

ing the tape punch,and ask for X and Y 
addresses of beginning and end of program.

RECL Clear stored information from a particular
(Channel No.) channel.

Orders Confined to an Individual Channel and 
Requiring Confirmation

TABLE 2

Order Instruction

SETT’ For setting device-designalion, date and time.
SET A For setting the percentages of individual
(Channel No.) channel store occupancy at which printed-
SET B out indications are given when these points
(Channel No.) are reached.
SET D For setting an overafl store-occupancy figure 

(in number of bocks) at which a printed-out 
indication is given.

PRIM Print out the information in the selected
(Channel No.) store.
MONI Enable control teleprinter to monitor the
(Channee No.) core-memory input signals of the selected 

channel.
MONO Enable control teleprinter to monitor the
(Channel No.) core memory.
NSCC Print out the number of characters in each 

channel store. Currently this can be effected 
by working through all channels in sequence.

TIME Print out time in 24-hour notation.
OALA Print out the levels at which the A, B and D 

store-occupancy alarms are set.

Control Panel
The control panel (Fig. 8) provides facilities for general 

maintenance operations, in particular for diagnostic routines 
for faults on the central processor.

A series of press-button keys connects the circuit indicated 
to a centre row of eight sockets and eight lamps. The sockets 
permit a check of the voltages of the 8-parallel-wire outputs 
to be made, while the lamps light for a 1 condition, thus 
displaying the particular word contained by that circuit.

Two switches in the top row control the mode of operation 
of the equipment. Normally, i.e. in operation, the programs 
run automatically when started by the start button and, in 
this mode, operation of push-buttons will have no effect on 
the normal operation of the equipment. However, in fault 
locating, it is necessary to change to a non-automatic mode. 
The operation is then either one step for each operation of the 
start button, or conditioned; the equipment then continues 
to run until a character, previously selected by push-button, 
enters the required circuut—normally a register.
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Fig. 8—Control panel

The change of mode from automatic can only be effected 
by insertion of a master key in a lock on the control panel; 
thus, accidental or mischievous misoperation of keys is 
prevented from affecting the normal operation of the equip
ment.

By automatica^y comparing the contents of three registers, 
a limited butt continuously-operating test program gives an 
indication when a fault is found. It is then necessary to 
implement a diagnostic routine as indicated above.

CONCLUSION
A stored-program equipment for the storage of 5-umt 

telegraph characters for ARQ circuits has been described. 
It combines flexibility and speed of operation with economy 
of software and hardware. It has no moving parts, thus 
reducing the requirements for periodic routine testing and 
maintenance. The desgn is such that straightforward logic 
functions of well-known basic designs are used, with very 
few units of spedid design.

The equipment provides facilities that asssst in opertlional 

and maintenance records, and has the potential of being 
programmed to provide for fault analysis.

The same basic processor and memory unit, with other 
peripheraa equipment and programs, can be used to provide 
a 10--ine telegraph messagc-swiichmg system, a traffic con
troller or a wiring tester.
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Telecommunications in Power Stations
G. A. BARTLETT, b.sc.(eng.), m.i.e.e. and A. F. WALKERT

U.D.C. 621331.) : 621.39

Communications links, many of which use lines rented from the Post Office, terminate in power stations 
and often require protection from the eflects of rise of earth-potential. Line-isolation techniques, which 
also afford protection to personne, are at present required by the Post Office if the rise of earth-potenfiaa at 
a particular station is likely to exceed the acceptable limit. A pilot scheme at Ironbridge power station 
has shown up special difficultés when both Post Office equipment and Centraa Electricity Generating Board 
equipment have to be isolated from line. Modifications to this scheme are described, which will avoid the 
need for the Post Office to provide cables for the distribution of communication circuits throughout new 
power-station sites in the future.

INTRODUCTION
The cleciricity industry is expanding and additional generating 
plant is being commissioned every year. Each power station 
has its output connected into the Cecir'city grid transmission
network which supplies elecd-icky in bulk to all parts of the 
country. The growth of this system requires, in turn, many 
new subssations to distribute the energy. In England and 
Wales, under the control of the Central Electricity Generating

1 Civil and Mechanical Engineering Brandi, Telecommunications 
Development Department, Telecommunications Headquarters.

Board (C.E.G.B.) there are 226 generating stations and 755 
substations, and this number is being increased at the rate of 
about two new power-stations and 50 new substations annually.

It is possible at some stations, under power-fault conditions 
on the assocîated network, for the earth-electrode system to 
rise to a high potential. Unless this voltage is neutralized, or 
prevented in some way from entering the telecommunications 
network which serves the station, it could damage plant and 
be a danger to personnel. Only the power-engineer can say 
when and whether or not the conditions at a particular station 
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are likely to cause a high rise of earth-potential. If precautions 
are necessary, the Post; Office requires equipment which 
terminates each telecommunications circuit entering the 
station to be ekctrically isolated in a spcciiff way from the 
line plant.

The number of Post Office lines and the use to which they 
are put varies from station to station but the pattern of 
requirements is the same. It is erster to obtain safety if 
mstallalton instructions for Post Office plant; are simple and 
isolation equipment can be provided or recovered without 
major rearrangements of cables.

This article describes and explains the man hazard in 
taking telecommunications circuits into electri<2ity generatmg 
and transmission sites. The Post Office has provided most of 
the telecommunications cables throughout a new C.E.G.B. 
power-ssation site at Ironbridge, from which has emerged a 
standard method for the distribution of Poss Office services 
through all new C.E.G.B. stations in the future.

THE ELECTRICITY GRID TRANSMISSION 
NETWORK

For economic reasons, power is transmitted at voltages 
as high as 400 kvolts. There are about 15,000 circuit miles 
of transmission line at present; in service in England and Wales 
constituting the nationaa grid-network. This figure is made up 
of underground cables and overhead lines operating at 400, 
275 and 132 kvolts.

The bulk supplies are distributed through substations 
which are switching and voltage-transforming points. For - 
merly, generating stations were also switching stations, but 
now the marshaaling and switching of the 275 and 400-kvoh 
systems is mainly done at separate subssations. The power now 
available at these can be greater than that handled by a 
single generating station.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
A fault on remote high-voltage plant must cause a signal 

from a protection device to be promptly transmitted and 
translated so that a section of power line can be disconnected 
or a transformer in a subssation tripped out. Rapid signalling 
between stations is essentiaa if dessruction of the faulty power
plant is to be prevented but this protection can only be 
guaranteed if the communication link between items of 
equipment is available at all times and immune from false 
signals. The relative merits of different types of signal and 
the different kinds of link over which they can be transmitted 
is of international interest.3 Lines may be rented from the 
Post Office for genera a control, for protection purposes or 
for exchange line services.

To supervise and co-ordinate the operation of the grid 
network there must be communication links between power
stations and subssations. The C.E.G.B. commumcation links 
include pilot-cables, for short distances, power-line carrier 
and radio, but the majority of links (about 2,300') are 2-wire 
and 4-wire circuits rented from the Post Office and use 
terminal-apparatus2 owned by the C.E.G.B.

General Control "and Administration
Groups of stations in each area come under the direction of a 

Grid Control-Centre4, whilst overaU control and co-ordination 
with Scotland is maintained through the Nationaa Control
Centre in London. The conteo! engineer can cause each 
circuit to simultaneously carry a telephone conversation and 
monitor the grid-network at various points. Telephone calling 
and clearing is usuafiy transmitted by pulse-trains over an 
earth-return phantom-pat:h and this channel is also used in 
sequence to indicate whether circuit breakers are open or 
closed. When d.c. signaaling cannot be used, suitable filtering 
enables a tone outside the speech band to be employed.

Protection
The reliability of the 1,350 Post Oflice lines used as links 

for high-speed protection is vital. A fundamental difficulty is 
that the C.E.G.B. requites circuits of very high reliability and 
is prepared to pay for any improvements to achieve this. The 
Post Office network, however, is designed to provide circuits 
of a lower reliability at lower costs for the bulk of customers. 
To overcome this incompatibility the C.E.G.B. usually dupli
cates each circuit and the terminal apparatus, using circuits 
whicharephysicallyseparatethroughoutandbetweenthetermi- 
nal-stations. The two circuits each have an out-of-service time 
of about 13 hours per annum, but together obtain a much 
higher reliability, at a price which is still considerably less 
than the cost of the C.E.G.B. laying its own national network 
of robust pilot-cables.

THE EFFECT OF POWER-SYSTEM FAULTS
At power-generating and transmission stations a low- 

resistance connexxon is made from the neutral of the high- 
voltage system to the general mass of earth. This connexion 
ensures that when a fault-to-ground occurs on a power
transmission line a return path for fault current is available.

A potential rise, with reference to true earth, will be set up 
whenever a current enters or leaves an electrode in contact 
with the main body of the earth. Usually within a power
station all the metallic pipies and the building framework are 
bonded to the buried system of rods or tapies forming the 
earth electrode. Therefore, the station earth cannot be clearly 
defined and the whole complex will be liable to a potential
rise in the event of a fault-to-earth on a transmission line 
which terminates at the station.

Telecommunications cables led into the station must pass 
through the potential-gradient area and have the full rise of 
earth potential impressed upon them and their terminal 
equipment. In order to minimize electric-shock hazards to 
personnel, to avoid damage to telecommunications plant and 
to prevent false signals, protective measures must be taken. 
The various dangers are not too great if the extraneous voltage 
in the telecommunications line is not allowed to exceed 430 
volts.5 This voltage may be increased to 650 volts if the power 
lines are equipped with protective devices and switch-gear 
which restirict the duration of most earth-fault currents to 
less than 0-2 seconds. The systems on steel towers carrying 
voltages of 132 kvolts and above are in this category and are 
termed highly-reliable.

Currents in excess of 10,000 amperes can flow in the event 
of an earth-fault on the grid network. In regions of high 
earth-resistivity it is impracticable to lower the resistance of 
the station earth-electrode system to an extent which prevents 
the rise of earth-potential from exceeding the acceptable limit. 
However, part of the fault-current can return along the 
tower-line earth-wires back to the station and need not 
flow over the station earth-electrode system.

Telecommunication services must be provided at an early 
stage in the conssruction of a station when the power plant 
is incomplete and the station earth-electrode is not available 
for the Electricity Board to give other than a rough estimate 
of its contribution to the earth-potential rise. Hence, there is 
a problem of how far to proceed with expensive protection 
measures if in time it might be shown that they are not 
required. Some safety features are so basic to the system of 
protection which has been chosen that they must be initially 
incorporated. However, it must be possible to take additional 
measures later, without major rearrangements to the com
munications system if more accurate information on rise of 
earth-potential shows them to be necessary.

LlNE-ISOLATION EQUIPMENT
If the rise of earth-potential is likely to exceed the appro

priate limit, one method of removing the dangers is to isolate 
the terminal equipment in the station from the line plant.
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Fig. l —Ssolating Link No. 5A and mounting for 5 links

A two-winding transformer of suitable impedance ratio can 
be inserted as a barrier in the line, and insulation to withstand 
at least: 5 kvolts can be included between the primary and 
secondary windings. This type of line isolation has been 
adopted by the Post Office and implies that all conductors 
on the line side of the barrier are sub!stitntially at remote
earth potentid and all conductors on the office side are at 
station potentiaL

The Post Oflice terminates each pair of wiles in an outlet
cable on its own isolating link. The link has a plug and 
socket shrouded in insulating materiaa so that once it is 
assembled it is not possible to touch any met! of the wires 
or terminals. When the plug is taken out of the socket an 
insulation of at least 5 kvolts is presented across the gap 
between line-side and office-side connexions and access to 
any office-tide wiring or terminal equipment is made safe. 
An open-circult test can be made from the remote exchange 
to this point of disconnexion. A short-circuiting plug enables 
either a line-loop, or a loop from the terminal equipment back 
to the link, to be investigated, depending on which way round 
it is inserted. Fig. 1 shows the complete assembly of a 
Isolating-LLnk No. 5A.

The line-isolating units do not interfere with, or modify, 
the signafiing and transmission performance of a circuit when 
inserted between the line and the terminal apparatus. A11 
lines entering a station at which the rise of earth-potenti! 
changes from below to above the limit can be isolated at 
short notice by inserting the appropriate unit in each circuit 
at a point adjacent to the isolating link.

When a barrier is required on a direct-exchange line, for 
which the Posit Office provides the telephone instrument, a 
Line-Isolating Unit LA is connected to the link. The unit, 
(Fig. 2), is so conssructed that all the wires and components 
assoccated with the line side are in an insulated compartment 
and cannot be touched unless the unit; is deliberately dis
mantled. A transformer with suitable primary to secondary 
winding insulation is mounted in the unit for connexion in 
the line. This transformer will only pass ringing and speech 
frequencies, so isolating reed-relays, energized from a local 
50-voot d.c. supply, are provided to repeat dial-pusses in 
the office-to-line direction. Units for other services, e.g. long 
extensions and exchange-lines terminating on PBXs, are 
being developed.

IdeaHy the Poss Oflice shouM isolate all pairs before they 
are extended to the termin! equipment but the lines used 
for the C.E.G.B. private network are mostly terminated on 
apparatus owned by the C.E.G.B. and designed in a way that 
has required the line isooation to be progrestively incorporated 
in the components of the terminal apparatus. Therefore, 
physically separate line-isolating units, which can be inserted

Fig. 2—Line Isolating Unit 1A

or omitted as required by rise of earth-potential consider
ations, cannot be realized. Hence, it is necessary to distribute 
both isolated and non-isolated circuits throughout the 
generating station. No problem is presented if individu! one- 
pair cables are used but since multi-pair cables must be used, 
wires from the line-side of any barrier must not be run in a 
cable together with wires from the station side if benefit is to 
be gained from the high-grade insulation of a barrier
transformer.

Special difficulties arise when attempts are made to include 
flexibility points in telecommunications cables which have 
not been isolated, in particular when apparatus must have 
access to alternately-routed circuits, but these difficultés 
are not insurmountable.

WIRING AND CABLING AT IRONBRIDGE 
POWER-STATION SITE

The site at Ironbridge originally contained an “‘A” station 
and substation supplying power to the 132 kvolt grid. In 1966 
the building of a “B” station was completed and feeds 
power into the 400 kvolt transmission-network. The Post 
Office decided to terminate all their outlet cables at one 
point in the new 400 kvolt control-building. From the 
position where the isolating links are fitted in the tele
communications room, the circuits for which the Post Office 
provide isolating units are kept entirely separate from circuits, 
e.g., private circuits (p.w.), for which the CEGB provide 
isolating units or suitably isolated terminal equipment. Fig. 3 
shows in outline the cables to and throughout the site.

Circuits on which the Post Office Provides Isolating 
Units

From the office side of each isolating-link associated with 
outlet No. 1, a cable is taken to a connexion box for the 
subsequent distribution of exchange-line services. Sufficient
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space is left on the equipment wall-board to mount line
isolating units which can be inserted in the cable between the 
link and the connexion box.

Circuits on which the CEGB Provides Isolating Units 
and Terminal Equipment

From the office side of each link a single-pair cable is taken 
to a terminal box provided for outlet No. 2. This terminal 
box is made of glass-fibre and -peci! insulation exists between 
the metallic connexions in the box and the station earth
system. Also, the terminal screws are recessed in a block of 
insulating material so that when a wire is being secured it is 
unlikely that accidentai contact will be made with any other 
terminal. From this terminal box, cables, carrying con
ductors which have not been isolated from the remote
earth potential, are taken to both the 132-kvolt compound 
and the 400-kvolt compound.

Duplication of Circuits in Case of Damage
Outlet No. 3 has been provided with its circuits extended 

through their own termin! box as the alternative route for 
protectton circuits. In each compound the extended-outlet 
cables come together in a common terminal box so that 
some of the privately-owned equipment can be connected 
to one outlet and some to the other Up to this point the 
cables, except at the isolating links, are as far apart as the 
site layout will allow. Each extended-outlet cable is in one 
length without joints and the relevant isolating-link must 
be removed before any work is done which requires access 
to a cable conductor within a terminal box.

WIRING AND CABLING AT OTHER NEW CEGB 
SITES

As a resuh of experience gained at Ironbridge, new con
siderations are to be taken into account when other new sites 
require Poss: Office service.

Fig. 3—Post Office network provided at Ironbridge, C.E.G.B. 
power-station site
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The provision of Posit Office line plant in power stations 
creates problems. Posit Office engineers have to provide ser
vices in unfamiliar environments associated with high voltages, 
and permisrion must be obtained before entering certain 
areas. It is unwise to diversify cables both on and off site only 
to distribute them through a common terminal point because 
disaster, such as a fire or an expIoston in the telecommunica
tions room could damage the cable terminal equipment to 
cause loss of all communications.

To obviate Post Office difficulties the C.E.G.B. intend in 
future to provide all the cables to distribute the circuits away 
from the building in which the Post; Office outlet cable termi
nates. In view of the isolation requirements, each cable must be 
used exchiriveey, either for site purposes or for extended- 
outlet purposes. Armoured cables will be provided throughout. 
The Post Office network of ste cables which distributes the 
telephone service is a duplicate of the C.E.G.B. PAX network 
and, in the future, pairs will be made available in C.E.G.B. 
PAX cables for the distribution of exchange-line services. The 
number of extended-outlet cables can be considerably reduced 
if the Post Office provides outlet cables to more than one 
terminal point on the rite, e.g. one in the power station and 
one in the 400-kvo1t subssation. For thep.w.s., individuaa one- 
pair cables will be wired by the Post Office from the isolating
links to an adjacent: terminal box, owned by the C.E.G.B and 
provided with high-grade insulation. Exchange-line services 
will, be connected, via Post Office equipment, to a distribution 
case owned by the C.E.G.B. but used for both Post Office 
exchange-line and PAX telephone purposes.

Fig. 4 shows a typical arrangement which incorporates 
these changes and which wifi apply at new sites in the future.

SIGNALLING EARTHS
If there are posribilities of a high rise in earth potential 

ressrictions must be placed on the use of the station earth for 
rignaning purposes. While it is safe for the station earth to 
be used for earth-recah connexionn,which can operate back 
to a manuaa board assoriated with a p.a.b.x. within the site, it 
is unsafe to extend the station earth outside the site as would 
be the case with earth-retm-n phantom d.c. signalling.

The C.E.G.B. often require the Post Office to provide a 
separate connexion for signaling purposes to an eair:h away 
from the station, and a uniform technique is followed when
ever these connexions are provided. One method has been to 
run a cable to an earth spike situated some 200 yards from 
the outermost boundary-fence of the station site. However, 
a location clear of other buried metalwork, which might be 
connected to the station earth-electrode system, cannot be 
guaranteed. Also, it cannot be certain. whether or not the 

spike is far enough away from the influence of the station 
earth. The adopted practice, therefore, is to provide a 
bunched pair in the permanent outlet-cables from the station 
and extend it to the main-distribution-frame earth at the 
serving telephone exchange or repeater station. An estimate 
of the total resistance of the bunched pair together with the 
exchange earth can be given in advance of the connexion 
being made to see if the requirements of the C.E.G.B. terminal 
equipment can be satisfied.

CONCLUSIONS
In the past few years the eleccricity grid-transmission 

network has maintained its steady growth. The capacity of 
generating plant has increased and the grid is being modified 
to accept more transmission at 400 kvolts. These improve
ments have the repercussion that cur rents in excess of 10,000 
amperes can sometimes flow in the event of an earth fault on 
the grid network.

Signalling functions must be improved in speed, reliability 
and security if the protection of the power system is to be 
continued. Post Office circuits can be used for these functions 
but special problems are presented when circuits for protec
tion, control or telephone pur-ptoses are distributed through 
power-station sites.

There is increaring need for a standard system of 
wiring and cabling of Post Office servicies in new power 
stations and subssations, which allow the present policy 
of line isolation to be economically applied without necesri- 
tating alterations in the current design of C.E.G.B. apparatus. 
The new arrangements which have been described in this 
article are best suited to the Post Office safety requirements 
for the protection of personnel and telecommunications 
plant against rise of earth-potential.
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Transit-Trunk-Network Signalling Systems
Pari: 1—Multi-Frequency Inter-Register Signalling

C B. MILLER and W. J. MURRAY!

U.D.C. 621. 395. 34: 625. 395. 38: 621. 395. 74
The use of a separate transit trunk network permits cubscriberi-runk-diatling traffic to be routed over 
multiple-link connexions. Routing trunk traflic over such a transit network has necessitated the design of 
line-signaallng systems for the different types of line plant likely to be encountered, and a mtdtiffi■equenry 
rignaHing system to enable high-speed signaHing methods to be employed between originating rontro/ling- 
registers and intermediate or incoming terminaI-registers. Parts 1 and 2 of this article describe the multi
frequency sgnalling syssem deveeoped for use on the transit trunk network, and Part 3 will describe the 
various types of line dgnaUing system used.

INTRODUCTION
The requirements of the transit trunk netwook1 defined, in 
outline, the principles to be adopted for setting up transit
trunk-network calls. The most favourable and economic 
sooution calls for the use of line-signalling systems provided 
on a iink-by-iink basis for cetzurr and supervisory purposes, 
and a separate, fast end-to-end rignafiing system for the 
transfer of numeric! and information signals between 
registers, to ensure that setting-up times are kepi: within 
acceptable limits. Such a scheme gives flexibility and economy 
in the use of signafling equipment, permitting the utilization 
of lmr-signatlmg equipment most appropriate to the line 
plant available.

In associating the numerical cignaliing equipment with the 
regisser, storage must be provided at the outgoing end of a 
trunk connexion for the subscribeI■-diaiird digits and for the 
conversion of these digits into some coded form before 
presentation for high-speed transmission over the trunk 
network. Likewise, coded digits received over the trunk 
network must be stored and processed at each intermediate 
transit exchange before the cafl can be extended forward, 
and, at an incoming group switching centre (g.s.c.), before 
loop-disconnect pulses can be extended to control the stepping 
of exchange ceiector equipment. As the inter-register signal
ling equipment is only required during the setting-up of a call, 
it may be provided as common exchange equipment and used 
on a shared basis. With such a signalling system, the sequence 
of signals for the transfer of information between the register 
rquipment at each end of the network commences on the 
appficatton of a demand signal from the incoming end. It is 
arranged that a limited number of digits are sent en bloc in 
response to a cignat from a transit switching centre (t.s.c.) and 
on a one-digit-at-a-time basis in response to a different 
demand sigma from an incomingterminal centre. This switching 
method is preferred to that of awaiting the receipt of the last 
digit from the subscriber before sending any numrricat 
information forward, as it allows faster setting-up times to be 
achieved with less complex regicter-transiator equipment at 
the outgoing controlling end.

The inter-register cignatlling system for the transit network 
was required to be capable of operating with existing designs 
of originating ccntroiiing-regicter equipment installed at 

1 Mr. Miller is in the Exchange Equipment and Customer Station 
Apparatus Drcign and Coordination Branch, Telecommunications 
Deveeopment Department Telecommunications Headquarters
Mr. Murray is in the Date, Telex and Telegraph Systems Planning 
and Provision Branch, Network Planning Department, Tele
communications Headquarters.

g.i.cc.2 The control system employed by these registers 
considerably influenced the type of signalling code adopted, 
as the duration of all signals was required to be restricted to 
ensure that the C.C.I.T.T.* recommendation for mean power 
loading per speech channel, allocated for signaling and 
contributed to by the line and inter-register signafling 
systems, should not exceed 36 milliwatt-seconds for each 
direction of tiancmlccion during the busy hour.

Other major factors which afrrird the choice of signalling 
code were the large transient voltages, with attendant decay 
charactrristic-, that are present on the tran-ml--icn paths as 
a result of uncrqurncrd operation of exchange switching 
equipment and of microphony occurring in a random manner 
as a recutt of intermittent discontinuity of selector wiper-to- 
bank contacts. The presence of these types of interference on 
the transmission paths nrcrssitated the incorporation, in 
both the signafling code and the equipment, of measures to 
prevent the simulation of signals and to minimize errors 
arising from the mutilation of genuine signals.

OUTLINE OF transit-network

SIGNALLING ARRANGEMENTS
The general arrangementof Reequipment involved in setting

up a transit-network call is shown in Fig. 1. The switching and 
signalling equipment at an outgoing g.s.c.. a I.s.c., and an 
incoming terminal switching centre are connected to the 
trancmiccicn paths as shown. Association of the inter-register 
signafling equipment at the outgoing g.s.c. is on a 2-wire 
basis, with the inter-register signalling equipment in a common 
pool andaccessto the controlling register-tiansiatorrqulpmrnt 
obtained via a finder or hunter circuit when required.

At the t.c.c.c and incoming g.c.r.c the line-signalling 
equipment extends the 4-wire line to incoming register 
equipment for inter-register signalling to take place. During 
inter-register signalling the 2-wire speech path at the outgoing 
end is disconnected in the regi-ter-acce-s relay-set. This 
obviates the nrcrssity to include guard circuits in the signalling 
receivers to cope with signal simulation by speech frequencies, 
and permits the use of a less complex design of receiving 
equipment with shorter cignal-recognttion times.

The subscriber-dialled digits (the second and subsequent 
digits of the national number of the wanted subscriber) are 
received by the controlling regicter-transiator. On receipt of 
the requisite number of digits in the register store, the trans
lator determines the metering rate required. For a multi-link

* C.C.I.T.T.—Ineeinational Telegraph and Telephone Consultative 
Committee
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transit-network call, the register associates itself with the 
inter-register signalling equipment and also provides own
exchange routing information to direct the caU to an out
going line-signalllng termination on the required transit 
route.

Seizure of the incoming line-signatling termination at the 
t.s.c. results in the associatton of a free register and its inter
register signaUlng equipment. SignaUing commences with the 
transmission of a continuous backward signal on association 
of theincoming inter-registersignatlingequ¡pment.In response 
to this signal, three routing digits are forwarded en bloc to 
the t.s.c. The incoming register-transtator stores and pro
cesses the received digits to route the caU through the t.s.c. 
on a 4-wire-switched basis. When an outgoing line circuit 
on the required route to the next t.s.c. has been found, the 
register and inter-register signaUing equipment at the first 
t.s.c. are dissociated from the call in the incoming line-signal
ling termination, and the 4-wire line is connected through to 
the outgoing circuit. The call can, if necessary, be similarly 
processed through a total of four t.s.c.s.

At the incoming terminal centtre a different initial signal is 
transmitted backward over the network from the inter
register sgmUlng equipment, unde* the control of the in
coming register after its seizure by the incoming line relay-set. 
In response, the controlling register transmits the appropriate 
code digit forward. After recogmtion and storage of this 
digit in the incoming register, a further demand signal is sent 
to the controlling register which, on recogmtion of this 

backward signal, sends a further code digit or a numerical 
digit. In response to further backward request signals initiated 
by the incoming register, the remaining digital information is 
sent forward on a one-digit-at-a-time basis from the control
ling register.

When the incoming terminal register has received all the 
wanted digits, 3 state-of-connexion signal is sent back to 
indicate that inter-register signaUing has been completed. 
The controlling register receiving such a signal frees the inter
register signaUing equipment for use on other calls and 
dissociates itself from the access relay-sei:, which extends the 
calling subscriber through to the established speech path to 
the incoming terminal exchange. On completion of sending 
the numericaa digits, the incoming-terminal register discon
nects itself from the incoming-line signaUing termination and 
connects the called subscriber through to the calling subscriber 
via the established trunk connexion.

During the call, supervision is catered for by the line- 
signaUing systems individual to each link of the connexion. 
When the calling party clears, a release signal is repeated 
forward from line system to line system, each system releasing 
independency.

lNTER-REGISTER SIGNALLING SYSTEM
A multi-frequency (m.f.) signalling system was seiected for 

the inter-register signaUing system on the transit trunk network 
to permit high-speed signaUing in both directions simultan
eously over a network designed to acceptable standards for 
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speech transmission. In defining the operating parameters for 
the m.f. signalling system, it was necessary to establish the 
attenuation/frequency characteristics, the group-delay charac
teristics and the oversail loss variations with time which might 
occur on switched connexions comprising up to five links in 
tandem routed over different types of line plant. It was also 
necessary to incorporate in the system a means to detect 
errors or loss of signals due to intermittent discontinuities on 
the line-trrnsmitston paths during signaling sequences.

The inter-register signaling system described in the follow
ing paragraphs is dessgnated Signafiing System, Multi-Freq
uency, No. 2 (S.S.M.F.2).

Signalling Code
In the S.S.M.F.2, each rignaa comprises two frequencies 

sent simultaneously in what is usually referred to asa2-out-of- 
N code, where N is the number of frequencies used to provide 
the required number of discrete signaa combinations. The 
signalling code is arranged so that each numeric^ and infor
mation signal in code form is represented by a pulse nominally 
of 80 ms duration. The signaling code is arranged so that 
each numerical or information signal is preceded by a prefix 
or guard signaa comprising two frequencies applied either 
continuously or as a pulse nominally of 80 ms duration with 
the transstion from prefix to numericaa or information signal 
taking place without any gap in the transmission.

In principle, the system functions so that a forward and 
backward prefix signal must be recognized as discrete signal
ling conditions persssting for a specified period of time before 
the m.f. receiver is conditioned to respond to any following 
digit or information signal. Once the m.f. receiver has recog
nized a digit or information signa, further operation is 
prevented until the m.f. receiver is restored to normal. This 
mode of operation eliminates the necesssty for sequenced 
switching of exchange equipment during the rttociatton of 
the m.f. equipment with the line and register, and minimizes 
failures and error conditions, occuring after rstociatton, due to 
interference in the form of high-voltage transients which 
simulate m.f. signals or cause errors by mutilation of the m.f. 
signals.

Frequency Allocation
The frequencies used for m.f. signafiing have been confined 

to the range 500-2,000 Hz to prevent interference with 
in-band line-signafimg systems usng frequencies above 
2,000 Hz, and to avoid the need to dessgn the m.f. signafiing 
receiver to cope with the higher attenuation and group delay 
at the lower end of the audio range. Two groups of six 
frequencies at 120 Hz intervals, with a gap of 240 Hz between 
each group, provide for a total of 15 discrete 2-frequency 
stgnais in each direction of transmission over the links 
interconnecting the centres. The frequency coding and the 
direction to which each group of frequencies has been allo
cated relative to the outgoing g.s.c. is shown in Table 1

TABLE 1
Multi-Frequency Allocation

Signa!
Numta'

Frequency 
Cotte

Frequency Combinations (Hz)

Forward
Direction 

Signals

Backward - 
Direction 

Signals

1 fl + f2 1,380 + 1,500 1,140 + 1,020
2 /1+/3 1,380 + ,,620 1,140 -|- 900
3 .22 +f3 1,500 + 1,620 1,020 + 900
4 fl +4 1,380 + 1,740 1,l40 + 780
5 fl+f4 1,500 + 1,740 1,020 + 780
6 ¿3 + f4 1,620 + 1,740 900 + 780
7 fi+fs 1,380 + 1,860 1,140 + 660
8 J22 +/5 1,500 + 1,860 1,020 + 660
9 .33 +/5 1,620 + 1,860 900 + 660

10 J44 +f5 1,740 + 1,860 780 + 660
11 fl +/6 1,380 + 1,980 1,140 + 540
12 ffi+fs 1,500 + 1,980 1,020 + 540
13 f3 +f6 1,620 +,980 900 + 540
14 J44 +/6 1,740 + 1,980 780 + 540
15 À + f5 1,860 + 1,980 660 + 540

Forward-Direction Signals
Six frequencies,/j-/6, in the range 1,380-1,980 Hz provide 

for the forward-direction signals. The decimal digits 1 to 0 are 
represented by the signals numbered 1 to 10, respectively. 
Successive pulses representing a sequence of digits are separated 
by a pulse of the forward-prefix signal (No. 14). The additional 
forward signals listed in Table 2 give information relating to 
the type of outgoing exchange and the type of subscriber’s line; 
this information is required for operator-control purposes, 
and the signals are only transmitted to the incoming terminal 
centre in response to a received cend-rlacs-of-cervire signal. 
Present designs of registers are not capable of marking-in 
all the signaling conditions necessary to transmit each of the 
clacc-of-cervirr signals listed in Table 2. It is intended, how
ever, that future designs will make use of the extended 
range of signals available.

Backward-Direction Signals
Initially, five frequencies,^ to/5, in the range 660-1,140 Hz 

have been provided for the backward-direction signals. The 
desgn of the incoming m.f. sender and receiver is such that the 
circuits required to cater for the frequency^ (540 Hz) may be 
added at a later date. Table 3 details the allocation of the 2- 
frequency combinations to cover the requirements for demand 
acknowledgement and state-of-connexion signals. Transit 
switching centres are only equipped to send the transit 
proceed-to-send and congestion signals, each being preceded 
by a continuous backward-prefix signal. The signals sent 
from present designs of incoming terminal centres will com
prise the terminal proceed-to-send number received (n.r.) and 
spare code signals. The first terminal proceed-to-send signal 
is preceded by a continuous prefix signal, and all subsequent 

TABLE 2
Forward-Direction Signals

Signalllng Condition Signal No. Frequency Combinations (Hz)

Prefix . . ..
Class of service

14 1,740 + 1,980

C Generaa .. .. 2 1,380 + 1,620
Existing g.s.c.s { Coin-box subscriber 8 1,500 + 1,860

„ Operator .. .. 3 1,500 + 1,620

r General .. . . 1 1,380 + 1,500
Future g.s.c.s Coin-box subscriber 4 1,380 + 1,740

with extended < Operator .. .. 6 1,620 + 1,740
facilities Trunk offering .. 5 1,500 + 1,740

< Revertedcall .. 7 1,380 + 1,860
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signals by a pulse prefix. The send class-of-service signal is 
intended for general application with future designs of 
incoming terminal centres and will be the first backward
direction signaa following the sending of the continuous prefix 
signaa from the incoming m.f. equipment. Other signals, 
shown in Table 3, relate to the called subscriber’s line, and the 
alternative signaa designations will be used for future designs 
of incoming terminal exchanges. The outgoing g.s.c. is capable 
of recognizing and processmg all the signals listed in Table 3.

SIGNAL-SENDING LEVELS
The signaling frequencies detailed in Table 1 are supplied 

from a battery-operated dynamotor of the tone-induction 
pattern. The speed of the dynamotor is elsctronically con
trolled so that the frequencies of the tones are within + 0-25

TABLE 3
Backward-Direction Signals

Signalling Conditions 5igna] 
No.

Frequency 
Combinations

(Hz)

Prefix . . . . .. .. . .
Transit proceed-to-send (Send early

9 900 + 660

digits) . . . . . . .. 3 1,020 + 900
Send class of service . . . . ..
Terminal proceed-to-send (send late

1 1,140 + 1,020

digit) . . . . .. .. 4 1,140 + 780
Congestion .. .. .. .. 5 1,020 + 780
Called line free (Ordinary) .. .. 7 1,140 + 660
Called linefree (Coin box) .. .. 10 780 + 660
Called line busy ........................ 8 1,020 + 660
Spare code (Called line unobtainable) 2 1,140 + 900
Number received (Limited facilities) 6 900 + 780
Repeat attempt (Secondary signaa) . . 3 1,020 + 900

per cent of nominal. A frequency-deviation detector assoccated 
with the machine monitors the 1980 Hz output to give a 
visuaa indication of the extent of the deviation and to initiate 
change-over to a duplicate standby in the event of a devvation 
that exceeds 5 Hz continuing for a period of 2 seconds.

Each frequency, supppied at an output voltage of 20 volts 
+0-5 volts, is passed via a tone-supply change-over and con
trol panel before distribution to the equipment racks, where 
transformers reduce the voltage to 2- 3 volts before connexion 
to the m.f. signaling equipment. Each signal-sending element 
in the m.f. signaning equipment is provided with a further 
adjustment to control the level of each frequency applied to 
the outgoing transmission path to -8 dBmO. This levee was 
adopted to comply with the C.C.I.T.T. recommendation for a 
maximum power levee of ~5 dBmO for any single frequency 
near 2,000 Hz. Although higher levels are permitted at the 
lower signaUing frequencies, each frequency is reiiricted to 
-8 dBm at the 2-wire point of entry to the trunk circuit to 
give a total mean power level of-5 dBm.

At the outgoing g.s.c. each frequency is sent from the m.f. 
equipment at -7 dBm, which allows for a loss of 1 dB through 
the exchange switching equipment to the outgoing line- 
signaning relay-set containing the 2-wire/4-wire termination.

At the t.s.c. and incoming terminal centre, where the m.f. 
equipment is connected to the incoming line at a 4-wire 
point, each frequency is adjusted to measure -11 dBm at the 
m.f. sender output, which allows for up to 1 dB loss between 
the m.f. equipment and the transmit path of the 4-wire 
circuit.

SIGNALLING SEQUENCES
The sgnal sequences provided by the signaa code are shown 

in Fig. 2. Inter-register signaUing commences with the sending 
of a continuous backward-prefix signal from the t.s.c. follow
ing the application of a seizure signal to the m.f. signaUing 

equipment by the associated register. At the outgoing end the 
backward-prefix signal must be recognised by the outgoing
end receiver as a discrete 2-frequency signal persisting for a 
nominal 20 ms period before it is considered as genuine. A 
continuous forward-prefix signal is then applied as acknow
ledgement. Recogmtion of an acknowledging forward-prefix 
signal as a discrete signal of two frequencies, persisting for 
20 ms, indicates that aisoctatinn of the switching equipment 
has been completed and the transmission path in both 
directions is satisfactory for the transmission of digital and 
information signals. The backward-prefix signal is then 
replaced without any gap in the transmission by a transit 
proceed-to-send signal applied as a pulse nominally of 80 ms 
duration. On detecting the cessation of the backward-prefix 
signal the m.f. receiver is conditioned to respond to the 
transit proceed-to-send signal. On recogmtion of this signal, 
a d.c. signal is sent to the outgoing controlling register to 
commence the sending of a group of digits known as the ABC 
routing digits, each digit signal being interspaced by a pulse of 
the prefix signa, nominally of 80 ms duration.

The use of the prefix signal between each digit signal 
permits the m.f. receiver output stages to be inhibited after 
recognition of each digit and to remain so until a subsequent 
digit requires to be stored. This prevents false operation of the 
m.f. receiver to transient voltage conditions appearing 
between digit signals. At the t.s.c., as each digit is received, it is 
passed forward to the assoccated register as a pulse of fixed 
duration marked in a coded form on two out of six leads.

If congestion occurs at the t.s.c., due to non-availability of 
equipment or outgoing circuits, an 80 ms pulse of the con
gestion signal will be returned to the outgoing end after an 
exchange of the continuous prefix signals. Clear-down of 
equipment at the t.s.c. and the outgoing g.s.c. will follow, and 
the controlling s.t.d. register initiates a second attempt to 
complete thecah.

On assoctatinn of the register and m.f. equipment at an 
incoming terminal switching centre, a similar interchange of 
continuous prefix signals takes place over the network prior 
to the sending of a pulse of the terminal proceed-to-send 
signal from present designs of incoming terminal centres. On 
recognition of the terminal proceed-to-send signal, the m.f. 
equipment at the outgoing end requests the register to mark-in 
the C digit (the B digit in the case of calls to the London 
director area) for transmission over the network. On recog
nition of the digit at the incoming end it is passed to the 
register as d.c. signals marked in coded form on two out 
of five signalling leads. After checking the validity of the 
signals the register resets the m.f. equipment and connects 
a marking signal to cause a further terminal proceed-to-send 
signal to be sent. However, after the first terminal proceed-to- 
send signal the continuous prefix interchange is dispensed with 
and both the outgoing and incoming terminal m.f. equip
ments are programmed to send the remaining signals as two- 
element pulse signals. Each pulse is nominally of 80 ms duration 
and each signal in both directions comprises a pulse of prefix 
signal followed without any gap in transmission by a pulse of 
the digit or information signal.

Signal interchanges continue as described above until the 
incoming register advises the m.f. equipment to send a termi
nating stats-nf-cnnnsxinn signal, i.e. n.r. or spare-code signal. 
On completion of sending the state-of-connexion signal, the 
incoming register and the m.f. equipment are dissociated from 
the network and the incoming trunk line is extended to the 
terminal equipment by the line-signaHing relay-set.

At the outgoing-end, recognitinn by the m.f. equipment of 
any of the state-of-connexion signals shown in Tabled 
results in clef-down of the register and the freeing of the 
m.f. equipment for use on other calls. If an.r. signal is received, 
the calling subscriber is connected through to the nutgnlng- 
trunk-line relay-set. The recogmtion of a spare-code signal 
results in the application of number-unobtainable tone from 
the register-access relay-set to the caller’s line.
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Outgoing G.S.C. Incoming Transit Centre

Recogmtion of prefix signal and sending of forward prefix signal.

Recognitton of transit proceed-to-send signal.

Sending of ABC digit sequence.

Received Received

On seizure, continuous prefix signal applied.

Recognition of prefix and sending transit proceed-to-send signal

Storage of ABC digits.

(:i) Signal interchange between t.s.c. and outgoing g.s.c.

Outgoing G.S.C. Incoming Terminal Centre

Recognition of prefix signal and sending of forward prefix signal.

Recognition of terminal proceed-to-send signal.
Sending of C digit.

Continuous prefix signal applied.

Recognition of prefix signal; sending of first terminal proceed-to- 
send signal (Note 1).
Storage of C digit in 2-out-of-5 form.

(b) Interchange ofuutial signals between incoming terminal switching centre and outgoing g.s.c.

Recognition of prefix signal.
Recogmtion of terminal proceed--o-send signal.

First numerical digit marked-in and prefix signal applied.
Sending of digit.

Pulse prefix applied.
Sending of second terminal proceed-to-send signal.
Recognition of prefix signal.
Storage of first numerical digit.

(c) Pulse-type signals subsequent to those shown in (b)

Recogmtion of prefix signal.
Recogmtion of number-received signal.

Clear-down commenced by register.

Following recoogntion of final numerical digit by register, prefix 
Signal applied.
Sending of number received signal; completion of sending and 
clear-down of register.

(:11 Final backward-direction signals

Notes: I. In future designs of incoming terminal switching centres, the first 
backward-direction signal is send class ofservice

2, All digital and information signals are transmitted as 80ms pusses
3. Hatching indicates prefix signals
4. Vertical line represents time in ms.

Fig. 2—Signal sequences of S.S.M.F.2 signal code

In future designs of incoming terminal centres, the first 
backward signaa following the interchange of the continuous 
prefix signals will be a send-class-of-service signal, and, in 
response, the m.f. equipment at the outgoing end will forward 
the appropriate class-of-service --gnal marked-fin. from the 
outgoing register. The following first terminal proceed-to-send 
or senddate-digit signal will also be preceded by an inter
change of continuous prefix signals, but the second terminal 
proceed-to-send signal and subsequent signals will be in the 

form of 2-element pulse signals. Where provided at new 
incoming terminal centres, the additional information 
signals shown in Table 3 will be sent in response to marking-in 
signals from the register. ‘

INTER-REGISTER SIGNALLING EQUIPMENT
The inter-register signaHing equipment comprises the m.f. 

signal-sending equipment and the m.f. signal-receiving 
equipment, each provided with d.c. logic elements as shown
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Slide-i: unit

([>) Equipment shelf
Fig. 3—Muid-frequency signaaiing equipment

in Fig. 1. The separate units are combined together to form 
one equipment referred to as a m.f. sender and receiver 
Interchange circuits form the interface between the controlling 
register and m.f. sender and receiver over which d.c. 
signals are interchanged to control the application and 
sequence of the sent signals and to extend the received signals 
to the register. The logic elements control the m.f. receiver 
operation and the processing of the detected signals. Similar 
elements associated with the m.f. sender control the appli
cation of m.f. signals corresponding to the conditions marked 
on the signahing leads extended from the register. To avoid 
spurious voltages present on the signaaiing leads from entering 
the m.f. equipment and affecting the operation of transistor 
circuits, a reed-rday interface has been introduced into each 
signallinglead.

The outgoing g.s.c. m.f. sender and receiver is considerably 
more complex than that designed for the t.s.c. and incoming 
terminal centres, as, in addition to providing for sendmg and 
receiving a.c. signals in 2-out-of-6 code, it incorporates logic 
elements to check the validity of the detected signals, to con
trol the sending of signal sequences marked-in by the associa
ted register and to provide time-out and error control under 
m.f. signaHing failure conditions.

Semiconductor devices utilizing discrete-component tech
niques are used in the design of the S.S.M.F. 2 equipment. 

The a.c. signal amplification and detection equipment is 
coupled to d.c. switching-logic arrangements which control 
the functioning of the equipment in an economic manner 
consistent with minimum redundancy.

Mounting Arrangements
The components are assembled on slide-in units (Fig. 3(a)) 

provided with test points on the front panels to facilitate main
tenance. The slide-in units are plug-ended, and runners locate 
the units in postion on the aluminium shelf-assembly so that 
plugs fit accurately into the rear-mounted sockets. Tags on the 
socket-outlets provide for the inter-unit wiring and connexion 
to the cable-terminating connexion strip. Each shelf-assembly 
(Fig. 3(b)) provides accommodation for one complete inter
register signalling equipment including the power supplies, 
and is designed for mounting on a standard Strowger- 
equipment rack 2 ft 9 in wide.

(To be continued)
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Testing the Safety of Leads on Electrical Appliances
V. G. W. WAY

U.D.C. 614.825: 621.317.3

If the leads of eleccrical and electronic appliances are not in good eeeccrical condition the user may receive 
an eeeccric shock. This article describes the design of a tester to determine the state of such leads and how 
it can be used.

INTRODUCTION
In any large undertaking there are many potential hazards 
which are only prevented from becoming positive dangers by 
the foresight of those involved. One of these is that of etectric 
shock from the appliances and tools which are connected 
directly to the mains sujpjpliy. The eleccrical safety of an 
appliance can be checked by examination of the appliance 
and its lead, but if this is done consccentiously the process can 
be very time consuming. Time can be saved by making 
electrical tests with a tester designed specificafly for the 
purpose, to supplement a visua inspection.

THE LEAD-TESTER
The tester shown in Figs. 1 and 2, has been designed at 

Dollis Hill for testing the mains leads of appliances and tools 
which may have a full load current of 13 amp or as little as 
10 mA. This tester carries out three distinct tests, which are:

(a) an insulation-resistance test between the line and 
neutral conductors commoned together and the ^ai"th con
ductor of the appliance (500 volts applied line voltage),

(b) a full-load current measurement to determine the rating 
of the fuse which should be in the appliance or its plug, and

(c) an carth-current test where at least: twice the full-load 
current is caused to flow in the earth conductor of the lead to

Fig. 1—Prototype tester being used to test an elecCric fire.

the casing of the appliance; the resistance between the casing 
and the earth pin of the appliance plug being measured at 
the same time.

These tests can be carried out in two minutes by a man who 
is familiar with the test:er, and familiarity can be gained in an 
hour or so. The design is such that inspection of the meters on 

the front panel provides a reading which indicates either a 
satisfactory or non-satisfactory test enabling the tester to be 
operated by semi-skilled staff.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
It is important that any device designed to improve safety 

should itself be safe. To this end the design was produced 
with all component parts selected to perform their function 
with a proper margin.

Fig. 2.—Front panel of prototype tester

The insulation-resistance test performed by the tester is 
made at 500 volts. The voltage is applied between the com
moned neutral and line conductors andiheearihpinofiheplug 
of the appliance. Shouud a low resistance or short-circuit exist 
in the lead between these two points, no more than one milli
ampere can flow since this is limited within the tester. No 
shock can be experienced from the voltage applied because the 
case of the appliance is permanently connected to the mains 
earth, via the tester, and also to one end of the secondary 
winding of the transformer supplying the voltage for the test.

The load-current test is carried out by connecting the mains 
supply to the appliance through the tester and measuring the 
current taken by the appliance. The meter used has a 15 amp 
full-scale deflexion and currents as low as0-5 amp can be read. 
Some appliances were found which had an exceptionally low 
consumption of 0-050 amp and could not be read on the 
meter. Fitting a range switch to the meter would have in
creased the number of controls to be operated, hence a lamp 
which would light when any load current flowed was in
corporated. A smafl transistorized circuit enabled this to 
operate even when the load current was reduced to 0-010 amp. 
The value of the fuse required in the appliance plug is given 
by the next quoted fuse rating which exceeds the meter read
ing.

The earthing of the appliance is tested by pasting a current 
through the casing and the earth conductor of the lead, to 
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the eaTh pin of the plug. The eai'th current is determined 
from the value of load current. If the load current is 3 amp, 
or less, an earith current of 6 amp must be used. If the load 
current is greater than 3 amp, then the earth current must be 
25 amp. The earth current is derived from a mains-isolated 
transformer at a maximum voltage of 6 volts; this voltage 
being variable on the mains-mput side of the transformer. The 
voltage is adjusted to give the required current reading and a 
further mete' indicates the value of the earth resistance. Greater 
than 0'25 ohms was decided on as a bad condition and the 
meter was scaaed accordingly. A timing unit within the tester 
allows the earrli current to flow for one minute, and the timer 
needs to be allowed to operate to the full extent of its time. 
A surge of earth current is undesirable, and this is eliminated 
by micro-switches which operate only when the earth-current 
control is at zero. A lamp lights in the start button when this 
condition exists enabling the operator to start the timer and 
then adjust the earth current.

TESTING OF DISTRIBUTION-BOARD LEADS
Portable distribution boards which provide multiple out

lets from one socket are in common use. A reversaI of conduc
tors in these can lead to dangerous conditions. By using a 

special lead plugged into the tester and the distribution board 
a line-earth reversal or line-neutral reversal can be detected 
in addition to carrying out the insulation resistance and earth 
current tests already described.

APPLICATIONS
The tester exists as a prototype which is being used at 

Dollis Hill and 12 further units are in the process of manu
facture for use in research groups. Out of 356 el«:iricri and 
electronic appliances tested so far, 28 have been found faulty 
by the tester, the faults being rectified before re-issue of the 
appliances. The tested appliances have been labelled indicating 
when the test was made in order that later tests can be carried 
out after a speccfied period. It is proposed to change this labri 
to one reading “‘Not to be used after .. .” with the month and 
year indicated. This tells the user immediately whether or not 
a particular appliance is due for retest. It is hoped to establish 
a system which will ensure all appliances are tested at regular 
intervals and so reduce the chances of electric shock.
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Book Reviews
‘Soldering Aluminium.” Aluminium Federation. 37 pp. 

16iU. 5s.
This little book sets out the standard techniques for 

soldering aluminium. The emphasis is practic! throughout 
and, although r easons and explanations are given, the theory 
is eassly unde'ssood by an engineer with no sperialized 
knowledge. Aluminium can be soft soldered, plumbed or 
hard soldered exacdy like copper or lead, the only differences 
being that, in general, temperatures are higher and more 
active fluxes are needed. A table is given summarizing the 
various methods and materials available and distinguishing 
between those which use a flux, those which rely on mechani
cal abi'asson to remove the surface film and those which rely 
on pre-tinning by plating or spraying. An interesting fluxess 
method is the use of “friction solder”. This is stick solder 
with an abrasive constituent and it is rubbed on the aluminium 
to scratch the surface film and effect tinning. Unfortunately, 
the only soldering method which is attractive for terminating 
telephone wires—flux-cored soidee—is not well represented 
in the aluminium field. Only one such solder is listed and it is 
pointed out that it needs a very hot soldering iron. This 
confirms Post Office experience.

Information is given about fabrication and repair of 
aluminium items and there are detailed instructions for 
jointing power cables with aluminium conductors and sheaths.

A list of manufacturers of solders and fluxes is included 
and the book would appear to be very usef! to engineers 
concerned with aluminium soldering. To Post Office engineers 
its main value is as a concise and authoritive source of 
backgroundinformation.

J. O. C.

“Radio Meteorology.” B. R. Bean and E. J. Dutton.
Constable and Co., Ltd. viii+435 pp. 254 ill. 26s. 6d.

The excellent text of this book needs no introduction to 
those concerned with radio propagation, as it has been 
available since 1966 as Nation! Bureau of Standards (N.B.S.) 
Monograph 92. This most welcome paper-back edition is an 
unabridged and corrected re-publication of the earlier volume 
which brought together the work done in radio meteorology 
over the previous ten years at the N.B.S. Central Radio 
Propagation Laboratory. That decade, and the years since 
have seen a great increase in interest in the effects of the 
lower atmosphere on radio propagation and the text does 
much to give an appreriation and understanding of these 
effects. For those not already familiar with the book the text 
contains chapters on the radio refractive index of air, the 
measurement of the radio refractive index, tropospheric 
refraction, N-climatology, synoptic radio-meteorology and 
applications of tropospheric refraction and refractive index 
models. Additional chapters cover transhorizon radio- 
meteorological parameters and the attenuation of radio waves 
by atmospheric gases, clouds, rain, hail and fog. This last 
chapter is particularly useful in view of the current interest 
in exploitation of frequency bands lying above 10 GHz for 
radio-relay systems. The final chapter of the text contains 
radio meteorological charts, graphs, tables and sample 
computations.

For the newcomer to the field this book is an invaluable 
introduction and hardly to be ignored at the price, and even 
those who know it well, but have not already done so, may 
be tempted to acquire a personal copy.

D. T.
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Notes and Comments

New Year Honours

The Board of Editors offers congratulations to the following engineers honoured by Her Majesty the Queen in the New Year 
Honours List:

Wales and Border Counties .. .. G. Jackson .. .. Regional Engineer .. Officer of the Most Excellent 
Order of the British Empire

Reseaach Department .. .. .. S. Marsden .. .. Senior Executive Engineer Member of the Most Excellent 
Order of the British Empire

London Telecommunications Region W. H. Slater .. .. Assistant Executive
Engineer

Member of the Most Excellent 
Order of the British Empire

London Telecommunications Region A. A. Barnes .. .. Technical Officer . . . . British Empire Med!

E. W. Ayers, B.Sc.(Eng), F.I.E.E.

Recently appointed to a new Deputy Director post in 
Research Department, Eric Ayers has, since his previous 
appointment in 1964, been involved in the Empress p.c.m. 
experiment and in customer-equipment and human-factors 
work. Lately, he has extended integrated-systems thinking 
towards the customer, guiding pioneer studies in broad-band 
distribution of a range of audio and visual, message and 
entertainment services.

K. A. Hannant, B.Sc.(Tech.), C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
After 18 years on engineering work at Area, Regionaa and 

Headquarters level and 2 years as a Staff Engineer on com
puter work in Management Services Department, Keith 
Hannant took charge at Christmas last of the External Teee- 
communications Services with the rank of Regional Director-. 
He br ings to his new job a wide and unique experience. His 
knowledge of equipment and network planning will be 
particularly valuable in services expanding as rapidly as are 
the overseas telecommunications services. He joined the Post

Now his responsibilities cover all aspects of Research. 
Department work on customer services in telephony, data 
and visual communications. His vast energy, his lively ap
preciation of developments in electronics, and of the oppor- 
tuniiies and needs for new services, and his practical engin
eering judgement are applied in a wider context, as 
is his capacity for pithy and vigorous speaking and 
writing.

We wish him well in his work. May he also have leisure to 
continue his photography and cinematography to the delight, 
and envy, of his friends.

H. B. L.

Office at Liverpool in 1950 as an Executive Engineer and, 
after a spell in Regional headquarters, came to Headquarters 
in 1958 as S.E.E. In 1965 he was promoted A.S.E. in OCG 
Branch and became Staff Engineer in MSD in December 
1967. From September 1966 he provided professional tech
nic! advice on the drafting of the Bill setting up the new 
Post Office. During his 2 years in MSD he built up an 
efficient team with a professional outlook to develop the 
computer system which will be required to aid management 
in providing an effective telecommunications service for the 
’70s. His persona qualities and his ability to get on with 
people and to get them to work with him should ensure for 
him the success we wish him in his new appointment.

R. E .J.
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J. F. P. Thomas, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E.

The appointment of Mr. Thomas as Deputy Regional 
Director (Servvce), LTR, will be welcomed by his many 
friends within the Post Office and in the Telecommunications 
Industry.

Seven years ago he became the Assistant Staff Engineer in 
LMP Branch (Engineering Department), responsible for 
planning the inland trunk network. In 1966 he was appointed 
Staff Engineer in charge of the branch, which became part 
of the THQ Network Planning Department on reorganization 
of the Posit Office, with added responssbiilty for planning and 
providing the radio microwave network. Frank Thomas 
entered the Post Office Engineering Department; at Dollis 
Hill Research Station as a Youth-in-Training in 19137. He 
became a probationary Inspector in 1942, and obtained his 
London B.Sc. (Hons.) degree after studying at Northampton 
Engineering College. From 1948, as an Executive Engmeee, 
and from 1957, as a Semor Executive Engineer he was 
engaged on submarine-cable system work, which contributed 
to the success of the first Transatlantic Telephone Cable 
project (TAT 11. His responsibilities since 1963 have covered 
a period of great expansion of the inland trunk network, but 
his breezy prIrsotmtii;y and prrpetuat good humour have 
enabled him to carry this heavy load with distinction. His 
colleagues and friends are convinced that he will achieve 
similar success in his new field of rrsiponsi^)iiitiy.

L. W. J. C.

H. Thwaite, B.Sc.(Eng), M.I.E.E., C.Eng.

Henry Thwaite’s well merited promotion to Staff Engineer 
will be endorsed by his many friends. He entered the P.D. at 
Keighley, Bradford Aiea as a Youth-in-Training in 1933 and 
four years later saw him promoted to Inspector and engaged 

on Trunking and Exchange Power Development in the old 
Tp Branch. Five years commissioned war time service at home 
and abroad with the Fleet Air Arm was followed by pro - 
motion to E.E. on Exchange Maintenance and later promotion 
to S.E.E. in the old S Branch. Here he carried out a 
number of duties but will undoubtedly be best remembered 
for his pioneer work on the application of transistor's in the 
subscribers’ apparatus field and, in particular, the deaf-aid 
handset, range of loudspeaking telephones, conference am
plifiers and aids for the disabled, including the first transis
torized National Heath hearing aid. One development now 
coming to fruition which has been an espial interest to him 
is the brhind-ihr-rrr aid for children.

Always an individual and never one to accept bald state
ments unquestioned, Henry Thwaite brings to all his tasks a 
versatile, alert and enquiring mind allied to a refreshing, no 
nonsense, down-to-earth approach which will assuredly stand 
him in good stead in his new position as head of the newly 
formedTD 11. He will carry withhim a multitude of best wishes.

T. C. H.

P. T. F. Kelly, B.Sc.(Eng.), C.Eng., M.I.E.E.

After a couple of years spent in the elevated surroundings 
of central government Phil Kelly has returned to THQ as 
Staff Engineer of the new Data Systems Planning Branch. 
He brings to his new post the ideal combination of a broad 
knowledge of communications (mostly with a “rransmission” 
slant) and a keen appreciation of computeer—their short
comings as well as their vast posssbilities.

After several years experience on training, Phil Kelly joined 
the Lines Branch Laboratory in 1950. Through the 50s and 
early 603 he was mainly involved (as an B.E. and later an 
S.E.E.) in submarine-cable systems both to Europe and to the 
New World. He was, in fact, one of the early transatlantic 
commuters.

Awarded a Nuffield Travelling Fellowship in 1964 he spent 
ten months in Sweden and Canada studying the organisation 
of long-distance telecommunications. Many of the recom
mendations he made as a resuh of this experience have been 
introduced into Post Office practice. On his return to the 
Post Ofificc—now as an A.S.E.—he immersed himself eagerly 
in the application of computers to engineering problems, first 
those with a “‘fines’ flavour but later broadening into the 
wider fields of exchange equipment and maintenance.

This experience fitted him ideally for the next phase of his 
career, which he spent as an Assistant Secretary in charge of 
the Computer Division, first at the Treasury and later in the 
Civil Service Department; here he controlled and advised 
upon the broad aspects of computer usage in government 
departments.
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Outside official hours Phil Kelly still takes an active 
interest in rugby football (which he stopped playing only 
recently): he is a member of the Surrey County R.F.C. 
Committee. To this, and all his many other outside activities, 
he brings his well known gifts of enthusiasm and good 
humour; we are all glad to see him back and wish him well.

C. A. M.

D. J. Withers, C.Eng., M.IÆ.E.

David Withers’ Post Office career has been linked through
out with the planning of overseas radio services. It began in 
1948 when hejoined the old WP Branch (h.f. radio planning 
and provision) as an Assistant Engineer by Open Competition 
and continued as an Executive Engineer (Limited Compet
ition) when he became a founder member of the Engineering 
Branch of E.T.E. in 1952 and later as an S.E.E. in the same 
Branch.

Promotion to A.S.E. in 1965 took him to WS Branch 
(Space Systems) and there he turned his extensive knowledge 
of radio propagation and system planning to good effect in 
planning for new satellite systems to be provided by 
INTELSAT. When the increasing load on the branch led to 
the division of its function into two branches it was no sur
prise to his colleagues that David was promoted to Staff 
Engineer in charge of all Space Segment Planning. In addi
tion to his extensive knowledge and experience he brings to 
the job a great capacity for hard work, quiet humour and a 
penetrating mind. We all wish him well and feel sure that he 
will make a success in his new post.

R. E. G. B.

P. R. Bray, Ph.D., M.Sc.(Eng.), C.Eng., F.I.E.E., 
M.B.I.M.

The announcement of Phil Bray’s promotion to be Con
troller (Director of Studies) in THQ may have concealed 
from his many friends the fact that he continues to be Principal 

of the Technical Training College at Stone. The elevation of 
this poti—announced by the Deputy Chairman when open
ing the first of the new buildings of the College last September 
—is an indication of the growth and deveeopment of the 
College and it will be gratifying to all that Phil Bray will 
remain at the helm during this important stage of its life.

After graduating with Honours at Queen Mary College in 
1932 and post-graduate work on Hysteresis in Rotating 
Magnetic Fields leading to a M.Sc. Degree in 1934, he first 
acquired experience with manufacturers before joining the 
Post Office Research Branch in 1935. There followed widen
ing experience in Research Branch, in the Cable Test Section 
of Test and Inspection Branch and in H.M.T.S. Monarch, and 
in particular valuable work in connection with the manu
facture and acceptance of cable for the first trans-Atlantic 
telephone cable system. Whilst engaged on this work he 
presented a thesis on Fault Localisation on Long Submarine 
Cables at Sub-Audio Frequencies, resulting in the award of 
his Ph.D. in 1956.

Phil Bray has been Principal of the Technical Training 
College since 1965 and to the load has added considerable 
professional service as Chairman of the I.E.E. North Staffs. 
Sub-Centre Committee, as a member of the I.E.E. Recruit
ment Panel, and as President of the Associate Section of the 
I.P.O.E.E.

It is indeed fortunate that the Technical Training College 
will continue to benefit from his considerable experience and 
academic distinction and his coleagues wish him every 
success in this important field.

M. M.

E. H. Pooley, C.Eng., F.I.E.E.

Eric Pooley’s promotion to Controller Planning and 
Works (External), Midlands Telecommunications Region has 
been generally acclaimed as a case of “a round peg in a 
round hole”.

For a considerable part of his career he has been concerned 
with external planning and works with a more than pasting 
interest in transmission systems which now together form the 
major part of his load.

Starting in Chelmsford in 1927 as a Youth-in-Training, he 
moved in 1930 to Rugby Radio Station. Three years later he 
was successsul in the Probationary Inspector’s Competition 
and after his “indoctrination” at the Dollis Hill Training 
School was posted to his home town, Cambridge. In 1938 
he moved to Bedford on promotion to Chief Inspector where 
he was closely assoccated with the Air Ministry Communica
tions Centre at Leighton Buzzard and with Eastern Command 
Signals. In 1950 he made his first acquaintanceship with the 
Midlands when he became Area Engineer in Nottingham. 
Since his promotion in 1965 to Regional Engineer Midlands 
he was been well to the fore in initiating a number of new 
external practices and methods, now adopted nationafiy.
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His wide experience and sound common sense, coupled 
with his hdpful and considerate personality will ensure the 
successes in his new post that his many friends wish him.

J. W. R.

R. H. Adams, C.Eng., M.I.E.E.

Bill Adams’ appointment as Planning Controller, Eastern 
Telecommunications Region will give pleasure to his many 
friends in THQ and the Regions.

From 1939 to 1946 he served as a Marine Radio Officer in 
the Merchant Navy. Subsequentiy he spent a year as a Radio 
Officer in civil aircraft followed by a riho't period with the 
Ministry of Civil Aviation.

He entered the Post Office as an Assistant Engineer' in 1948 
and was concerned with the development of wide band and 
magnetic amplifiers and the associated test equipment for 
television links.

In 1952 he was appointed Executive Engineer after success 
in the Limited Competition. He then moved to East Area 
LTR, and controlled a staff planning and executing external 
works. He was promoted S.E.E. in 1962 and moved to the 
then OC Branch of the Engineering Department (E.D.). This 
appointment was concerned with the complementing and 
organisation of the E.D. branches, the technical aspects of 
PRU investigations for major engineering, motor transport 
and submarine staff. In 1965 he was promoted A.S.E. in 
OCG Brandr E.D. and continued with work of a similar 
nature. He moved to E.T.R. in 1968 and until his new appoint
ment was Regionaa Engineer responsible for the planning and 
execution of main and local lines, transmission and telegraphs 
works.

His quiet efficiency and friendly and approachable nature 
assure success in his new duties. His many friends wish him 
well.

S T. E. K.

Model Answer Books
Books of mode answers to certam of the City and Guilds 

of London Institute examinations in telecommunications are 
published by the Board of Editors. Details of the books 
available are always given at the end of the Supplement to 
the Journal.

Notes for Authors
Authors are reminded that some notes are available to 

help them prepare the manuscripts of the Journal articles in 
a way that Wil assisst: in securing uniformity of presentation, 
simplffy the work of the Journal’s printer and draughtsmen, 

and help ensure that authors’ wishes are eassly interpreted. 
Any author preparing an article for the Journal who is not 
already in possessson of the notes is asked to write to the 
Managing Editor to obtain a copy.

It is emphasized that all contributions to the Journal, 
mduding those for Regional Notes and Associate Section 
Notes, must be typed, with double spacing between lines, on 
one side only of each sheet of paper.

Each circuit diagram or sketch should be drawn on a 
separate sheet of paper; neat sketches are all that are required. 
Photographs should be clear and sharply focused. Prints 
should preferably be glossy and should be unmounted, any 
notes or captions being written on a separate sheet of paper. 
Negatives or plates are not needed and should not be supplied.

Circulation of the Post Office Electrical Engineers’ 
Journal

The Board of Editors is pleased to note the continuing 
increase in the circulation of the Journal as shown by the 
following statistics.

Journal Issue Number of Copies Printed

Vol. 62, Part 1, Apr. 1969 35,800
Vol. 62, Part 2, July 1969 36,300
Vol. 62, Part 3, Oct. 1969 36,600
Vol. 62, Part 4, Jan. 1970 37,000

Approximately 10 per cent of the Journals are sold to over
seas readers in more than 50 countries.

Supplement

Students studying for City and Guilds of London Institute 
examinations in telecommunications are reminded that the 
Supplement to the Journal includes model answers to exa
mination questions set in all the subjects of the Telecom
munication Technicians’ Course. Back numbers of the 
Journal are available in limited quantities only, and students 
are urged to place a regular order for the Journal to ensure 
that they keep informed of current developments in telecom
munications and receive all copies of the Supplement.

Syllabuses and Copies of Question Papers for the 
Telecommunication Technicians' Course

The syllabuses and copies of question papers set for exam
inations of the Telecommunication Technicians’ Course of 
the City and Guilds of London Institute are not sold by The 
Post Office Electtical Engineers' Journal. They should be 
purchased from the Department of Technology, City and 
Guilds of London Institute, 76 Portland Place, London, W.1.

Publication of Correspondence

The Board of Editors would like to publish correspondence 
on engineering or technical aspects of articles published in 
the Journal.

Letters of sufficient interest Will be published under “Notes 
and Comments’”. Correspondents should note that, as it is 
necessary to send copy to the printer well before publication 
date, it will only be possible to consider letters for publication 
in the July issue if they are received before 15 May 1970.

Letters intended for publication should be sent to the 
Managing Editor, P.O.E.E. Journal, Room 264, 207 Old St, 
London E.C.1.
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Sir,

I note with some satisfaction that the Journal is now 
prepared to support a “Letters to the Editor” section, for I 
am sure this is a useful move, which may well lead to some 
interesting correspondence. Whether the following comments 
can be placed in the interesting category I am not too sure, 
but they may serve a purpose in redirecting thought.

I wish to refer to Fig. 2 in Messrs. Thain and Wells’ 
article “Improving Underground Maintenance-Part l —The 
Investigation”, in the January 1970 issue. Apparently, from 
this diagram, the authors determine that some, if not all, 
Areas have a continuously deteriorating locaLunderground
plant fauU rate. It is rather unfortunate that this derives 
from drawing a best-fit line, calculated on a least squares 
basis, and labeling it trend line, for the statistical purist, I 
believe, would caU this the regression line and would not 
use it to determine trends.

I would not wish to argue over much with Thain and Wells, 
for their present endeavours in the field continue to be of 
utmost value, and, irrespective of the statisticat treatment 
adopted, there is little doubt that the fault rate is much worse 
than it used to be. I would suggest:, however, that a different 
treatment might: lead to a more correct approach to the 
problems involved.

A more satisfactory method of determining trend is to plot 
the exponentially-weighted moving average and I have carried 
out this operation for the figures given in their Fig. 2. This 
shows that from mid-1962 to early 1965 there was no signifi
cant trend ether way. From early 1965 to mid-1966 there is 
a most definite upward trend, and then after 1966 the trend 
again becomes of little significance.

I have operated similarly on a number of Area charts 
covering this period and this 196^1—15-6 upward drive is nearly 
always evident, in some in a more marked fashion than in 
others. That for lengthy periods there is no significance in 
the trend can be checked by other methods, one such being 
described on Duckworth’s “A Guide to Operational 
Research” p. 144 of the University Paperbacks edition.

This new look suggests that whilst locaa underground fault 
rates may fluctuate wildly over the years from a multitude of 
different reasons, at specific periods in time one significant 
change becomes effective, probably a change in plant type, 
or tonstructionat method, which lifts the whole curve to a 
new position.

It would seem that effort shouH be concentrated on the 
detenmnation of these significant factors rather than deploy
ing it thinly over a number of minor aspects.

Without doubt something came to full effect in the 196V-5-6 
period which has cost a considerable additional annual 
expense, for it is as well to remember that a lift of only 0-2 
in the fault rate represents an additionaa maintenance burden

AVERAGE 
uuncmouno

FAULT
RATE PER 

ANNUM

(«) As published originally showing trend line

AVERAGE 
UNDERGROUND

FAULT 
RATE PER

ANNUM

(b) Redrawn, showing exponentially-weighted moving average

Average UG fault reports per working underground pair 
per annum plotted quarterly for one area only

of some 1,600,000 manhours (and, in money terms, something 
in excess of £1,500,000 a year).

Dare I suggest this is the penalty accruing from the culmina
tion of the change to directly-buried polythene cable on 
housing estates (Thain tells us 95 per cent of all cable defects 
occur in the smaller cables) which was justified on a basis of 
saving £500,000 annually in initial costs. Or has anyone other 
theories?

Yours sincerely,
A. F G. ALLAIN

Customer’s Maintenance Service Branch, 
Service Department, 
Telecommunications Headquarters.
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Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers
Associate Section Papers Awards, 1968-69

The I.P.O.E.E. Council, on the adjudication of the Judging 
Committee, has awarded prizes and Institution Certificates 
to the following in respect of the papers named:

First Prize of £7 7s.
D. Ashton, Technic! Officer, Shstfielid Centre. “Emergency 

Motorway Telephones”.

Prizes of £4 4s.
G. S Steer, Technic! Officer, Exeter Centre. “‘Talking 

Books for the Blind”.
D. A. Frith, Technical Officer, Grantham Centre. “Micro

wave Repeater Stations”.
K. F. Wood, Senior Technician, Lincoln Centre. “Circles, 

Clocks, Calendars and Computers”.
F. J. Brown, Technical Officer Exeter Centre. “‘The Work 

of a Voluntary Ambulance Driver”.
The additional prize of one guinea was awarded in respect 

of the paper shown below which was considered by the Local 
Centre Committee to be worthy of submission to the Judging 
Committee for the man awards:

N. H. B. West, Technical Officer, Exeter Centre. “Model 
Engineering”.

The Councii is indebted to Messrs. C. A. L. Nicholls, O.B.E. 
C. D. S G. Robertson and B. J. Woollett for kindly under
taking the adjudicalion of the papers submitted for con
sideration.

The Councci of the Institution is indebted to Mr. B. J. 
Woollett for the following report on the award winning 
papers :

“Emergency Motorway Telephones", by D. Ashton
This paper is a comprehensive statement on the problems of 
providing motorway emergency telephones. It is a well- 
balanced, readable paper. It describes the system in gener! 
and then proceeds logically to explain how it works at the 
motorway roadside-cabinets and at the control station ends. 
The paper also covers maintenance aspects and the problem 
of inductive interference from 50 Hz power lines. Anyone 
involved in providing or maintaining P.O. motorway systems 
will find this paper informative and useful.

“Talking Books for the Blind", by G. S. Steer
This author reminds us that less than 20 per cent of blind 

people are able to read by means of Braille and even then at 
speeds rarely above 80 words/min. The author explains how 
talking books have evolved with the progress made in elec
trical recording.

The author is well qualified as a volunteer who instals and 
maintains the talking book machines, to describe the advan
tages to the user of this progress. The paper is a very clear 
account of how technology has helped blind people. The 

author ends by saying that it is a constant source of pleasure 
to him that the R.C. conveys tape cassettes to and from the 
library by post free of charge to blind people.

“Mirrowave Repeater Stations", by D. A. Frith
This paper is mainly a descriptive account of the various 

pieces of apparatus that go together to make a microwave 
repeater station. The author claims that this paper is not 
theoretical or highly technical. It is therefore acceptable to 
the reader who wishes to know what a microwave repeater is, 
rather than how it works. The paper has many simple and 
clear diagrams. The paper ought have been enhanced by the 
author giving the reader a more general account of the 
problems of microwave transmission before dealing with the 
various equipments that comprise a basic repeater station.

“'Circles—Coocks, Calendars, Compilers", by K. F. Wood
Although the paper has no telecommunication content, it 

is informative and would appeal to the person with interests 
in either astronomy or archaeology. The author poses the 
question whether later Stone Age Man was capable of build
ing stone circles as calendars and computers. The paper then 
gives the views of several experts as to whether Stonehenge 
can answer this question. The views of the experts differ. The 
author ends with his own opinion and suggests how further 
research might proceed.

“The Work of the Voluntary St. John Ambulance Driver”, by 
F. J. Brown

This is a non-technic! paper, but is probably interesting to 
people, especcally those who live in less populous parts, 
and where essential services such as Fire and Ambulance 
are largely maintained by part-time volunteers.

The paper gives a very vivid account of the author’s 
personal experience as a volunteer ambulance driver; it also 
gives an interesting account of some of the equipment 
ambulances carry to meet all kinds of emergency. The paper 
is written in a narrative form and holds the reader’s interest 
well.

“Model Engineering”, by N. H. B. West
The author of this paper is obviously a keen model engineer. 

His paper advocates that the model engineer must be pro - 
ficient in the whole process from design, pattern making, 
moulding, casting and such like, to toolmaking, painting and 
lining. The paper covers several of these processes. The 
author explains what made him interested in model engineer
ing; he also covers acquiring tools and choosing models. On 
this latter point he relents a little and admits there are plenty 
of drawings and castings available to make steam engines at 
least for beginners. The paper leaves one in no doubt that 
model engineering is a dedicated hobby.

A. B. Wherry

Geneeal Secretary
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Regional Notes
North-Western Telecommunications Region

Access to the Winter Hill Radio Station
When the Independent; Television Authority (I.T.A.) mast 

at Emley Moor in Yorkshirecollapsedlastwinter, doubts were 
raised about the safety of its twin, the 1000 ft mast at Winter 
Hill in Lancashire. As a precaution, the I.T.A. instituted 
stringent safety measures at the latter site. The mast has been 
fitted with strain gauges and ther output is integrated with 
the readings of anemometers so that under conditions of 
possible danger warning lights are illuminated on the peri
meter of the danger area. Unfortunately, the only access road 
to the Post Office radio station on Winter Hill passes within 
the area at risk, and the land surrounding the road is 
treacherous peat bog.

As soon as the problem was recognized the Blackburn 
Telephone Area plotted the best available route over the 
moorland out of the danger area to give access from the 
Post Office station to the road lower down the hill. This track 
was marked out with tall stakes and bridges were constructed 
over revel’S!! deep gullies using telephone poles and arms. This 
work was carried out during the summer and it was intended 
that the regionat “Snowcati” normally stationed at Preston, 
should be used to evacuate Post Office staff over the escape 
route during prolonged warning periods. However, when the 
wet autumn weather arrived the versatile “Snowcati” was 
very nearly lost when it sank in the bog to a depth of several 
feet:.

About this time it became evident that the problem pro - 
duced by the mast would exist for a prolonged period, posssbly 
several years, and so a more permanent solution was needed. 
Consideration was given to the loan of a helicopteir but this 
was not pursued because, under the severe weather conditions 
experienced in the area, flying would often be impossible and 
the various masts on the hill would constitute serious flying 
hazards.

The problem has now been partially solved by the purchase 
of a smafl six-wheeled amphibious vehicle known as an 
“Amphicaa”. This type of vehicle, which is made in Canada, 
has been used on Antartic expeditions and is used in Canada 
for negotiating rivers and lakes, etc.

Its six tyres are inflated to an air pressure of 1% lb/in2 
and they give traction unde all normal conditions and also 
provide additional buoyancy in water. In water, propulsion is 
obtained by the paddle action of the treads moulded into the 
tyres. An “Amphicat” is stationed at the end of the escape 
route where the maintenance officer is located so that staff 
can always be got in or out of the station when a danger 
condition is indicated.

The resiricted carrying capacity of the vehicle makes it 
suitable for getting two or posssbly three persons in or out of 
the station in emergency only. As a further safeguard, beds 
and increased hard rations have been stored on site, and 
survival kits for 10 men have been purchased to enable an 
evacuation on foot to be undertaken with reasonable safety.

' 1'he “Amphicat” alongside the Winter Hill I.T.A. mast.

During warning periods the British Broadcasting Corpora
tion and I.T.A. staffs are completely evacuated from the 
transmitter buildings, and programs are monitored from 
caravans placed at a safe distance. Similarly, the Post Office 
apparatus room in the transmitter building is evacuated during 
these periods, and local failures cannot be attended to until 
the warning is terminated. The Post Office radio station 
however, carries television and telephony channels between 
Manchester and Carlisle as well as the South Lancs Radio
phone equipment, and access to these may be required quite 
independently of the local transmitter.

The only satisfactory long-term solution to this problem 
may be an alternative road which, owing to the nature of the 
terrain, would be both difficult and costly to construct. The 
illustration shows the “Amphicat” near one of the warning 
signs outside the Post Office radio station with the I.T.A. mast - 
in the background.

At the time of writing, alarms are occurring almost daily 
and often several times in one day. In general they seldom last 
for more than about 30 minutes, but during one period of bad 
weather the alarms were continuous for nearly 36 hours.

KI. J. Sansbury

South-Eastern Telecommunications Region
New Generating Sets at Reading Trunk Exchange

Diesel-engine generating set being lifted from transporter.

The relative calm of Reading Trunk Exchange was disturbed 
on Thursday, 11 September 1969, when the car park was 
occupied for the day by large transport vehices and a mobile 
crane. The occasion was the delivery of two l-MW diesel 
engine generating sets forming part of the new power supply 
equipment. 7

Each set weighed between 20 and 25 tons and had to be 
lowered into a pit about 15 ft deep and then inched into the 
building on rollers. The lowering process was accomplished 
with deceptive ease but, due to an oversight in not providing 
boiler plates across the Engine Room floor, the first set got 
bogged down at the entrance by the collapse of the floor 
tiling. Remedial action took several hours, but this experience 
illustrates strongly the need for extreme care in moving heavy 
plant within buildings if damage to floor surfaces is to be 
avoided.

E. A. Ingram

London Postal Region
Rembiing of Hot- Water Boilers

Two La Mont oil-fired medium-pressure hot-water boilers 
of 9,500,000 BThU capacity have been retubed by London 
Postal Region engineers without previous experience in this 
type of operation.

Each boiler contains 79 tube elements and all passed at 
first attempt the tests required by the Factories Act.

J. A. Blackburn
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Northern Ireland
Time Consistent Traffic Recording: Automatic Stop Facility

With time-consistent traffic recording, accuracy of the 
starting time need not be better than within a few minutes 
either way of the specified time. It is, however, absolutely 
essential that the record should be stopped after precisely 
100 cycles.

Pending provision of automatic starting and stopping 
facilities on all traffic recorders, a cheap and simple means of 
automatically terminating records has been provided on 
traffic recorders of various types at eleven exchanges in the 
Northern Ireland directorate.

The device (Fig. 1) consists of a counter which can be set to 
break the start circuit of a recorder after any number of 
cycles. It includes an electrically-operated counting mechan
ism (bottom set of numbers), a bank of wheels (top set of 
numbers) on which the desired number of cycles is set, and a 
control switch which opens when the pre-determined number 
of cycles has been completed. A reset feature is also provided 
which can be either manual or electrical for remote control.

In Northern Ireland the equipment has been mounted on a 
bracket fitted to the traffic-recorder control rack, an aperture 
of 1% in X 2% in being required, and connected in parallel with 
the test-cycle meter, as shown in the circuit diagram (Fig. 2).

Fig. l—Flecti'ic predetermining counter-.

EXISTING WIRING________  
PROVIDE ________________

Fig. 2—Connexion of counter to traffic recorder.

The operating voltage is 50 volts d.c. The equipment has been 
working satisfactorily for about three months. The total cost 
per item, including installation (by Post Office labour) is 
about £15.

W. H. Farmer

Associate Section Notes
Hereford Centre

The anmaa generaa meeting was held at the Spread Eagle 
Hotel, on 3 December 1969, and was followed by a steak 
sruppei-.

The following officers were nlnci<ncI:
Chairman: Mr. S. J. Cound; Vice Chairman: Mr. T. W. 

Wellington; Secreeaay: Mr. C. J. T. Brace; Assest<rnt Secretary! 
Librarian: Mr. K. Lee; Treasurer: Mr. L. J. Knight; Auditors: 
Messrs. W. J. Merrick and M. Powell; Committee: Messrs. J. 
Bethell.l F. Dykes, L. Higgins, M. Frost, N. Innes, H. Holt, 
D. W. Cleaaon, L. Evans P. Williams, C. Morris, R. Fair
clough and F. Neate.

The membership totals 125 and the section is quite active 
with 3 visits and 3 lectures during the sessson. Four talks 
have been provisionally arranged for 1970, they are: “‘Food 
and Cooking’” by a locaa gourmet, “‘Principles of Crossbar 
Exchangee”, “P.C.M.” and “‘Cable Conssruction” all by 
Post Office staff.

Visits have to be finalized but it is hoped that they will be 
as igtereseing and informative as last years.

C. J. T. B.

London Centre
The 1969-70 session began with the Centre under new 

chairmanship following the resignation of Mr. A. G. Welling. 
The new top table now comprises Chairman: Mr. F. R. 
Pitches Snceeeaay: Mr. A. J. Dow; Treasure: Mr. R. A. 
Gray; Asseee<mt Secreeaiy: Mr. P. D. M. Southgate; Vice 
Chairman: Mr. J. J. A. Gutteridge; Editorr Mr. B. E. Bolton 
and Regissraa: Mr. D. Randan.

The lecture program started with a talk on P.C.M. and this 
was followed in October by Mr. F. T. Booth’s excellent dis
eussiog of Satellite Communications. On 5 November 
Mr. Thain from Management Services Department treated 
us to a study of the jointer. More correctly one was given an 
insight into the work study methods as used by the Post 
Office. The potential of the jointing machine devised by re
search stemming from the study was illustrated.

December was a chance for the Hi-Fi experts and they were 
not disappointed. The New Year opened with Mr. D. A. 
Spurgin’s formal lecture on telecommunications power plant 
and that was followed in February by a talk on the National 
Data Procnesing Service. For March, London attracted 
Mr. E. E. Scott from the R.A.E. who marvelled all with the 
talk entitled “‘50 Years of Flying”.

Before all this yet another party of members had taken 
advantage of the good terms offered by the Centre to visit 
the U.S.A. and Canada and again returned delighted.

The New Quarterly Journal presented a commemorative 
issue on lst October to mark Vesting Day and the Editor and 
the journal continue to press on optimistically.

London scored in another way when last November the 
West Area quiz team, winners of the 1969 regional trophy, 
took on the South-Eastern champions, Canterbury, at Camel
ford House. In one of the most exciting contests for many 
years West Area won by a slender margin and restored the 
Trophy, a model of the Tower, to the capital.

The area organization is as yet far from perfect but none 
the less satisfactory bearing in mind the size of the Centre 
and the numbers involved.

B. E. B.
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Aberdeen Centre
The Aberdeen Associate Centre began the 1969-70 session 

with a visit to the Glenfiddich distillery in Dufftown on 
24 Seppember. The party travelled from Aberdeen by bus and 
were shown the distillery in the afternoon.

On Wednesday 22 October one of our members, Mr. J. 
Davidson, gave a talk entitled “The Growth of the Trawl 
Fishing Industry”. This talk was very well received, the 
subject bring of special interest in this area. To follow 
Mr. Davidson’s talk an evening visit to the Department 
of Agriculture and Fisheries Marine Laboratory was arranged 
for Thursday 20 November

On the 11 December the speaker was Mr. W. Sheldon, the 
Deputy Telephone Manage of Edinburgh Aiea, whose talk 
was entitled “Transit Switching.” Mr. Sheedon’s talk was of 
particular interest to his audience because of the transit 
exchange being installed in Aberdeen at this moment.

One of our members, Mr. A. Young, has won awards by 
Plessey and Radio Spares Limited for coming first in the City 
and Guild examination in Line Transmission C.

R. M.

Ayr Centre
In April, a talk on the Transit Network was given by 

Mr. W. Sheedon of T.H.Q. Scotiand. This well-attended 
meeting was one of the highlights of the session, and we 
welcomed members from places as far distant as Greenock and 
Stranraer as well as Ardrossan and Kilmarnock. Mr. Sheldon’s 
talk was very well received and much useful knowledge was 
gained on the subject. The annual general meeting was he lid 
in June when, amongst other matters, the program for the 
present sees’on was discussed.

The 1969-70 sess’on opened in October with a visit to see 
the organ of Trinity Church, Ayr. This fine 3-manua1 pipe 
organ, demonstrated by an enthusiastic organist, combined 
to make a very interesting eveinng. Slides were shown, mostly 
of the history of organs in generaa and, for our sped! interest, 
most of the pipework was in view. The electrical regissration 
control by means of banks of solenoids was of specca! interest 
to our members.

A. B.

Bournemouth Centre
This Section, after a busy summer sess’on, intends to 

have a relatively quiet winter program.
Recentiy 12 of our members had a very interesting tour of 

Poole Power Station.
During the next three or four months it is hoped to arrange 

a film show or two and possibly lectures in assoriation with 
other loc! associationt. This will depend on the support we 
get from members. Support during the winter months in the 
past has been very poor. Already we are making arrangements 
for the summer 1970 and any ideas members may have would 
be very welcome.

H. J. G.

Dundee Centre
Our sees’on got off to a rather slow start, but things are 

beginning to look up now.
The first lecture was about the Backwater Reseevoir in 

nearby Glen Isla. This is an earth dam and all the problems 
encountered were adequately explained and illustrated with a 
full quota of sides.

The annual film show listed “The Poss: Office Tower”, 
“Antarctic Crossmg” and “Two Laps of Honour”. The films 
were excehent and worth recommending.

1970 starts with a talk on Integrated Circuit; Manufacture, 
followed by P.A.B.X. No. 9, Decimalisation, and a visit to 
Barr and Stroud, Glasgow.

R. T. L.

Edinburgh Centre
On Thursday, 9 October 36 members visited Spadeadam 

Rocket Es’ablishment in Northumberland where we saw the 

various workshops and testing area where Rolls-Royce and 
Hawker Siddeley developed the “‘Blue Streak” rocket. This 
was a most interesting visit, the only disappointment was that 
we were unable to see an actual test fire.

On 2 December we had a very good visit to Ferranti Ltd. 
Fifteen members attended, and since the Ferranti personnel 
were all communication engineers this made it a very interest
ing evening.

M. K. F.

lnverness Centre
The 1969-70 session is now well under way and, for the 

first time, membership of the Inverness Centre exceeds 200.
Our first meeting, held in October, was “The Changing 

Face of Inverness’’. Mr. J. Herrick, Assistant Burgh Surveyor 
was the speaker. His talk was illustrated with old maps and 
prints and the plans for future developments within the burgh.

At our November meeting, Mr. J. Y. Lilley, Assistant 
Executive Engineer, External Planning, was the speaker. His 
subject was “Local Line Planning and Development in 
Housing Estates”. Using plans of the Town Council estate at 
Hilton and the private estate at Balloch, Mr. Lilley described 
the different methods used to provide external plant to 
houses during building, and how plant had been designed to 
meet the needs of large underground distribution networks.

At our December meeting, Mr. R. I. Thomson, vice 
chairman was projectionist at a film show held in Cummings 
Hotel on Wednesday, 17 December. Thirty-nine members 
and guests were present to see films on sailing, golf, pigeon 
shooting and ‘better dawn’’. The Centre is indebted to 
Mr. Thomson for his hard work in connexion with the film 
show and for bringing along his projector and gear.

W. A. A.

Oxford Centre
Our winter program has started wdl with good attendances 

at interesting events.
In October a party visited Didcot Power Station where we 

saw turbines and generators under assembly.
During the following month we visited the Royal Observer 

Corps, who showed us a film and spoke on their purpose and 
how they use the lines and equipment that the Post Office 
provides.

Our last event of 1999 was a talk on Police Communica
tions, their methods of moving into action quickly, their 
liaison with the Post Office and the equipment they use.

We have arranged for the coming months talks on auto
matic exchanges, space research, a Hi-Fi demonstration, an 
inter-Centre landline quiz and an “Amy Questions” with the 
Area Board.

For dates and further information contact the Secreeary.
D. A. G,

Sheffield Centre
On the 23 and 30 September two partes from Sheffield, 

each comprising some 20 members, visited the Post Office 
Tower in London. The main attraction of these visits was 
that participants were allowed access to many parts of the 
building not normally open to the general public.

On 17 November Mr. P. Wade of Region! Headquarters 
presented a paper at Eldon House entitled “S.T.D., the Next 
Steep”. 30 members and visitor's attended.

The Centre Chairman, Mr. J. Buckley also presented a paper 
entitled “Protection in the Post Office” and this is a subject on 
which he, as an underground planner, is particularly 
knowledgeable.

The Committee extend their congratulations to Mr. David 
Ashton, our Secreeary, on winning 2nd prize in the N.E.R. 
Journal Shield Competition. His paper was entitled “Emer
gency Motorway Telephone’’.

T. D.
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Press Notices
Directories by Computer Production Begins this 
Month

The world’s most advanced method of producing telephone 
directores came into full operation in January with com
pletion of the first directory by a new, completely integrated 
computer printing process developed jointly by the Post 
Office and Her Majesty’s Stationery Office (H.M.S.O.)

The method employs computers to select, arrange and 
edit directory entries, and modern high-speed photo-composing 
processes for setting, before giant rotary presses take over to 
print from photo-polymer plates and the job is completed by 
an automatic gatherer-binder-trimmer machine. These new 
production methods will provide more up-to-date and more 
accurate directories for customers and will also give the 
directory-enquiry services more efficient records from which 
to work.

First directory to be produced by this advanced method 
was for the Stoke-on-Trent area and the Post Office started 
distributing this before the end of January. New directories 
for Preston and Blackburn will follow on closely and other 
directories will soon be rolling off the new production line.

The stage-by-stage system begins in the Post Office with 
telecommunications staff entering customers’ directory entries 
on cards in a ready form for punching and computer process- 
m ,

The Post Office’s Nationaa Data Processmg Service 
(NDPS) gathers the information daily from Telephone 
Managers’ offices all over the country at its Leeds computer 
centre. When the time comes to produce a new edition of a 
telephone directory the complete list of numbers with names 
and addresses and information on how each should be 
printed is setected by this computer and recorded on magnetic 
tape.

This is sent to H.M.S.O.’s computer at Norwich which 
edits the information and converts it on to punched paper 
tape with typographical instructions.

From this punched paper tape the H.M.S.O. plant at 
Gateshead automatically produces an alphabetical telephone 
directory page by page on a photo-composing machine at a 
rate of four minutes a page. The pages are photographed nine 
at a time and from the negative are produced plastic covered 
lightweight wrap-around plates. The plates are directly 
mounted on rotary presses that can run off 40,000 72-page 
directory sections in an hour. The sections are brought 
together to make the full directories on a machine that 
automatically gathers and trims them and binds them in their 
cover.

The new method enables the Post Office and H.M.S.O. to 
prepare a directory from scratch ready for printing in a 
record time of 45 working hours—a fraction of the time 
previously taken in working from standing type and making 
the necessary 25 per cent amendments and alterations that 
are required every year. At first, the yellow pages of the 
classtfied section will continue to be printed separately and 
brought together with the alphabetical section at the binding 
stage. But the Post Office is planning to include classified 
directory production in the new method by 1973. The new 
method will meet the growing problem of having to produce 
more and bigger directories year after year as the telephone 
system continues its rapid expansson. For every 10 per cent 
increase in the total of telephone subscribers 20 per cent 
more paper is wanted for directories.

Today there are 22 million copies of telephone directories 
issued in the United Kingdom every year. These use 25,000 
tons of paper. One complete set of directories contains 
30,000 pages and 7% million entries. By 1975 the number of 
directories issued is expected to rise above 33 million, using 
45,000 tons of paper. One complete set will then have about 
45,000 pages containing 11 million entries. Cost to the Post 
Office of producing directories in 19(519—70 is £3 million for 
paper and printing and another £1 million for compiling, 
transport and delivery.

The Poss Office will shortly begin to use the same informa
tion to keep every directory-enquiry operator constantly 
provided with the very latest changes to the lists of telephone 
numbers which they hold.
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PO Plans Record Graduate Intake
With plans for a record intake of over 700 graduates this 

year, the Post Office began its 1970 series of recruitment 
visits to universités in January.

The Post Office is now one of Britain’s biggest “shoppers” 
for graduates, to fill a wide range of professional and manage
ment posts as scientists for research, development and 
planning.engineers (eleciricat, electronic, mechanical) com
puter systems analysts and programmers, postal and tele
communication managers, statisticians and in other expanding 
areas of Post Office activity. In 1969, over 600 graduates 
accepted offers of appointment at management and profes
sional levels of entry. The 1970 intake will come from all 
kinds of university disciplines including the arts and 
humanities, but with a preponderance from electrical and 
electronic engineering, mathematics, physics and related 
sciences. Opportunities for mechanical engineers are in
creasing as more and more postal mechanisation schemes are 
planned and get under way.

In addition to graduates, the Post Office will be seeking to 
recruit about 600 entrants from polytechnics and technical 
colleges, as well as promising school leavers with good A 
levels, for junior management level posts. These entrants will 
be encouraged to continue further education to degree level.

Telephone Trunk Circuits increased
New telephone trunk circuits installed by the Post Office 

in 1969 numbered 10,743. This was 678 more than in 1968. 
It represents a 14-5 per cent increase on the total number of 
trunk telephone circuits working in the United Kingdom to 
84,603 at December 31, 1969.

Post Office Launches Datapost
A completely new overnight delivery service for the trans

mission of computer data and other material is to be launched 
by the Post Oflice. Named Datapost, the new service will 
offer collection and delivery on a door-to-door basis at times 
and places specified in a contract between Post Offices and 
sender". It will not be available on a casual basis, only as a 
regular contractual service, for a minimum of three months.

The charge will vary according to the individual agreement 
but is expected to be about £2 for a package weighing up to 
101b. Although designed primarily to cater for the fast
expanding demand for conveying data to and from computer 
centres Datapost will also handle other material, such as 
medicines and legal documents. By making use of its country
wide network of rail and road routes the Post Office will be 
able to collect and deliver material without it ever leaving 
Post Office hands.

Datapost is expected to capture 10 per cent of an estimated 
£2 million market within a year, using only existing services 
and manpower.

Successful Year with Digital Telephone Exchange
A year’s operation of a digital tandem telephone exchange 

in London has shown that p.c.m. switching of speech channels 
is feasible, giving improved reliability.

The experimental digital tandem exchange was installed for 
field trials in the Empress public telephone exchange building 
in West Kensington in September 1968 and has operated 
successfully on live traffic ever since.

Measurement of the quality of service indicates that equip
ment of this type will lead to a considerable improvement over 
the existing electromechanical exchanges, the number of calls 
lost being less than 0-1 per cent. The tandem exchange handles 
approximately 3,000 calls per day; nearly one million connec
tions have now been completed.

Connected to the tandem exchange are three London direc
tor exchanges, Acorn, Ealing and Shepherd’s Bush, employing 
routes of between two and six miles. Direct junctions also 
exist between each pair of these exchanges and the traffic is 
shared between the direct junctions and the tandem exchange.

The trial demonstrates the feasibility of switching pulse
code-modulated signals on junctions between conventional 



Strowger exchanges, and the resuUting performance has shown 
that the switching of speech channels in p.c.m. form is not only 
feasible but can be achieved with improved reliability.

Maintenance appears to offer no serious problem; the 
majority of failures so far encountered have been detected by 
the automatic testers employed to monitor continuously the 
control logic and the transmission path. By this means vir
tually the whole exchange is tested every few minutes day 
and night, giving a printed record ofthe few failures found.

The exchange contains approximately 7,000 silicon integ
rated circuits, with a failure rate of 0-02 per cent per 1,000 
hours. The introduction of large-scale integrated circuits into 
future designs will increase reliability still further.

Moon Landings Communications—British Post
Office Role Marked by NASA Presentation

The part played by the British Post Office in the landing 
of the first men on the moon was marked on December 17 
when Mr. Philip French, London station manager for NASA 
(Nation! Aeronautical and Space Administration), made 
presentations to Mr. James Gill, Director of Externaa Telecom
munications, and two members of his staff who have worked 
closely with NASA—Mr. Charles Mitchel and Mr. John 
Crowther.

The Post: Office’s task in the missions was to provide and 
operate communication circuits via land line submarine 
cable and communication satellite routes. These circuits— 
carrying speech, vision, high-speed data and telegraph signals 
—played an important part in the world-wide network linking 
the manned capsules in space with the space-flight control 
centre at Houston, Texas.

Two Similar NASA awards for communications support in 
American space exploration have been made to the British 
Post Office previoussy. The first was for asssstance in the 1965~ 
66 Gemirn manned space missions; and the second for support 
in the Appollo 8 first manned orbit of the moon. The latter 
award was presented to Mr. Gill in January this year by 
Colon! Borman, the Apollo 8 commander

London-New York Direct-Dialled Telephone Calls
Twopence-a-second seif-dialled telephone calls from Lon - 

don to New York City will be possible from March 1 with 
the introduction of the world’s first major intercontinental 
dialled telephone service. At about the same time some sub
scribers in New York will be able to dial direct to London 
and other main centres in the United Kingdom.

UK- USA Internation! Subscriber Dialling (ISD) will be 
extended graduafiy to other cities in the UK and to other 
parts of the USA during the next two years. Within the same 
period the Post Office hopes to introduce the first ISD services 
to Canada, initially to Montre! and Toronto.

To dial New York from London the code will be010 1 212 
(010 is the ISD code; 1 the country code for America; 212 the 
area code for New York), followed by the New York City 
subscriber’s exchange and number

At the same time as London-New York dialling starts, the 
cost of making telephone calls through the operator to the 
USA and Canada is to be reduced. Ordinary (number to 
number) calls will cost 15s a minute (minimum of three 
minutes) instead of 16s 8d; personal calls will continue to be 
charged at £4 for the first three minutes but the charge for 
additiona time will be at the new lower rate of 153 a minute. 
In the reduced-rate period (22 00 to 10 00 hrs and all day 
Sunday) the ordinary call charge will be lls 3d a minute 
(minimum three minutes) instead of 12s 6d; personal calls 
will still be charged at £3 for the first three minutes and ad
ditional time will be charged at 11s 3d a minute.

Also from 1 March there will be cuts in the price of trans
Atlantic telex calls to the USA and Canada, from £1 to 15s. 
a minute (minimum one minute).

From 1 April there will be reductions of 15-19 per cent in 
the cost of privately-leased circuits across the Atlantic.

Significant reductions of anything up to 50 per cent will 
be made in rates for telephone and telex calls to the more 
distant European countries from 1 March—whether they are 
dialled or made through an operator. There will, however, be 

increases in the cost of telephone calls through operators and 
of telegrams to some nearer European countries.

Customers will no longer be surcharged for personal or 
transfer-charge telephone calls to any country if those calls 
do not succeed.

The Post Office will charge a new flat rate of 1s a word for 
telegrams to all Continental countries, except the USSR to 
Which the charge will be Is 4d a word. At present charges 
vary from 7d to ls 6d a word.

The new rates negotiated internationally by the Post Office, 
are designed to relate charges made to customers more closely 
to costs and to achieve a more satisfactory balance between 
costs of automatic services and those that are operator- 
controlled.

They are also the outcome of Post Office proposals, en
dorsed by the National Board for Prices and Incomes, 
“generally to lower oversea tariffs although individual rates 
may increase.”

In Half a Year—Nearly Half-a-Million more Telephones
Nearly half-a-mfllion more telephones were in use in this 

country on 30 September than six months’ earlier. In that 
period the number of telephones working in the United King - 
dom increased by 450,190 to 13, 361,996— a 3-5 per cent in
crease.

Office of the Future takes Shape
Within 20 years many people will be carrying out their 

day’s work without leaving the comfort of home. Taking 
advantage of advanced i-l-communicaiions techniques they 
will be able to hold meetings, examine documents transmitted 
from head office, supervise work at factory or construction 
site, and draw instantly on the most detailed information— 
all from their favourite chair.

This was demonstrated at an exhibition opened by the Duke 
of Edinburgh at the Design Centre in the Haymarket, London 
and organized jointly by the Council of Industri! Design 
(COID) and the Post Office.

The exhibition illustrates the development of Post Office 
i-l-cnmmunicatinn services, showing typical offices of 1909, 
1970 and 1990.

The 1990 display shows a civil engineer working from home 
—making full use of telex, facsimile transmission and visual 
communication, with instant access to a Nation! Data Pro- 
cessmg Service (NDPS) computer.

Among many uses, the computer acts as a central file, from 
which information can be retrieved instantly, and prepares a 
work program for the day, rearranging it in the light of 
unforeseen events.

New NDPS Computer Centre for North-East
A large ICL System 4-70 computer has been installed at the 

Post Oflice’s new National Data Processing Service centre in 
Leeds, together with a wide range of peripheral equipment 
and ofl-line machines. The centre was opened by the Lord 
Mayor of Leeds, Aid. A. R. Bretherick.

This powerful third-generation machine marks Post Office 
progress in using the latest techniques for its many and varied 
accounting and management problems. Itt also adds greatly 
to the computing power at the disposal of business and com
mercial inerests in the North of England. The initial work
load will be made up primarily from jobs already developed 
for the Post Office including computer compilation of tele
phone directories. Subssanti! capacity has been set aside for 
business and industry.

The computer, the most powerful in the System 4 range, 
was installed at a cost of £800,000. It has a very large core 
store and a complete range of peripheral equipment, including 
two high-speed printers, paper-tape readers, and card readers. 
The data-preparation block is equipped with the most modem 
card and paper-tape punching and verifying equipment. It 
also has magnetic tape encoding facilities.

The ICL System 4 operating system allows for high utilisa
tion of the 4-70 processor capacity by multiprogramming with 
or without the facility of job streaming. Streaming is a pre- 
d-t-rmm-d division of the hardware facilities into convenient
ly sized units. Each stream has its own core-store allocation
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and peripherals but uses the centra processor, disk units, and 
to some extent magnetic tapes unit, in common with other 
streams.

System 4 streaming provides for the computer to be divided 
into up to six streams, with each stream capable of being 
operated in parallel with, and without materially affecting 
other streams, as long as sufficient processor- and disk-access 
time are available to meet all the demands made. A system of 
streaming has been made for Leeds which is expected to en
hance operating efficiency when used in conjunction with 
related facilities.

The new Leeds computer centre was built at a cost of 
£850,000 and was designed to allow for expansson. It has two 
main sectionn—a data preparation block and a computer
block. The computer block includes two computer rooms with 
movable partitions. False flooring extends beyond the com
puter rooms to provide for despatch and receipt areas, main
tenance areas and tape store; these areas could be used to 
house further equipment, as needed.

The centre will employ about 250 staff on data-preparation 
(punched card) work and 15 to 20 on computer operational 
work. Data preparation will be carried out on a one-shift 
basis and initially the computer will operate for one shift only. 
Two-shift working is expected to be introduced in December 
with a third (night) shhft following in 1970.

The ICL 4~70 centi'al processor at Leeds has a 262-kilobyte 
main core-store, four exchangeable disks, 18 magnetic-tape 
units, two high-speed printers, two card readers, a paper - 
tape punch and reader and a card punch. The multi-channel 
control unit allows the machine to be used with remote ter
minals making working possible through either video-display 
units or teletypes.

Eight Thousand Million Telephone Calls
More than eight thousand million telephone calls would be 

made in this country this year', stated Lord Hall of the Cynon 
Valley, Chairman of the Post Office, when he opened a new 
Plessey factory at South Shields.

In making these caals, said Lord Hall, Post Office cus
tomers would use the telephone, an instrument worth only a 
few pounds, to bring into action a muhi-miilion pound tech
nical and engineering complex which would connect a caller 
to one out of almost 13 million people.

A call from Southampton to Glasgow, for example, would, 
once it was dialled, pass through 500,000 soldered contacts, 
50,000 pressure contacts, 320 relays, 27 mechanisms, 4,000 
valves and transistors and 140,000 other components. In 
seeting up the call 8,000 individual contact operations would 
occur.

Lord Hall commented that there were not many industries 
to-day forced to digest so rapidly so many technological 
developments. Certainly there were not so many industries 
with such an assured future.

This would not represent a ready-filled, no-questions-asked 
order book. To meet the challenge of the future the Post 
Office had to be ready to adapt to the changing pressures of 
demand and of a technology-conscious soddy. This attitude 
of mind was vita to the future of the Post Office and of the 
telecommunications industry.

Lord Hall pad tribute to the manner in which the Post 
Office, the Plessey Company and the other members of the 
telecommunications industry had essablished Britain’s lead in 
the instaHation of sman and medium-sized elrctromc ex
changes.

New Research Centre in Suffolk for new Corporation
An £8 million contract to build a new sccentific and tech

nological l•rseatch centre for telecommunication and postal 
services has been placed for the Post Office with Mitchel 
Construction Co., Ltd, of Peterborough.

The new centrr, finest of its kind in Europe, will stand on 
100 acres of the former Martlesham Heath airfield near 
Ipswich, Suffolk. Construction begins early this year and is 
expected to be completed towards the end of 1912. The centre 
will house the Post Office’s Research Department, at present 
stationed at Dollis Hill in North London, with ample space 
for expansion and for large-scale field experiments that cannot 
be attempted at Dollis Hill.
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The Martlesham centre will attract graduates to a career 
in research to provide the best possible telecommunication 
and postal systems for Britain, maintaining her place as a 
world leader in the fast-developing global communication 
system. With a staff of up to 2,000 engineers, scientists and 
supporting technicians, it will bring increased spending power 
and new employment opportunities to the Ipswich area. Most 
of the 1,400 people working at Dollis Hill and its outstations 
will be moving to Martlesham and about 1,000 new houses 
will be needed for owner occupation and renting by Post 
Office staff.

Over 100 people have already moved to Martlesham, work
ing in existing buildings and researching into long-distance 
waveguide systems and high-capacity submarine cable laying. 
Another 100 follow in the next few months. The main force 
will move in 1972 and 1973 in a carefully phased operation, 
being planned with full staff co-operation.

° The half-century since the research station was established
has seen the beginning of the communications explosion, 
with rapid advances in communication tecientques■—often led 
by Dollis Hill researches—and a phenomenal growth of 
demand for new facilites. To stay ahead of every possible 
development that will make the postal and telecommunica
tion services more efficient, work at Dollis Hill has been 
expanded until every inch of the crowded station has been 
pressed into use—and much more space is needed. For this 
reason the Post Office decided to move its research effort to 
Martesham, where spacious modern conditions will give its 
research workers creative freedom.

Mactlsserm research centre, designed by the Ministry of 
Public Building and Works, who placed the building contract, 
will have a seven-storey main laboratory block with a total 
floor area of 440,000 sq ft, a five-storey administrative block, 
and a group of research workshops, drawing offices and 
stores. The centre will have ample lecture rooms, library and 
conference facilities. All the research accommodation will 
be fully air-conditioned. To speed construction, part of the 
design period has been telescoped into the contract period 
and Mitchell Construction will work in conjunction with the 
MPBW architect, Mr. S. Spielrein.

The Post Office is now spending nearly £11 million a year 
on research and development (of which £4-5 million is for 
research), in close collaboration with industry and the univer
sities. This compares with £5 million for research and develop
ment in 1963-64. Some indication of the expanding range of 
research that will be undertaken at Martksham is given by 
the work now being carried out by the Research Department.

Projects under way include long-distance waveguide systems 
for 300,000 telephone circuits or 300 two-way television chan
nels; long-life, high-performance transistors; integrated pulse 
code modulation digital transmission and switching systems; 
microwave radio-relay and satellite-communications systems 
above 10 GHz; and automated mail-handling systems. The 
Research Department is also working on high-capacity sub
marine cable systems (1,500 circuits); the use of stoced-pcogram 
control and central processors for exchange switching; the 
application of digital techniques for local distribution; and 
on conference television (Confravision) and vision telephone 
(viewphone) developments. Other subjects under study include 
data transmission at ever-higher speeds; reliability aspects 
of microelectronic integrated circuits in telecommunications; 
and human factors in ’phone ’vision and data communication.

Submarine Cable in Polythene
The first polythene-covered submarine cable to be laid in 

Britain’s national telephone network is now being connected 
in Scotland. Joining Ardelve and Flouder Bay, Ross-shire, 
the new mile-long experimental cable was laid by the cableship 
Iris across Loch Alsh and will shortly be in full service.

The new cable was developed by the Post Office and 
manufactured by British Insulated Callender’s Cables Ltd. 
The standard lead sheath has been replaced by polythene, 
with an aluminium screen. There are 17 armour wires and 
the conductors are paper-covered. Replacing a 16-core gutta 
percha cable laid in 1939, the new cable contains 54 pairs 
of wires, providing spare circuit hrpahity for future growth. 
Replacing the lead sheath with polythene has meant a 25 per 
cent saving in cosst—and a 30 per cent weight reduction 
making the cable easier to lay with small ships.



Loch Alsh is a sea loch and the alternative land route 
between the Dornie and Glenstfiee exchanges would mean an 
lS-mile detour. Several more short submarine links using the 
new type of cable are planned for Scotland, and one to join 
Portsmouth and Gosport, Hants.

Polythene-covered submarine cables previously laid in 
Britain have been high-frequency coaxial cables for the 
alternation! telephone neework.

Mondial House: New Telephone Exchange
A new international telephone exchange—Ingest of its 

kind in Europe—is to be built in the City of London to cope 
with the continuing rapid growth of international telephone 
traffic. The building will cost about £7 million to construct, 
and will be equipped and in service by 1974-1975. The initial 
equipment in it will cost about £10 million and more will be 
added as traffic grows. The equipment will connect United 
Kingdom telephone subscribers to numbers in all parts of the 
world; the great majority of calls will be dialled direct by 
customers. The exchange will also connect calls from abroad 
to telephones in this country and will route calls between 
countries in Europe and the rest of the world. Ultimately it 
will be able to connect up to 200,000 calls an hour using more 
than 20,000 mternationat lines via cables and satellites.

A building contract has been placed by the Ministry of 
Public Building and Works with Holland & Hannen and 
Cubitts (Southern) Ltd. Construction is due to start in 
March and the building is due to be completed in 1972, when 
the instahatton of telephone equipment will begin.

Standing 150 ft high, it will occupy a 2% acre site between 
Upper Thames Street and the River Thames, close to Cannon 
Street Railway Station. The site has already been cleared and 
excavated, and because it is close to the river a cut-off waH 
of sheet sted piling has been driven into the ground around 
the site perimeter.

One feature of the building design is that the six floors 
above ground levee will be stepped and set back to preserve 
lighting angles and ensure that views of St. Paul’s Cathedral 
from London Bridge are preserved. The building will incor
porate a riverside promenade, public walkways at first floor 
levee and a fire station fronting on to Upper Thames Street 
to meet the requirements of the Greater London Conned and 
the City of London.

Each wall of Mondi! Elouse will feature full-length air 
conditioning ducts attractively clad in glassfibre-reinforced 
polyester resin. These will form balconies at each floor level 
giving access for window cleaning and other maintenance 
work.

Equipment will be installed in stages with the exchange 
coming into operation in 1974 at about one-quarter of its 
eventual capacity. There will be a large degree of automatic 
testing and fault location built into the equipment. Diesel 
generators will provide the 8 million watts of electricity 
required to keep the exchange working in the event of a 
public eleccricity failure. To connect calls which customers 
cannot dial themselves, new design switchboards will be used 
with operators pressing buttons instead of plugging in cords.

By 1975 Mondial House will be connecting some 23 million 
calls a year, and this share of the total (about one-third) will 
steadily increase as additional equipment is installed to meet 
the expected increase in traffic. Mondi! House, which ulti
mately will have a staff of about 2,000, will eventually be 
the main international telephone exchange in the United 
Kingdom.

Mondial House will be the third international automatic 
telephone exchange to be built in the United Kingdom. The 
other two are the existing main exchange in Faraday Building, 
Queen Victoria Street, and a new exchange now approaching 
completion in Wood Street. These three exchanges will be 
inter-linked and will work together as a total system. By 1975 
over 60 per cent (currently over 70 per cent) of international 
telephone calls will still be starting or finishing in London 
(most of them in the City), and so international telephone 
exchanges must be located there.

Some 30 million international calls a year are now made 
from and to the United Kingdom and by 1975 this figure is 
expected to increase to about 70 million. UK has direct 
circuits to about 75 countries and other countries can be 
connected through intermediate points. At present about 
haf the internation! calls made are dialled by customers 
and are connected through the existing exchange in Faraday 
Building. By the time the new Mondial House exchange is in 
service the proportion of dialled calls is expected to have 
risen to 70 per cent.

Internation! calls that are not dialled by customers are 
connected by operators either in the Faraday O1‘ Wood Street 
buildings or at smaller manual exchanges in other parts of 
London. All these operators have access to the automatic 
equipment in Faraday Building and Wood Street.
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remittance to Press Binders Ltd., 4 Iliffe Yard. London, S.E.17.

Remittances
Remittances should be made payable to “The P.0.E.E. Journat” 

and should be crossed “& Co.”

Advertisements
All correspondence relating to advertisementtspace reservations, 

copy, proofs, etc., should be addressed to the Advertisement 
Manager, The Post Office Electrit:at Engineers' Journal, 2-12 
Gresham Street, London, E.C.2.

Communications
With the exceptions indicated above, all communications should 

be addressed to the Managing Editor, The Past Office Electricat 
Engineers’ Journal, 2-12 Gresham Street, London, E.C.2.

Model Answer Books
Books of model answers to certain of the City and Guilds of 

London Institute examinations in telecommunications are pub
lished by the Board of Editors. Details of the books available are 
given at the end of the Supplement to the Journal.
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Some Important
Pitman Titles

Introduction to
Telephony and Telegraphy
E H. JOLLY

753(£3^755 net

The Protective Gear 
Handbook
F. E WELLMAN, H. G. BELL and
J. W. HODGKISS
Second edition 80s (£4.00) net

Solution of Problems 
in Electronics and 
Telecommunication
C. S. HENSON
Third edition 55s (£2.75) net.
Paperback S8s (£1.90) ne/

Solution of Problems 
in ElecCncal Power 
u. G. MALLIK
455 (£2.255 net

Telex
R‘ W. BARTON

503 (£S.50) net

For copies of our catalogues giving full details of 
all our Eleccrical Engineering, Electronic Engineering 
and Telecommunication titles please write to the 
address below

Pitman PubHShing
39 Parker Street London WC2

P.0. APPROVED ‘D’ GONNEOTORS

ITT Cannon offer the popular D*M connector 
in 9, 15, 25, S7 and 50 ways fully approved to 
G.P.O. specification D2S99 for Code 217 series 
connector. Also available are combination lay
outs using coaxial high voltage and heavy duty 
contacts.
ITT Cannon Electric (6.S.) Ltd., 
Lister Road, 
Basingstoke, Hants.
Tel: Basingstoke S171.

ITT CANNON

P0 Correspondence Courses m 

Telecommunication Engineering

For students of Telecommunication Engineering a 
series of P0 complete correspondence courses is 
available. Each course consists of lessons, questions 
and model answers.

SYLLABUS COVERED. City and Guilds ofLondon 
Institute-Telecommunication Technicians Course 
and Advanced Studies in Telecommunication and 
Electronics.
SUBJECTS AVAILABLE. Engineering Science, 
Telecommunication Practice, Practical Mathematics, 
Mathematics for Telecommunications, Telecom
munication Principles, Line Plant Practice, Radio 
and Line Transmission, Communication Radio, 
Telephony and Telegraphy and the advanced 
subjects:—Digital Elements and Switching Principles 
and Advanced Telephony'
PRICES. £5 103 0d per subject for non-tutored 
1st to 4th year subjects and £10 15s 0d per subject 
for self-tutored Advanced Courses,
ORDERS. PO Engineers should order the courses 
through their staff group. All other orders can be sent 
to:-Mr M C Ringe, THQ/TP7.1.3 (Room 104), 90-91 
Wood Street London EC2 (Telephone 01-432 3409).
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18 programme channels per rack
CM-18A1 PROGRAMME MULTIPLEX

18 high-quaaity programme channels 
compatible with

60 telephone channels 
over the same bearer circuit. 
Any channel pair in a group of 

channels may be chosen for 
stereophonic programme transmission 

without need for pre-settings. 
Frequency shift eliminated 

by carrier regeneration 
at the receding end. 

Non-ovm oscillators are used.

RADIO RELAY SYSTEMS

MULTIPLEX TELEPHONE SYSTEMS

TV AND FM 
BROADCASTING SYSTEMS

Independent channels.
Economic installation even with a 
small number of programme channels. 
Performance complying with CMTT* 
recommendations in a 2500 km 
circuit with three cascaded 
audio modemodulations.
No need for compandor. 
Automatic level control.
Emphasis network 
complying with CCITT standards.
* Doc. CMTT/119 - September 17, 1968.

(1) DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

TRAFFIC CONTnOL VYSTEMS

TELECOMMUNICATION 
EQUIPMENT AND.SYSTEMS

@ekffra
TELETTRA S.p.A. - 20059 VIMERCATE - MILANO - ITALY
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TRY THE NEW WAY

Are you still using the clumsy, dangerous old method of 
hoisting cable drums on jacks? Today scores of up-to-date 
firms are using the Roll-a-Drum. They all report excellent 
results! The Roll-a-Drum operates swiftly 
on smooth-running rollers from ground 
level. Compared with the price of similar- SgFflk
capacity jacks it is a very economical 
proposition indeed, at £20. fl
DELIVERED IN UK Write for leaflet, ^^^Vfl 
sent by return.

THE 010 WSy W

THE EISYWAY ^"

Efi-S-H I Mí l2o/0omm LIMITED

Tel: 0723-2433 Scarborough

VALUABLE FREE BOOK
Tells You How to Pass Your C. & G. 

Examination at First Attempp!
MU Post Oflice personnel who are anxious to 

obtain early promotion should at once send for a 
copy of our handbook “ENGINEERING OPPOr 
TUNTIJM” which, among other intensely inter
esting matter, describes our unique methads of 
preparation for the CUT AND ammo EXAM
NATIONS for the Tolwmmuiioatoa Tetaniam’ Oeegfleate and for tndividual subjects—MMbo 
mo«0«, Eoginoenng SoIohr, Ebgmooring Drawmg, 
Elementary Telecommunication Practice. Tolo 
commumcatiou Principles, Radio and Line Train 
miMlon. Telegraphy and Telephony, Lino Plant 
Practice. Itt also contains details of our counca 
c^ertagthe G.C.E. subjects required tar promotion 
to Assistant Engineer, Teeicemmuricaxer Traffic 
Superintendent and other grades; and the City 
and Gmlds examtaattans m Electrical Enguieeriug 
Practice, the A.M.I.ER.E. mid A.M.8.5. 
Rwnioa(ions, in addition to a wide range of 
reIl-examnatier courses in all branches of 
engmuriQg—Radlo and Electronics. lOeotrieuL Moohincal. etc.

We also provide tuition for tho Radio 
Amateurs' Examination and ¿he P.M.G. 
Certificates for Radlo Operators. wlth 
or without Morrn training. Detallo ore 
given In the handbook.

On “SATISFACTION OR
REFUND OF FEE" terms

If you intend to make the most of today’s oppor
tunities, you cannot aflord to miss reading «mGnmm. 

ING OPPOORTUNTS.” It tells you everything you want 
to know to secure advancement, and describes many oppor

tunities you may now be missing through lack of information.
Send for your copy tcody—FREE and without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE 
OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

727D ALDERMASTON COURT, 
ZiDiRMASTOt, BERKSHIRE BIET

Trend Distortion Generator

ailllLULldT1

Trend Highspeed Data Transmission Set No.5

Looking for
High Speed 
Testing?
Then this range of Test Sets and 
equipment by Trend Electronics Ltd. 
provides the complete answer to en
suring that your Data Transmission 
Systems arealways operating at the peak 
of their efficiency.
The Trend Test Sets Nos. 2 and 1-3 
(whose usefulness is extended by the 
Distortion Generator No. 3), have been 
designed to complement each other in 
providing a range of equipment for 
testing most types of modems, trans
mission lines and data link equipmentt-
The new Trend Test Set No. 5 is 
intended for usewith the new generation 
of high speed data transmission 
equipment, to avoid expensive and 
time- consuming errors and delays
The Trend Autocall unit is another ad 
to fast, efficient communications.
The Autocall (aimed at our Export 
markets) performs automatically all 
the functions usuatiy carried out by an 
operator in originating a data call over 
a public telephone network.

' o >990»»««

T rend Data T ransmission T est Set No. 1 -3

Trend Automatic Calling EquipmentNo 1 
A G.P.O. drsigr developed by Trend 

under contract to the G.P.O.

Talk to Tiend for more details of how their full 
range of transmission test equipment can help you 
improve your data transmission installations.

Trend Electronics Limited
ST. JOHN'SESTATE.TYLERSGREEN, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS
Telephone Tylers Green 322 4 654 Telex 83621&83625
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STC Telecommunications

ntroducing
Stick-a-Strip
Seat ailliBssve impac nable

Anew prbnct li-nm ISC
«

In modern office planning Stiok-A-Strip 
makes'obsolete those ungainly telephone 
wires, the sort you see stapled around 
skirting boards.
Stick-A-Strip is a flat cabli—4 conductors in 
a plastic cover with impact: adhesive on 
one side. Stick-A-Strip lays flat against 
walls, skirting boards. or under carpets.
No mess. Neat and smooth instead. 
Stick-A-Strip cable isn't just for telephones, 
either. It can be used for a great variety of 
low voltage applications.
And Stick-A-Strip can be'moved and 
reposifioned. It'll still stick and look smart. 
Stick-A-Strip can even make skirting boards 
beautiful.
Just how low can you get.
Dellveries available ex stock in 50 metre 
packs. in colours Grey or Cream.

2

j

5 6

For further information—write, 'phone or telex. 
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, 
Plastic Telephone Cable Division, Corporation Road, 
Newport, Monmouthshire, NPTOWS.
Tel: 0633 72281. Telex: 49368.

an associate ofITT
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
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STC Telecommunications

S oon ^8^10 people 
will reach the Canaries 
by tube-simultaneously!
The tube is the new undersea 
cable system made by STC. 
With an overall diameter of 1.75 
inches, it has the astonishing 
capacity of 1840 separate telephone 
circuits each of full 3 kHz capacity. 
The world’s largest: to date. 
STC's first system in the Canaries 
had only 160 channels. But now 
that they have SubscriberTrunk 
Dialling (STD) the Compafiia 
Telefonica Nacional de Espananeeds 
another cable.

And again STC has been asked to 
provide this. Naturallly.
Because 1840-ohannels is only 
one of a succession of STC firsts in 
this field.
First: with 160- and 360-oircuit 
deep-water systems. First with the 
master/slave power feeding system. 
First with the equaliser test lead 
making cable laying that much 
easier.
But submarine cables, repeaters, 
equalisers and terminal equipment 

are not all that we offer.
Add an overall capability for 
systems planning, project 
management, installation of 
complete systems, including civil 
engineering works and services
and you have a unique organisation 
able to meet any requirement, 
anywhere.
Standard Telephones and Cables. 
Submarine Systems Marketing 
Division, North Woolwich, 
London, E.16, England.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited

an associate of

ITT
69 3CV
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STC Telecommunications

4T707are better 
than one
If you want a light, inexpensive headset, you 
can't do better than the British Post Office 
Corporation. For 47,704 of their girls, they chose 
STC sets. 80 should you.
Our sets are light as a feather, strong as a whip, 
and offer incredible value for money. They weigh 
a mere 4 02s, and when your girls wear them, 
they won't notice a thing. The headset leaves 
their hands free to plug in lines or do their 
make-up, and however violently they shake or 
shrug, the headset: stays put.
Better still, these sets are quite indestructible. 
Black or grey, take your pick.
So next time you're thinking of buying headsets, 
use your head. Buy STC.
Write, phone or telex for leaflet D/104 to:— 
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, 
Subscriber Apparatus and Acoustic Division, 
New Southgate, London, N.11, England. 
Telephone: 01-36S 1234. Telex 21917.

Easy money
For every Deltaphone your subscribers hire, you get 
a few shillings/schiillngs/krona/dollars 
extra every year.
With a lot of subscribers, you naturally get a lot 
more thillingt/tchiIlings/krona/dollart etc. 
every year.
And your subscribers get a very beautiful 
instrument (this gem of a telephone comes in 
several fashionable colours. to blend with the 
decor). With a few rather nice things other 
telephones don't have, like a gentle warbling tone 
(the volume is adjustable) instead of a loud 
insistent ring.
And an optional luminescent dial that glows in 
the dark.
And the fact that it weighs only a fewounces. And 
that it's only 43 inches (105 mm) wide, means it 
can be held comfortably in the hand.
Best of all, with all this extra money rolling in, very 
little rolls out. Because the Deltaphone is of 
modular construction and needs only a screwdriver 
for any repair job.
So why not stock up with the STC Deltaphone? 
It’s so slim and elegant. your subscribers are sure 
to ask for it.
S0 write to: Standard Telephones and Cables 
Limited, Subscriber Apparatus and Acoustic 
Division, Oakleigh Road, New Southgate, 
London N.11, England. Telephone: 01-36S 1234. 
Telex: 21917.

an associale of

ITT
an associate of

ITT Standard Telephones and Cables LimitedStandard Telephones and Cables Limited
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STC Telecommunications

n a

ITT

'ARPHONE

: k.TARPHQ^E'

by STC
The World’s Smallest 
UHFRadiotelephone

The Starphone is unique.
It’s the first radiotelephone designed to go 
in the pocketwithout externalwires or rods. 
Operating on UHF, STC Starphone has 

an astonishing penetration of buildings 
and steel structures, and can give you 
instant two-way communication with your 

staff over a wide area.
Write for details to

STC Mobile Radiotelephones Limited, 
New Southgate, London N.11. England. 

Telephone: 01-368 1200.
Telex: 261912.

Starphonn—actual size

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
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STC Telecommunications

Have knowHhow 
will travel

Plonk us down anywhere and we 
feel at home. So long as we've got a 
telecommunications problem to get 
stuck into. Simple or complex. 
For customers large or small. 
We put at your disposal all STC's 
equipment and that of our 
associates. The knowledge gained 
from decades of international 
experience. Plus the

global resources of ITT.
We can help you establish or 
expand a communications network. 
Carrying speech, telegraphy, TV, 
data or telemetry. Using whichever 
form of transmission suits you best. 
You can just pick our brains or 
leave the whole job to us. Lease or 
buy the equipment involved. 
And we can either handle the

maintenance ourselves or train your 
own personnel.
Just tell us the problem - and leave 
it to us.
For details and our brochure 'Total 
Capability’ please contact: 
STC Project and 
Field Services Division, 
Basildon, Essex.
Telex: 99101 (STC Basiidon).

70/ICP

an associate ofITT
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
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With STC’s 12 MHz coaxial cable system type LGizA. 
This all soEd-state system will provide up to 2700 
telephone circuits on existing 9.5 mm (0.375 inches) 
diameter coaxial cables. The repeaters are buried in sealed 
housings below ground at 4.5 km (2.8 miles) intervals 
and are power fed over the cable.

The LG12A was the first al solid-state coaxial system 
of its type to be installed anywhere in Europe, and is 
currently in seiwice, or on order, for U.K., Austria, Spam, 
South Africa and Australia.

And for you, advanced tcci^nology in the ,
Queen’s Award winning LG12A means rdiabiiity, I»**
economy, dcpendahility and higher capaaiiy. c—:---J -

For more information, write to 
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited 
Microwave and Line Division 
Basiidon, Essex, England.
Telex: 99101 (STC Basiidon) ~"'T”

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
TOICM

an associate of

ITT
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STC Telecommunications

an associate of

ITT

Some of the books 
that have beenwritten 
about us.
It’s rather gratifying to see the results 
of our work in print. But not unusual 
for STC. A lot more volumes will 
adorn desks and kiosks around the 
country by the time we're through. 
At the moment, we're the only 
company involved in all 3 types of 
telephone exchange: Director, 
Non-Director, and Transit Switching. 
Transit Switching will eventually 
provide a new telephone network 
for the United Kingdom. In a year or 
so thirty Transit Switching centres all 
made and installed by us will be in 
operation for the Post Office 
Corporation.
Each will have its Group Switching 
Centres. Which in turn will be 
responsible for their own smaller, 
area exchanges.
The very fast signalling provided by 
Transit Switching will allow more 
calls through per minute. Fewer 
delays. Less time wasted, which will 
be greatly appreciated, because the 
telephone is the bread and butter of 
a lot of businesses.
Including ours.
Standard Telephones and Cables 
Limited, Telephone Switching Group, 
Oakleigh Road, New Southgate, 
London N.11, England.
Telephone 01 -368 1234. Telex 21917.

worldwide telecommunications and electronics STC
70/10
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With a detected system flatness within jt 0.05dB over 
the full video range, and a battery of features to aid pi6- 
cise measurement, the new TF 2361 provides a standard 
ofaccuracy not usually associated with general purpose 
sweep generators.

‘ This powerful new instrmnent' is designed for use with 
video or v.h.f. sweeper plug-ins to foim accurate and 
comprehensive measurement systems-particuhrly in the 
T—v field.
A wide range of sweep speeds from 0.01 Hz to 100 Hz 
make it ideaa for use with X-Y plotters, display units or 
oscillcscopes.
The TF 2361 main unit, which contains common power
supplies and circuit1y for the plug-ins, features readily 
removable chassis units for straightforward servicing. 
Altogether an extremeey comprehensive and well specc- 
fied sweep geneenaoir

VIDEO 25 7Hztc

^6^6$

Z 21< Unique c%Jectedhystem
flatness to within + 0.05dB over the full band makes it i 
ideal for wide range, accurate frequency response chocks 011 
receivers, amplifiers, filters and attenuators.
ae Unique alternaee-sweops-at-ddifleernt-levels feature com
plements the advantages of the flat output in making accurate 
frequency response checks. .
ae Unique TV lock facility locks sweep to a TV sync and - 
blanking waveform to provide a TV video sweep system.
Price £960 f.o.b.U.K. '
V.H.F". 1 MHz 10 300 MHZ 9K Comprehensive internal 
and external markers can be added to the detected output; 
or can be used separately': positive 01 negative pulse or birdie 
markers can be seeeeced.
ale R.F. attenuator may be used separately.
ae Comprehensive range of detectors and probes available.
Price £1128 f.o.b.U.K.

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITEE
A GEC- Marconi Electronics Company

Longacres, St. Albans, Herts. England Eel. St. Albans 59292. Telex 23350
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GENERAL
and the power 

of speech
internal telephone communication systems call for the same degree of reliability as 
for national networks. Pirelli General manufactures a range of multipair and multi
way internal telephone cables which are stocked for immediate delivery. .
To reduce cross-talk in the multipair construction the pairs are twisted and laid-up 
with varying lays. Each cable has a distinct colour identification scheme for the 
cores or pairs which facilitates quick termination, and a Terylene ripper cord assists 
in quick removal of the PVC sheath. For further details ask for Publication C3Z1968.

PIRELLI GENERAL CABLE WORKS LIMITED • SOUTHAMPTON - TELEPHONE: SOUTHAMPTON 20381

P657/
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Take 4000 lines, and up. This is the 
scale of telephone exchange capacity which 
is now best: handled by 5005 Crossbar.

Crossbar?
Crossbar is the internationally used 

name for a type of telephone switching 
rapidly replacing the older ‘Strowger’ 
electromechanical system that has been 
at work for over 50 years.

5005?
Plessey telecommunications engineers 

were first in the UK to see the need for 
this kind.of equipment, 20 years ago, and 
developed 5005 Crossbar in anticipation 
of an exploding demand.

- Crossbar is now a basic system in the 
currentPost Office expansion programme.

As you might expect crossbar is more 
versatile, needs less maintenance than 
the equipment it replaces and it is 
compatible with electronic systems. It 
is also- compatible with international 
switching systems and Plessey has 
installed several major drossbar switching 
centres at key points throughout the world.

The early Plessey lead in British 
crossbar is complemented by the first 
production electronic exchange in Europe 
(by Plessey) and, for that matter, by the 
first UK automatic Strowger exchange, 
at Epsom in 1912 (by Plessey). UK 
telephone history involves only these three 
systems. To claim a first in each is no 
accident. It reflects a planned process of 
research, development and production to 
meet predicted needs, a pattern which 
Plessey is rather good at.
This is why Plessey is a major international 
force in telecommunications.

Please write for further information 
on the Plessey 5005 Crossbar system.

The Plessey Company Limited, 
Telecommunications Group, Edge Lane, 
Liverpool L7 9NW, England.
Telephone: 051-228 4830 Telex: 62267

®PLESSEY
Telecommunications
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Plugs sockets, jacks -in all sizes and for every purpose - are made by 
the Speeki! Products Division of Astralux Dynamics Ltd. They’re chosen 
by the British Government and approved by the Post Office and Aircraft 
Industry. The special Astralux design service for prototype models is used by 
these organisations and by private industry. You can rely on Astralux 
efficiency and technical accuracy to produce equipment strictly to speccfica- 
tion — and quickly. Plugs Sockets and Jacks are just some of the products 
of a company streamlined to serve world-wide industry today. Learn more 
about what Astralux can offer you. Write to us for descriptive literature.

Illustrated from leftto right

1 Plug 316 2 Plug 406
3 Plug 235 4 Jack 84A
5 Plug 420 6 Jack 95A
7 Socket 626 with Hex. Nut
8 Plug 671 9 Socket 626
IGPlug Electrical 119
11 4G-way Connector 

male and female

ASTRALUX dynamic^ limited
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SWITCH WITH

Standard Reedac* The Standard REEDAC is a sem!-solid state heavy-duty 50-60 cycle A.C. 
switch, which combines all the advantages of reed relay switches with solid state dependability. Thus 
REEDAC has a turn-on speed of 1 millisecond, combined with a 500 million operations life expectancy. The 
design of the REEDAC provides a sturdy compact package, sealed against environmental conditions-and 
completely silent in operation. This rugged design is ideally suited to withstand severe shock and vibration.

SPECIFICATIONS
RATING: 2, 4, 5, 7, 10 and 15 amps at 250V RMS 
inductive or resistive.
APPLIED VOLTAGE: 28 voltsto 250V RMS 50-60 HZ.
INPUT: 6, 12, 18, 24, or 48 VDC. (250mW).
TEMPERATURE: Operating : — 0°C. to + 70°C (with 
adequate heat sinking). Storagg:— minus 40°C to 
+ 100°C.
OPERATE DATA: Turn-on can occur anywhere in the 
A.C. cycle, but does not follow the bounce of the 
reed switch.
Turn-off occurs at approximately the zero current 
crossmg point.

Standard REEDAC incorporate a thyrector to 
prevent false turn - on where line transients exceed 
the forward blocking voltage. In addition a R_C 
network is included to minimize the commutating 
dv/dt to one volt per microsecond.
HOUSING: Glass filled nylon case1.8"x1.5” x 1.0”. 
Mounting is by means of two 0.187” dia. holes on 
2.25” centres.
TERMINAL OPTIONS:
(a) Solder lug type.
(b) Quick-connect type.
(g) 6-32 Lock Screw type.

Synchro Reedgo* THE CLASS ll AND in SYNCHRO REEDACare-purely solid state or semi-solid 
state devices-depending on input requirements. The switching element consists of a Bilateral Thyristor 
(Triac), gate controlled by a solid state zero volt sensing circuit. Closing the external switch or by applying 
D.C. to the input terminals completes the circuit to the gate, where it will conduct into integral numbers of 
whole cycles. it will turn on no later than 4.0 volts in the angle. Turn-on occurs in integral numbers of whole 
cycles not to exceed 4.0 volts. Turn-off occurs at approximately the zero current crossing point. Class II 
50-60 HZ, Class III. 400 HZ.
Please write or telephone for our Reedac* leaflet today. «Copyright

ASTRALUX dynamics limited
Relay Division • Brightlingsea • Colchester • Essex • England • Telephone: Brightlingsea 2517/8



) A slice from the exclusive Zener range by IR-
The Current Slicers.What IR don’t know about zener diodes

isn’t worth knowing.Which is hardly surprising, since IR 
are the world’s largest independent manufacturers

of power semiconductors.The world’s largest. And often the 
cleverest,too. IR offer you the reliable,high-performance, 

state-of-the-art zeners (still the only ones you
can get with lifetime guarantees) you need, deliver

them fast anywhere in the world, and back | 
them up with comprehensive technical, test gA 

and applications data. If you’d like a slice

IvR| the current slicers
International Rectifier -Oxted ~ Surrey
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The development and manuUacCure of telecommunications equipment requires 
forethought, research, technical expertise and a great deal of co-operation. 
Whiteley of Mansfield have been providing these services to the G.P.O. and 
indussry for many years. producing anything from a control knob to complete 
electronic and telecommunications equipment.

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD., Mansfield, Notts, England. Tel. Mansfield 24762

the GPO 
are proud to serve 

55 million people

WHITEIEY 
are proud to serve 

the GPO

London Office: 109 Kingsway, W.C.2 Tel. 01-405 3074
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LFto Microwave

Suppooting Structures 
Self-supporting Towers, 
Tubular and Lattice Masts, 
Telescopic Masts

Design
Site layouts 
Aerial System Design

Installation

World Wide Service
VHF Mast and Antenna System for the lTA-BBCTelevision 

Relay Station atAbergavenny. Photograph-South Wales Argus.

Point to Poinlt 
Broadca^sting 
Radio Relay 
Ground to Air 
Navvgational Aids 
Business Radio

C&S Antennas
provide 

a complete 
aerial service

Aerials
LF ‘T'and ’L'Aerials,
Mast Radiators, 
HF Dipoles, Ouadrants, 
Rhombic, Log Periodics, 
Vertical IncidenceArrays, 
Conicals, Biconicals 
VHF E UHFYagis, Helices, 
Ground Planes, Colinears, 
Whips, MarineAerials, 
Television Arrays to 10OkW e.r.p 
MICROWAVE Passive Reflectors, 
Dishes3"to 60 ft. dia.

Accessories
Coaxial and open wire Feeders, 
Hiters Aerial Switches, 
Lead-in panels, Earrh Systems. 
Air-cooled Transmitter Loads.
Termination Networks

C&S Antennas Ltd
Wentworth House, Eastern Avenue, Ilford, Essex, England, 
Telephone: 01-554-0102 Telex: 25850 Cables: Antennas Ilford (England)

CS:9



Every day is 
afaradday 
with us!

Why? Because every day we can meet 
your every need for capacitors. We can 
supply everything from a 10pF tubular ceramic 
to a 15,000 yF electrolytic, from stock.

It’s the same with all our capacitors 
(we've shown some ofthem below). And 
all the other components we can supply— 
everything from Adhesives to Zener diodes. 
Order today and they’ll be in the post today.

So what do you want by tomorrow at 
the latest?

Radiospares
P.O. Box 427, 
13-17 Epworth Street, London EC2. 
Tel: 01-253 9561. Telex: 262341.

ZJ 
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ever wanted
to choose for you rself 
between phase-locking 
and free-running?
with GEC 
Multiplex,you can!

4M—CG CARRIER 
GENERATING EQUIPMENT When it comes to carrier supply frequencies, GEC Multiplex 

equipment gives you the choice. They can be phase-locked to 
the frequency of the incoming pilot, or derived from crystal 
controlled master oscillators of particularly high stability to permit 
free-running. This is just one of the facilities provided with GEC 
4M-CG Carrier Generating Equipment. Others include 
Provision for Major/Minor stations.
Full or partial duplication with automatic changeover. 
To CCITT or North American requirements.

Takes telecommunications into tomorrow
GEC-AEI TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD,OF COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

A Management Company of The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England.
IB45
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ever 
wanted 
toimproveyour 
copacnyfor 
conversation?

* 960 telephone circuits.
* 4.4 mm. (0.174 in.) or 9.5 mm.

(0.375 in.) coaxial-cables.
* Power-fed repeaters at a maximum 

spacing of 4010 m. (4,400 yd.) for 
4.4 mm. cable and 9250 m. (10120 yd.) 
for 9.5 mm. cable.

* Performance to CCITT recommendations.
* Proven in operation with over 230 

systems covering 6000 route miles being 
supplied in the U.K. alone.

* Underground repeater boxes to house up

with fhg GEC
to six systems.

small;diameter 
co-axial cable 
system 4K9B

Takes telecommunications into tomorrow
GEC-AEI TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD,OF COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

A Management Company of The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England.

I.B.4I
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6vsr to copewith upto eight re* of a fimein each direction?

• M |M I _ For high- density routes, the GEC
6-8GHz semiconductored microwave 

radio equipment can accommodate up to
| Q eight radio bearers in each direction of

transmission, using a single antenna. 

microwave system frequency usage provides
, , I up to 16 x 960 high-quality speech

channels in the same frequency spectrum

GEC MICROWAVE TYPE 68R9A

Takes telecommunications into tomorrow
GEC-AEI TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD,OF COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

A Management Company of The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England. |Bl50



theatre bookings

Registered Design 
No. 940229

Takes telecommunications into tomorrow
GEC-AEI TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD,OF COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

A Management Company of The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England.

“put me through 
to the manager 
room service...

Our new low line Cord Switchboard is at home wherever 
personal service is still important...

Even in the pace of today’s 
modern world, personal ser
vice is expected and often 
necessary. The GEC low line 
Cord-type telephone switch
board combines elegance with 
efficiency and boasts adapta
bility to suit its surroundings 
wherever they may be . . . 
whether in luxury hotels, 
hospitals, or even cruise 
liners. It's the ideal 
PABX private telephone 
system for situations
where personal servicecounts.

IB|43
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A NEW JOINTING METHOD FOR TELECOMMUNICATION CABLES
USED ON A WORLD WIDE SCALE

Producing high integrity joints on Copper and Aluminium Conductors

EGERTON ‘B'-WIRE CONNECTORS

We also offer the following—Submarine Cable Jointing Equupment 
Coaxial Jointing Tools 
Cable Pulling Eyes and Swivels 
B.I.C.C. Sheath Closure Equupment

1. No stripping of the conductor insulation.
2. No deformation or twisting of the 

conductors.
3. No tip soldering of the joint.
4. No jointing skill required.
5. No complicated ancillary equipment 

needed.
6. No increase in diameter over the usual 

paper insulated conductor joint.
7. No increase in costs compared with crank 

handle, twisting and soldered joints.
8. Equally suitable for copper and aluminium 

conductors.

Polyester Moulded Splice Cases for up to 200 pair cables

EGERTON CONNECTORS LIMITED, LIDDON ROAD, BROMLEY, KENT
Published by The Post Office Electrical Engineers’ Journal. G.P.O.,2-12 Gresham Street. London, E.C.2.

and Printed in Great Britain by Unwin Brothers Limited, Waking and London. A member of the Staples Printing Group
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‘Wiat noise anoys a 
PoN DOice engineer?’
Whatever it is, there are many ways AIM can 

help recover signals from noise

THE MUSICAL WAY
Even a Post Office man mus relax. The Cambridge Audio 
P40 Hi Fi Amplifier will cradle him in noiseless distortion- 
free arms. Full test certificate with each amp. Typical 
distortion at full output is 0.03%. Less than 0.01% below 
full output. Input: stage can cope with 120dB dynamic 
range.

THE COMPUTER WAY
AIM's new Correlation Function Computer sets the power
ful new signal processing standard for the 1970's. This 
instrument can extract complex signals from up to 60dB of 
noise, compute impulse responses, measure fllow rate, 
check room acoustics etc.

THESAMPLING WAY
The sampling lab in a box. The AIM sampler enables you to 
use low frequency scope or X—Y recorder to over 1GHZ. 
Features a 100kohm probe, incoherent samphng, signal 
averaging. This instrument can improve signal to noise ratio 
by over 40dB within its frequency range.

THE LOCK-IN WAY
With or without a reference signal, the AIM range of lock-in 
amplifiers can recover signals buried in up to 60dB of noise. 
Easiiy the most versatile system you can buy.

ANY OTHER WAY
Cambridge Consultants Ltd offers contract research and development in electronics, physics and mechanical engineering. If 
none of our catalogue instruments solves your problem then we can design one for you;

We also manufacture: Fast A to D Converters, Tape Punch Drives, Pulse Generators, Wideband Power Amplifier, Log Amps, 
Filters, Infrared Components, Infrared Micrometers, Tracking Filters. '

' p ' ' g The River Mill
St Ives, Huntingdon
04806 2901 telex 32223AIM GROUP —‘Innovation through research’
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HIGH PRECISION MECHANICS FOR INSTRUMENT ELECTRONIC £3D TSTSMATIJNILDUSTRIES

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
MECHANICS

G.P.O. APPROVED
IMMEDIATE QUOTATIONS AND 

TECHNICAL SERVICE
SHELF ASSEMBLIES

THAMES ROAD, CRAYFORD, KENT 
TELEPHONE: CRAYFORD 665D6CRAY ELECTRONICS LTD
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